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ABSTRACT 

From the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, the experiences of 

predorninantly male Chinese migrants in Canada, their relationship with each other, and 

their interactions with Chinese and Canadian society were infiuenced by each society's 

patriarchai nature. Each rociety had a culturally-specific patriarchal system that 

perpetuated the interests ofa few eüte men over other groups and cultures, and each 

portrayed this grwp as the muculine ideal. Since each viewed events through this lens, 

racism frequenîly todr on a gendered Iangwge. The construction of culturaüy-specific 

notions of gmder helped maintain each cornmunity's culturaily-specific patriarchai system. 

Furthemore, racialized gender consûucts and gendered constructs of race legitimired 

exïsting patterns of domination both w i t h  each group and in these groups' interactions 

with each other. This thesis shows that the categories of race and gender were linked and 

that a ferninia approach is u s a  for the study of immigration history. 
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From the rnid-nineteenth cmtury to 1923, the year when the Chinese Exclrsioon 

Act was pas* economic and politid instabilities in China and better employmem 

opportunities in Canada encouraged thousands of Chinese migrants to corne to Canada. 

Most emigrated from a s d  number of districts in Southeni China The Chinese 

population in Caaada consisted mstly of d e  labourers, a smail group of merchants, and 

a very smaii group of women. Most male migrants left their families and wives in China 

and hoped that their sojoum abroad would aüow them to retire comfonably in China For 

moq their emigration abroad and their reminances improved their social status in their 

. home villages. Despite the respect that they received there, most encountered both 

institutionalked and informai racism on a daily basis in Canada Racist legisiation and 

attitudes tended to feminize male Chinese migrants by categorizîng them in the same 

subordhate group as white women, by denying them political and economic privileges that 

white male settlers enjoyed, and by ghettoking them into jobs traditiondy held by white 

women. 

This thesis examines how both the Chinese and Euro-Canadian communities in 

Canada used gendered constructions of race to define community boundaries and to assert 

dorninance over outsiders. It argues that racially specific notions of gender and gendered 

notions of race m u M y  reinforced the dominance of white and Chinese men in their 

respective communities. It l w k s  at how Chinese migrants' interactions with China, their 

home villages, other oveneas Chinese, other groups in Canadian society, and each other 

al1 intluenced their construction of new and the modification of traditional gender and 

cultural identities and lierarchies. It examines how Chinese male migrants eventually 

constructed an di-encompassing masculine migrant identity that drew on elements of the 

Chinese past and present, and elements of what they saw as modern Canadian culture to 

enhance their position in their interactions with these groups and to junify their 

expenences in Canada and in China 
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STRUCTURE OF TEE TEESIS 

This thesis is divided into t h e  chapters. The introductory one briefly descnies 

the background to Chinese migration to Canada, and critically assesses existing midies on 

C hinesecanadian immigration history. The second and third c hapters examine the 

relationship between race, gender, and power in both the Chinese and Euro-Canadian 

communities. The second chepter is funk divided into several sections. The first 

examines how before large-scale ernigration occurred, notions of Chinese cultural 

superiority and male supremacy mutually reinfiorcd each other's existence and 

perpetuated and justifieci the dominance of Chinese men over women, and other racial 

groups. The rest of the chapter demonstrates how changes during the last few decades of 

the Qing dynasty and the Republican era had the potential to undennine both the gendered 

cultural hierarchy and the culturaüy-specifk gender hierarchy for overseas migrants. 

These changes, including the decline of China's international natus, overseas migration, 

and anti-Chinese sentiments in Canada, had the potential to blur the constructed 

boundaries between the superior and civilized Chinese masculine 'ive" and the barbark 

and infenor ferninine "them." The third chapter shows how male migrants adapted 

Chinese masculine ideais to create a new nationalist, hyper-sexualized, and situational 

masculine ideal that aliowed them to portray thernselves simultaneously both as modem 

and westemhed patriotic national saviours and preservers of Chinese tradition. These 

new ideals reuiforced their sense of cultural and gender supremacy and strengthened the 

boundaries betweeu themselves and extemal groups. 

THE CONTEXT 

From the mid-nineteenth to the rnid-twentieth centuxy, China experienced a senes 

of crises that threatened its suNival as a nation and the livelihood of its people. Beginning 

with its defeat in the Opium War of 1840, military defeats by various foreign powen 

forced the Qing governent to sign a series of unequal treaties that ceded temtones to 

foreign powers, cmed  out spheres ofinauence in China proper, promisad to pay large 

war indernnities, and granted extraterritoriality to foreigners in china.' From the fdl of 

-- 

1 Bo Yang, Zhonggrto Renshi Gang (The Histoy of China a n d h  People), (Taipei: 1986). 923-993. 
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the Qing in 19 1 1 to the reuaification of China by the Nationalists and the Chinese 

Communist Party in 1928, China was d e d  by various regionai warlords and was in a state 

of constant civil war. Warfke broke out again fkom 1939 to 1945 as Japan invaded China 

and the second Sino-Iapanese War was declareci. Due to social chaos at home, economic 

opportunities in Canada, and improved trans-oceanic trmsportation methods, many young 

men, especialiy those who iived in Siyi (the Four Districts), which consistai of the districts 

of Kaiping, Xinhui, Enping, and Taishan, and thox  in Sanyi (the Three Districts), which 

included the districts of Panyu, Shunde, and Nadmi, in South China looked to migration 

to Canada as a way to eam a li~eliiood.~ Once in Canada, their lives were shaped by theü 

desire to support their f d e s ,  preserve their cultural background, and combat anti- 

Chinese sentiments in Canada. 

For Euro-Canadians, the beliefthat ail Chinese migrants were sojoumers who 

could not be assunilated into the Anglo-saxon race justified discrimination against them. 

Many white Canadians saw them as sojoumers who had no intention of settling in Canada 

because they did not bring their M e s  over, worked in industries such as restaurants and 

laundries that could be easily -14 and &ained distinct Chinese customs.' They also 

argueci that Chinese workers weakened the Canadian economy through their remittances." 

Even though many more Chinese migrants would have stayed ifracism was not so 

prevalent, the assumption that they were ccnon-settlers77 led to anti-Chinese laws which 

m e r  discouraged them from settiing in canada? 

This thesis uses tbe pinyin systen Wckkrg et al., From China to Canada: A Histary of the Chinese 
Communities in Canadrz, (Toronto: McClelfmd und Stewurt. 1988). 3-13, June Mei. "Socioeconomic 
Origins of Emigration, GuangQng to California, 1850-82," &Idem China 5:4 (M. 1979), 454476, 
Anthony Chan, "Social Roats of Chinese Emigration ta the New World," Asian Projile 1 0 5  (October 
l982), 427-429, Sucbcng Chan, This B i î î e ~  Soi/: The Chinese i n  Calfornia .Agriculhrre. 1886- 19 IO, 
(Berkeley: University of lalifornia Press, 1986), 16, and Ki1 Young Zo, "Emigrant Commuaities in 
China, Sze-yap," Asian Profile 5:4 (1977), 3 13-3 15. 
A Chan, The Myth of ihe Chinere Sojouracr in in Visible Minoriries andlfulticuIturaiism: 

Asians in Cima&, edited by IL V. Ujimoto and G. Elirabayashi, (Toronto, 1980), 36, Patricia E. Roy, 
"Rotecting Their Podretbodrs and Restrving TbcU Race: White Merchants and Oriental Cornpetition," 
in Cities i n  the West, editad by A McCormack and L Macpherson, (Ottawa. 1975), 1 17-131, and Paul C. 
P. Si& m e  ~ojourncr," Thc Americun Journal of &iofogv. 82(1952), 3144. 
' Gmther Baureiss, "Chinese Immigration, Chinese Stereotyps, and Chinese Labour." canadian Ethnic 
Studies, XIX: 3, 1987,241-26 1. 
5 Gillian Crase, "Class, Ethnicity, and Conaict: The Case of Chinese and Japanese Immigrants, 1880- 
1923," Workrs, Capital. and the State i n  British Columbia: Slecred Papers, ediedited by Rennie 
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Anti-Chinese sentiments led to the passage of  legislation that reduced the flow of 

Chinese migration into Canada Beginaiag in the 1880s, the legislatue in British 

Columbia repeatedly pressured the federd govenunent to b t h e r  M t  Chinese 

immigration on the grounds that Canada should not be '%ontaminate&' by an inferior and 

unassimilable race6 As the number of migrants and anti-Chinese sentiments grew, the 

federal govemment M y  imposecl, in 1885, a M y  dollar head tax on every Chinese 

migrant e n t e ~ g  Canada This was r a i d  to one hundred dollars in 1901 and five hundred 

dollars, or the equivalent ofa labower7s annual wage, in 1904.' In 1923, the federal 

govemment introducd the Chinese Immigration A 4  which was known as the Orclusion 

A a  in the Chinese community, in response ta nsing Chinese migration and anti-Chinese 

sentiments duhg the depression aAer the Fiist World War. Under this Act, only 

diplornatic officiais and their retinues, Canadian-born children of Chinese origin who had 

been away for education or other purposes, students attending a degree-granting 

institution, and merchants were granted admission into canada8 The t e m  "merchant" 

was later narrowly dehed as a person engaged in "an import or  export business for at 

least three years with a minimum investment of $2,500.'' This Act effectively stopped the 

predomioantly male labourer migtation to Canada. From 1925 to 1947, the year when the 

Act was repealed, only eight Chinese men legdy enteredg 

From the 1920s to the 1 9 4 0 ~ ~  several factors led to the formation of an aging and 

shrinking Chinese community consisting mostiy of marrieci-bachelors, men who were 

married and had families in China, but lived on their own in Canada. The ability to  bring 

. . . - - - - -- 

Warburton and David Coburn, (V- The University of British Columbia Press, 1988), 62-63, and 
for statistics on the numilct of Chinese inunigranis wbo visited or tctumed to China sec Census of 
Canada, 188 1-198 1; Canada Year 1927-1968 as cited in Baureiss, "Discrimination and Respanse: 
The Chinese in Canada," Ethnicip and Ethnic Relations in C'ma&, (Toronto, 1985). edited ùy Rita 
Bienvenue and Say GoIdstein, 217. 
Howard Palmer, "Retuctant Hosts: Anglo-Canadian Views of Multicultufalism in the Twentieth 

Centuxy," Papr Resentcd to tht Second Biannual Conferenœ of the Canadian Consultative Counril on 
MuiticuituraIism, Oaawa, Febniary 13-15. - - ' Baureiss, "Discrimination and Response,'' 243-214. 
' Sfatutes OF Caiu<La 1923, 13-14 George V. Chapîer 38.30 1-15 as cited in F. I. McEvoy, -'A S m 1  of 
Racial Discrimination': The Chinese immigration Act and CanaQ's Relations with China 19424947," 
Canadian Ethnic Studes, XV 3.82. 

McEvoy, 25, 
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one's family over depended largely on one's economic resources and while most 

merchants brought their familes over, the majority of male labourers did not. For 

example, in 1902, out of the % women iiving in Victoria, 61 were mamed to merchants, 

28 to laborers, 2 to interpreten and 1 to a minister. The population had a high ratio of 

men to women. For exarnple, accordhg to the Canadian census, in 191 1, there were 

26,8 13 Chinese men and 96 1 women in Canada, in 192 1,3 7,163 men and 2,424 women, 

and in 193 1,43,05 1 men and 3,468 women. The average age of the Chinese in Canada 

rose steadiiy because the Act prevented the legai entry of both Chinese meu and women 

The lack of Chinese women meant that the reproduction of a second generation was 

delayed and that the population remaineci a predominantiy male one. The size of the 

C hinese population decreased after the early 1930s because =me migrants passed away, 

many left before the implementation of the Act. and few new ones were admitted. Even 

though a new generation of Canadian-born children grew up, this did not compensate for 

the death and departure of older migrants. Table # 1 shows that the decline in the size of 

the Chinese population was particularly noticeable in British Columbia because many 

moved eastward to other provinces to escape antiçhinese sentiments there. 

Table 1: Distribution of the Chinese Population in Canada, 1901-1941 

Gradually, the ratio between Chinese men and women hproved and migrants' 

attitude towaid Canada changed. The ratio baween men and women graduaiIy balanced. 

For exarnple, in 1921, the ratio between Chinese men and women was 10 to 1 and 6 to 1 

in Vancouver and Victoria reqxctively; in 193 1, it was 1 1 to 1 and 6 to 1 respectively; by 

1941, the ratio had decreased to 5 to 1 in both cities.12 This change can be attnbuted both 

to the departure and death of male migrants and to the binh of a smd  group of children. 

Year 
1901 

10 J. Tan and Roy, The Chinese in Cunada, (Oitawa: Canadian Historicai Association. 1985), 9- 
I L  Census of Canada, 1901 to 1951. as quoted inTan and Roy, 21. 
" Census of Canada, 192 1-194 1, as quoted in Wickôerg et al., 306-307- 

British Columbia 
87.7% 

Prairie Provinces 
N/A 

Ontario 
N/A 
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Furthemore, the birth of children, the outbreak of war in China, and improved relations 

between the Chinese and other groups in Canadian society encouraged more Chinese to 

think of Canada as their permanent home. Until the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 

1937, most saw China as the place for their retirement and buriai- However, the war, and 

later, the establishment ofthe People's Republic of China, made their retum no longer 

possible. Fwthermore7 their chiidren increasingiy identified with Canadian society l3 

The composition of the Chinese comrnunity changed as a result of events and 

attitudes toward them in Chias and Canada Throughout this period, it remained a 

predorninantIy mamed-bachelor society. The appearance of m entire generation of 

children who were bom and raiseci in Canndn added another dimension to this comrnunity 

as their relationship to both China and Canada differed fiom those of the previous 

generation. Both generations' responses and reactions to wents in both countries 

infiuenced how notions of Chineseues, fernininity, and rnasculinity were constructed 

within the commuity and how they were expresseci to extemal groups. 

SOURCES 

This thesis draws on many different types of pximary sources in both English and 

Chinese to understand how Chinese migrants perceived and interpreted their situations. it 

draws extensively on the Dahm Gongbm, a Chinese-language daily newspaper published 

by the Chinese Freemasons in vancouver. l4 It also examines several issues of the Jwhen 

Yuelho, a monthly magazine that was published by the Huang lineage in Taishan for its 

members abroad. '' Another group of Chinese-language sources used consists of various 

13 Wickberg et al-, 94-97, Evelyn Huang and Lawrence leffery, Chinese Canadians: VoicesJFom a 
Community, (Vancouver Douglas & McIntyre, I992), 1-8 and 57, Carol Lee, T h e  Road to 
Enfranchisement: Chi- and Japanest in British Columbia," BC Studes, 30 (Summer, 1 W6), 5045.  
l4 The Dahan Gongbao is avaüable at the National LI- in Ottawa undcr its W M i l e s  romanization: 
Ta Han Kung Pao and will bc rcfcnad to as Gongbao. Wben it was first piblished in 1907, it was known 
as the Ta Han Pao. From 1915 to 1925, it was hiown as the Ta Han Kung Pao, and h m  1925 to the 
1970s, it was kmwn as tbe Ta Han Rih Prao or the Chinese Daily :Vews. It is the longest ninning 
Chinese-languagc musppcr in Canada Sec Union Catalogue o-sh Columbia tVewspaprs. 
(Vancouver: British Columbia LI- Association, 1987), 3 12, Wïckbe!rg, "Chinese and Cruradian 
Innuences on Chinese Politics in Vancouver, 1900-1917," BC Studes 45 (Spring. 1980)- 42, and 
Wickùerg et al., 76. 
'' Juzhen Yuebao (Behaving Upnghtfy Month&) Vol. 4 5 4 ,  August 1930, Vol. 4: 12, Decembcr 1930. 
Vol. 5 5 .  May 193 1. and Vol. 5:8, August 1931. Al1 the issues are located in the Foon Sien Wong 
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publications published by di&nnt Chinese organizations in Canada to cornmernorate 

special occasions. They include publications by various clan and district associations, 

Chinese-Canadian Benevolent Associations in Vancouver and Victoria, and Chines- 

language schools. l6 

Even though all the publications tend to report events fiom biased perspectives, 

they nevertheles help to reconsmict the activities and concerns of various community 

groups. Even though each publication taids to portray its organization in a favourable 

Li& these biases are reduced by cornparhg sources lefi by several institutions, including 

those that had conflicting interesto." These publications, such as the Gongbao, emigrant 

magazines, and to a srnaller extent, commemorative issues published by various 

institutions, al1 dwote a significant amount of attention to reporting news and events in 

the various Chinese communities across Canada and emigrant communities in China. 

They also report extensively on incidents, such as pending anti-Chinese legislation or 

random acts of anti-Chinese violence, that affécted Chinese people in Canada. Most 

Collection. Speciaï Collections Division ai the University of British Columbia- The Cantonese 
romanization which appean on the title pages is Gui Ching Afonth[v. 
16 J i m d a  Wengaoha Wongha  Huiguan Baogao Shu (;Reports by the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent 
Association in Vancouver, Cana&)), (Vancower, 1938). Huang Jiangxïa Zhongtung Dierje Quanjïa 
Kenqinhi Shimo Ji (;ln Account of îhe Second Canada-wide Lineage Reunion Hosted 6-v the Main Huang 
Lineage A.~soc~~ati~n), (Vancoww, 1929), Taishan  viny yang Huiguan Liushi Zhounian finicu, Tekan <4 
Special Edtion to Commemorate me Sxiïeth Anniversary of the Taishan Distnct Association), 
( V a n c o ~ ~  Taishan District Associati - .  

on, 1957), Jianada Yungaoha Tais- Ningyang Huiguan Jiuji 
Yinei Nanmin Zoujumchu ZhengPnlu (Correspondence Recordr for the Vancouver Taishm District 
Association 's Tcn'shan Refigee Reszue Fund. Vancouver 'S. Canada), (Vancower: Taishan District 
Association, 1941)), Jima& Weidboli Tdshun Ningyang Zhonghuipan. Yungaohua Taishan :Vingyang 
higiran Zoujuan Yishu Mihuang Ziienpinlrt (Cornespondence Records for the Taishan Rice Famine 
Rescue Fund Oqanized by the Main Taishan Disaict Association in C/ictona. and the Taishan District 
Association in Vancouver. C~ada)) ,  (Wctoria: Taishan District Amociation, 1952). Quankan Taiqiao 
Shoujie Kenqin D a h i  Siiiimoji (An Accorurt of the First Canada-wide Taishan Ehigrants' Reunion), 
(Vancouver: Taishan District AsmxMon, 193 l),  and Zhuyun Quanjia KKaiping Zhonghuiguan T e h  64 
Special Issue to Commemorate the Main Kmping Distntncl A~i~ociation. Vàncouver), (Vmcouver: Kaiping 
District Association, 1947). AU the above arc stored in the Foon Sien Wong Collection Special 
Collections Division at the University of British Columbia. 
17 Confîicts within the community devtloptd betwcen mixent discrict or surname associations. Confiicts 
in China, especially those berwiecn suniame associations, m n t i y  carried mer and ifluenaxi 
relationships behwcn suraame d t i o n s  in Canaûa. For information on surname associations. sez 
Roger Daniels, rlsian Anerica: Chînese and J a p e s e  in the United States since 1850. (Seanle, 198%). 
83. Another source of anQict was bctween the Fnemasons and the Nationalist party. See Wickberg et 
al., 10J. 
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importantly, since there were so few Chinese women in Canada and their actions were 

closely observed, these publications provide insights ïnto how the community, in particular 

male elites, constnicted and reinforced gender ideals. The reports on emigrant 

communities, especially the reports on extramarital flairs of ernigrants' wives, reflect 

male migrants' concems about their families' behaviour during their absence. 

These publications were publisheâ by many of the most important institutions and 

some were very iduential in the Chinese comrn~nity~ The Chinese Freemasons was one 

of the two major politicai parties during this period and it competed fiercely with the 

Nationalist Party over the control ofresowces and membership in canada." The Taishan 

and Kaiping District Associations in both Vancouver and Victoria were the two most 

influentid district associations because most migrants came from these two districts. lg 

Both Benevolent Associations organized events and protests throughout this period and 

were particularly effdvely in providing leadership on issues that concerned the entire 

c o m r n ~ n i t ~ . ~ ~  The Gungbm, in particular, is a valuable research tool for understanding 

the Chinese in Ca& because it was the longest running Chinese-language newspaper 

before the 1940s. The fact that none ofthe other Chinese-language newspapers pnor to 

the 1940s ran for more than ten years and the Gongbao was in print from 1907 to the 

1970s without interruption shows that it received continuous support nom the 

comrnunity?' Even though is unclear what the actual circulation of this newspaper was, 

there is evidence that it was an important institution in the Chinese community and that it 

was easily accessible to Chinese people. For example, Denise Chong, a Chinese-Canadian 

"WE. wllmag "&me AspcU of Chinac Communities in British Columbia Townr" BC Studies, 1 
(Winter, 1968-1%9), 30-3 1 and Wickkrg et al., 104. 
' 9  David Chuen-yan Lai, "Home County and C h  Mgim of Overseas Chimse in Canada in the Eariy 
1880s," BC Siudes, 27, (Autumn, 1975),6, Lai, "The Demographic Suucture of a Canadian Chinatom 
in the Mid-Twentieth Cennuy," Canauïan Ethnic Studes, Xi: 2. (179). 53-54, and Lai. "An Anaiysis of 
Data on Home Iournys by Chihtst immigrants in Carda, 1892-1915," ?ne Profissional Geogrupher, 
Vol. 29, (1977), 361. 
" Wickberg, "-me no~etl l~ in chinese argmizationai Deveiopmcnt in canixia, 1923-1937," Cmadim 
Ethnic Studïes, Xi: 1, 1979,90 and Lai, "Chinese &temps to Discourage Emigntion to Canada: Some 
Findings h m  the Chinese Archives in Victoria," BC Studies. 18 (Summer. 1973). 3349. 
" For e-xampie, the Da Lu &ro &fuidland limes). a plpr plblished by KMT supporters, e.uisted from 
1908 to 1909, and the Yat Sun Bo @ai& News), a piper sponsored by the Empire Reform Association, 
existed fiom the mid 1900s to 1910. See Wickberg et al., 76. 
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author, recds that her grandfatber, a migrant who came to Canada More  the Exclusion 

Era, was able to read the paper daily because it was posted on the walls of the Chinese 

Benevolent Association in  anc couver.^ The tendency for other institutions to adverfise 

their events in the Gongbao shows that they endorsed the way they were portrayed and 

the newspaper itxK The influence of the Gongbao was not limited to Vancouver, 

because readers could aiso subscrii to it fiom other cities in North America and China? 

Ali the Mirent  types of Chinese-language sources are uncensoreci by extemal 

expectations. Since very few nonChinese, especially non-East Asians, read or understood 

the Chinese language, these publications were written purely for Chinese people. Since 

the publishers did not have to worry about how others especially white readers, would 

react to the contents, these publications included blunt judgments of Canadian society and 

other ethnic groups. Since they were published specifically for Chinese migrants and their 

descendants, their contents reflect the issues that most concemed them- 

Other sources are examineci to understand how masculinity and femhinity were 

represented in the Chinese p ~ t  media and Literature in Canada. These sources consist of 

advertisements for aphrodisiacs in the Gongho, severai pomographic stones, romantic 

fiction, and collections of essays on semai intercourse and sexuality which were popular 

among Chinese migrants.*" W t h  the exception of the stories in the Gongho, the other 

works were published in China and sent abroad to different Chinese comunities 

overseas. The circulation of these texts in Canada reflected the increased concern with 

sexual practices and hygime in China. Due to these concems, there was a growing List of 

cheap seIf-guided znanuals rnarriage guides, and primers on senial hygiene that were 

Denise Chong nit Conmrbne 's Chilukn: Pornoit of a Fontly Divided, (19%), 36. 
Gongbao, Iune 22,194 1, 

'' The poniograpbic novels inci& -4zhen Ziji (Ihe dutobiography of il Ben), Fengliu -Vugui (Tite Sexy 
Female Ghost), Chi Pori (Ine Foulish W o m ~ ) ,  (China). Hong Aîng zhum (The Stov of the Red Rpricot 
Blossom), and Shiyen h-an Tanlong Pen Beauries In Love With One ,Won)). The coiieaions of essays on 
senai intercourse hciudt Dr. Zhang Jinshcng, .finyu Congtan (cl Dis-on on k), (Shanghai, 1927). 
Zhang, ,Yin Shi, (A H i s t o ~  of Séxyal Intercourse), vol. 2 and 3, (China), Ai Lisi, Xinde Gongneng (The 
Functions of Sxuaf Intercourse), edited by Zhang, translated by Hui Ying, (Shanghai, 1927) and Xia0 
Jiangping, -Yin Shi (R History of Sexual Intercourse), Vol. 5, (Beijing, 1928). AU these works are found 
in the Foon Sien Wong Coiiection, Special Collections Division at the University of British Columbia 
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published cheaply in vemacular Chinese in These popular works give insight into 

the sexual fantasies of d e  rnigrant~.~ 

To understand how individuai Chinese men and women perceived and interpreted 

masculinity and fémininity, and how these notions were influenceci by patriotism, this 

thesis relies on several different sources. To understand the meanings of these notions to 

individuals duruig peacetime, it examines severai collections of oral interviews and 

au t~b iogra~h ies .~  These sources provide insights into how individuals conceived of these 

concepts independent of urtluential institutions in the Chinese cornmunity. Most 

importantly, they aiiow us to hear the voices of marginaiized groups, such as those of 

working-class men and women. S e v d  Chinese-language patriotic magazines published 

during the Sino-Japanese War are particularly usefil in revealing how nationalism 

infIuenced the construction of rnasculinity.** A cornparison of the pictures and texts in 

these magazines and those published in other publications during peacetime makes it 

possible to analyze the flexible nature and multiple uses of gender construction and 

cultural identity. 

This thesis relies on various other Chinese-language sources to reconstruct how 

gender constructs changed in Siyi and Sanyi before and d e r  large-scale emigration 

occurred. For this purpose, it examines various foUc sangs, county gazetteers, a collection 

of biographies on fernale communist martyrs fiom these areas, oral i n t e ~ e w s ,  statistical 

3 Frank Dikotter, Sx. Culture, and Moderniiry in China: ~Cfetücul Skience and the Construction of 
SexuaI Identifies in the M y  Repblican Pend,  (Honolulu: University of Hawaii, 1995), 1-3. 
" Many of the romantic storia wu. pibl*bcd reguhdy in the Gongbao in =rial f o m  aod muiy of ihe 
novels and collections ofessays that 1 found WC= rcgularly and aggresïvely advertised in the Gongbao at 
low pcices- The fact that al1 the w e l s  that I f d  were COU& by Huang Wenhi, a prominent and 
well-educated leackr in the C ~ ~ D C S C  community, shaws thwe novtls were pobably an accepteci and 
popilar fonn of enteriainment Since many of tht wrks wcre writîen in easy to m&rsGml Canu)nese 
vemacuiar, they wauld bave aCn accessiic to many migrants who were not well educrited 
For oral intanews with mi- in Canadp 1 rely on Huang and Jefféry which conlains mostly 

interviews with migrants in Vanamm anâ transcripts h m  the Orai History Raject of the Monmal 
Chinese Community coaducred in tbe 1980s ûy Aathony Kwon, Cbong's The Concubine's Chilken teU 
the story of the ChùreJc in Canada and Victor Net aad Brett & Bary Nee's Longtirne Cali/orn'.- .4 
Documenrq Stu& of an Amencan Chinatown, (New York, 1972) e-uamines the expenenœ of those in 
the United States. 
2.8 These magazines are Juri T e h  flesist Japan Mqgtuine), (Vancouver- The Public Relations 
Department of the Overseas Chinese's Savt the Nation and Resist J a p  Association. Vancouver, 
Canada), Vol. 1, DeCernber, 1931, and Vol. 2, Januafy? 1932, 
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studies, Chinese-language newspapm and other publications fiom and about these 

regions. Since the gazetteers are wuritten in a didactic way to preach Confircian virtues 

upheld by elite mernbers, thy are used to undmtand these ideals? The folk songs and 

oral interviews, on the 0th- han4 reflect the concems of non-ditesm The oral interviews 

with migrants and fictional accoums of emigrant communities help me understand social 

structures and conditions in emigrant communities both More large-scale migration 

occurred and as it was occurring? The coliection of biographies of female communia 

rnartyn and the various Chinese-Ianguage prht sources offer a diverse range of 

information on emigrant cornrnunities. The publications, even though they are written 

from a male perspective, aiiow me to reconstnict how migration influenced social 

conditions in these regions over a period of t h e  and how these changes infiuenced these 

regions' econorny, political and social structures, and most importantly familial 

relationships." 

EilSTORIOGRAPEY 

Many studies on Chinese-Canadian unmigration history focus on the actions and 

attitudes of the host society and not the experiences of Chinese migrants. For example, 

W. Peter Ward, Patricia Roy, and Kay Anderson examine excksively the experiences of 

the hoa cornmunity in their attempts to discover the root of racism and racial stereotypes. 

In these studies, the migrants are always spoken for and represented by Euro-Canadians: 

in other words, they are objects and not subjects of the midies. The focus is on how they 

were treated, how white racism was expressed, and these works ignore how they 

interpreted their situation, the decisions behind their actions, or how non-white groups in 

Canada influenced the behaviour of white Canadians and Chinese migrants. The problem 

29 Taishan .Yianzhi (County Gmetteer of TaQIshan), Enping ,kîaruhi (Counw Gazetteer of Enpingl, Kaiping 
Xanzhi (County Gazetîeer of Kdpinng), and X n h i  d Y i ~ h i  (County Gazetteer oflînhui) - 
30 Chen Tianzhy editeü, Tciisiian Geyaoji r'(A Collection of Sngsfiom Taishan), m p e i  lm). 
31 Huang and leffery, Chincst cadians, tmnsaipf fiom the Orai History hject by Kwon, Chong, The 
Concubine 's Chilàken. Ne and & Bary Nee, Longtirne Cdvoorn. 
32 Guangdong Funu YUQdOng Lisài Jiliao Zhu ( ïbe Team for the Research of The Kistory of 
Guangdong's Women's Movcment), The Biographies of Female martyrs in Guangdong (Guangdong 
Nuyinglie Zhuan), (Guang&ng 1983), Vol. 11, selections h m  the Gongboo, 1920s to the 1940s and the 
Juzhen Yuebao. 1930-193 1 .  
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is aggravated by the f'act that these authors rely exclusively on historical sources left by 

Euro-Canadians and do not examine sources left by Chinese migrants.33 Another group of 

scholars rnarghhzes the choices made by the Churese by seeing them simply as reactions 

to racism. Scholars such as Gunther Baureiss, Yuen-fong Woon, Gillian Creese, Peter Li, 

Jin Tan, David Chuenyan Lai, Anthony Ch- Thnothy Stanley, and Minam Yu ail tend to 

take this approach. 'Discrimination and Response," the subtitle to one of Baureiss7s 

articles, summarizes this approach. %y explainuig the experiences of the Chinese in 

Canada simply as reactions ta white racism, these authon fail to take into account the 

influence of other groups and factors, such as migrants' continued ties to China and their 

home communities, their relationships with other overseas Chinese groups, their 

relationships with other community members, and their interactions with non-white groups 

in 

Other scholars have an essentialistic view of Chinese migrants and Chinese and 

Canadian cultures, and argue that the experiences of migrants were shaped by both 

cultures' permanent characteristics. Scholars, such as Li, Yu, Woon, Chan, Siu, and Tan, 

emphasize that it was the migrants' cultural backgrounds that shaped their interactions 

with mainstream Society. Li, Chan, and Tan argue that both mainstream attitudes and 

Chinese cultural baggage shaped the migrants' reactions, while Woon and Siu give more 

33 W. Peter Wd, Whire Canada Forever: Popdar Attitudes and Public Policy Toward Orientais in 
British Columbia," (Montttal: McGiliQuccns University Ress, 1990), i.~-.wiii, and 6-21, Roy. WXte 
Man 's Province: British Columbia Politicims and Chinese and J'apwtese Immigrants, 1858- 19 14, 
(Vancouver: Univenity of British Columbia Rcss? 1989), vii-XVu, Roy, "A Choice Between Eviis: The 
Chinese and the CoaSÉNetion of the CPR in British Cotambia." Hugh Dempsey ad, Tire CPR West 
Vancouver, 19W, 13-34, Ray, "The illusion of Toleration: Whik Opinions of Asians in British 
Columbia, 1929-1937," in Ksible Minofiries and16fulti~~IhrraIism: Asians in Canada- Edited by K. 
Vidor Ujimoto and G. Hirabeyashi, (T'omnto), 8 1-9 1, Kay AnQrson, Voncouver 's Chinatown: Racial 
Discourse in Canada, 18754980, (Monireai: McGiI14&een's University Ress, 1991), 3-73, and 
Andetson, "The Idea of Cbinat~wj~," Annais of the Association of A m e r i c ~  Geographers. 7714 ( 1  987), 
580-98. 
Y Baureiss. uDiscriminati~n a d  Respoase," 241-26 1, Baureiss, "Chiiiae Immigration." 15-34 Creese. 
"immigration Policies and the Crtation of an Ethnicaiiy Segmenteci Working Class in British Columbia. 
1880-1923," Alternaie Routes: A Cbiticul Review, Vol, 7, (19û4)., 1-31, C-, "Class, Eihnicity. and 
Conflict," 55185, and Creest, "Orpnkhg Against Racism in the Workplace: Chinese Workers in 
Vancouver Before the Second World War." Canaàïm Ethnic Studies, XIX: 3, 1987-3 545. 
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weight to the influence of Chinese culture.'"iu and Woon both argue that it was the 

sojourning rnentality of the migrants, a product of Chinese culture, that made them 

withdraw into ethnically segtegated neighbourhds which fbeled anti-Chinese sentiments 

among non-Chinese people.M nKir studies have the potential of blaMng the Chinese for 

white racism by hplying that white racism was justifid because it was simply a respome 

to concrete elements in Chinese mitute. These authors also rnisrepresent Chinese culture 

and the migrants. Even though most migrants came £tom a small region in Guangdong, 

spoke a distinct diaie*, and were iduenced by the regional culture of their home villages, 

these authors misleadingiy portray them as king a representative sample of the Chinese 

population and ignore China's r e g i o a  culturai, and linguistic diversity. 

Despite their different approaches, these scholars share many assomptions about 

the Chinese in Canada. AN of them, with the exception of Anderson, assume that notions 

surrounding race are based on pennanet and biological features instead of seeïng them as 

social con~tructs.~' As a r d t ,  they do not examine how racial group boundaries were 

constantfy realigned and reconstmcted in both Canadian and Chinese comunities to 

create new insiders and outsiders. For example, even thougti a distinct white racial 

hierarchy existed for white immigrant groups when different white ethnic groups 

interacted with the Chinese community, they coalesced into a single group held together 

by their created whiteness. Similady, in China, various dominant groups imposed an 

ethnic-like identity ont0 other groups to justie and perpetuate their social dorninan~e.~~ 

'' Peter Li, "Canada Immigration Pbiicy and Assimilation Theones," in John Fry ed Economy, C las  and 
Scia1 Reality, ((Sc;utrotougb, 1979), 41 1422, Li, "Immigration Laws and Family Paikrns: Demographic 
Changes Among Chinesc Families in Cauada, 1885- 197 1," Canadm Ethnic Sturlles 12: 1 .  ( 1980): 58-73, 
Li, The Chinese in Con& (Toronto: Mord University Ress, 1988), 142,  A Chan, Guld Mountain: 
The Chinese in the New Worid, (Vimamvef: New Star Books, 1987), Chan, "Orientalism and Image 
Making," 3746, Cban, "Social Roots of Chinesc Emigratioa" 421-32, Chan, "The My& of the Chinese 
Sojourner in Canada," 241-261, Tan, "Chinesc L&ow and and tbenstituted Social Or&r of British 
Columbia," Canadian Ethnic Shrdies, 1987 MX (3): 68-88 and Tan and Roy, The Chinese in Canada, 
(Ottawa: Canadian Historicd Association, I985),3-22. 
36 Yuen-fong W00n, "The Voluntary S o j a v w  Ammg the Ovetseas C m :  Myth or Reality?" Paci/ic 
A . à i r s  1983: 673490 and Paul Siu, "The Sojoarmr," Amencan Journal ofSociology, 82(1952), 34-14. 
" Anderson argues th& point wcil in ber iwo sadieses Sec Aaderron. Vancouver's Chinatom. 3-73 and 
"The Idea of Chinatown." 580-98. 
38 See C. Fred Blake, Eihic Gmups and h i a l  Change in a Chinese d farkei Town. (Hawaii: The 
University Press of Hawaii, 198 l), 2-5 and Erniïy Honig, Creating Chinese Eihnicity Subei People in 
Shanghai, 1850-1980, Wn&n: Yale University Ress, 1992). 1-7. 
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However, since these authors believe that racism was based on the reaction of one distinct 

race to another, they imply thai racism was inevitable. Despite their diffierent emphases* 

their midies imply that the experiences of the Chinese in Canada were predetermined by 

factors, such as white racism, the capitalist economy, or Chinese culture, that were outside 

of t heir control. 

By examining the experiences of the Chinese through a binary discourse, these 

scholars deny migrants voices to negotiate their own identities and imply that they were 

passive victuns who intemaiized and accepteci an extemally i m p o d  identity. Viewed 

through this perspective. the migrants are viewed purely through their interactions with 

the dominant white Canadian community and are constantly placed in an iderior power 

position in this relationship. These authors do not question how migrants perceived and 

constructed their own identities and assume that they all shared the same identity. By 

disregarding the interna1 discourse and conflicts within the community. and class, gender. 

generationai, religiouq and ethnic differences within both the host society and the Chinese 

community, these scholars actuaily reinforce certain racist stereotypes by portraying bot h 

groups as monolithic, unified, and opposing entities. Wing Chung Ng sums up the 

problems with this approach: 

Chinese people [were] stripped of theu power of self-definition.. . What is 
historicaüy and Joaologicdy important is not the things these Chinese did or said, 
but simply how they were abused and why. Fully preoccupied with the western 
perceptions of Chineseness ,... the ethnic Chinese [were deprived of] their own 
v o i ~ e s . ~ ~  

This binary approach fùrther pits the two groups against one another and favours the host 

society by portraying it as the aggressor and the actor. The tendency to view the 

interactions between the Chinese and various groups in Canadian society as one of 

domination and resistance needs to be more nuanced. By viewing the experiences of the 

Chinese in Canada through a b i i  focus, the shifting constructions and boundaries of 

39 Wing Chung Ng, 4Ethnicity and CommuiUty: Southem Chinese [mmigrants and üescendants in 
Vancouver, 1945-19ûû," (PhD. Thesis, University of British Columbia, 1993). 8-9. The historiographid 
d o n  is excellent and many of my critiques are uitlutnced by it. 
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c%hiteness" and "Chineseness" are rigidined and the idluence of non-white groups on 

ethnic relations is ignored. 

Furthemore, these studies tend to ignore the auence that gender construction 

and women had on ethnic relations. Racism and racist steremtypes were frequently 

constructeci in conjunction with m i d y  specific notions of femininity and masculinity. 

These constmcts and the betiefin each race's ability to live up to them further justifieci 

existing patterns of raciai and genda domination in both the host society and the Chinese 

community. Shared notions of geader further helped to reinforce and validate e>asting 

community boundaries. Since gender rola played an integral part in perpetuating existing 

group boundaries, both Chinese and non-Chinese women's challenges to these ideals 

weakened the ability of theu groups to maintain their group boundaries. Since racial 

constructions are fiequently gendered and gender constnicts are oflen racially specific, the 

categories of race and gender cannot be studied as two separate factors. They should be 

studied as two interlinking and CO-dependent forces and hierarchies that mutuaUy reinforce 

each other's existence. 

1 examine the experiences of the Chinese in Canada through a ferninia perspective 

and argue that racism and the reactions of the Chinese to racism were shaped by the 

clashing of two culturaiiy specific patriarchal systems. 1 will show that for both Chinese 

and white groups, hostility toward other racial groups and the construction of racially 

specific notions of maScuLinity and feminlliity were essential in the maintenance of its 

racially-centred patriarchal system. Furthemore, the construction of racially specific 

notions of gender, especially notions of masculinity, became powernil tools in justifjing 

patterns of domination within each community and in its interactions with other groups. 

Interestingly, even though each community was divided by class, gender, and ethnic 

codicts, the existence of these shared culturally specific ideals and gendered cultural 

identities helped each conmct  seerningiy unified and permanent boundaries. 

Furthemore, despite the existence of various intemal conûicts and identities, in their 

interactions with one another, each community tended to perceive the other as a 

monolithic feminized other. In short, 1 argue that sexism and racism are closely linked and 
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that as a result, the study of racism, in terms of both anti-Chinese and anti-Euro-Canadian 

sentiments, must take into account prevalent sexist attitudes in both Canadian and Chinese 

cornrnunities- 
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II. SUBVERSION OF CHINESE CULTURAL SUPERIORITY AM) 

MALE SUPREMACY? 
Before the nineteenth century, most Chinese people believed in their cultural 

superiority and felt that the fidfihent of Connician gender constructs was an integral part 

of this cultural identity. At the hart ofthis order was a patriarchal system where male 

household heads exercised complete control over their family members. Many men, 

especially Confùcian elites, p l d  themselves at the top of this order, and believed in both 

their cultural and gender superiority over non-Chinese groups and women. Many men in 

Siyi and Sanyi, areas that later became migrant communities, shared this sense of 

supenority. Beginning in the rnid-nineteenth century, many people from these regions 

migrateci to North America and carried these beliefs with them. However, in the next 

century, migration and intemal and extemai threats to China's suNival threatened to 

dismantle both sets of hienuchies that defiied male migrants' identities and justified their 

dominant sociai position. The Confùcian gender constructs and the patriarchal family that 

had marked the Merence between Chinese cit-ilization and barbarian cultures were 

increasingly displaced by new western gender ideals. Since male migrants' Chinese 

masculine authority over other groups and women depended on the existence of these 

hierarchies and gender ideals, their social dominance was increasingiy challenged. 

This chapter examines the pressures that emigration and western imperialism 

exerted on the cultural and gender identities of male emigrants in Canada. The first 

section begins by examining how Confùcian gender ideals were used as Chinese cultural 

markers to distinguish superior civiiized Chinese fiom iderior non-Chinese barbarians. An 

examination of intellectual thought and popular literature reveals that the Chinese 

masculine ideal was rooted in a patriarchal and polygamist culture that sanctioned men's 

domination over women, Tt  then asks how the Punti, the group to which most migrants in 

Canada belonged, used these gender consmicts as group markers to construct a Chinese 

identity for themselves to justifj. theu dominant social position in their home villages over 

other groups. The second section examines how emigration and changes in China 

threatened to undermine both male migrants' gender and cultural domination by exarnining 
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their interactions with China, their home viiiages, with each other, and other groups in 

both countries. 

GENDER ROLES AND CHINESENESS BEFORE EMIGRATION 

Prior to the nineteenth centwy, most Chinese people beüeved that their empire was 

the height of civihtion and that d the other l e s  civilized groups, depending on their 

degree of achievement, wae  placed on the peripheries ofthis cultural system. Even 

though there was a racial elexnent to defining Chineseness, non-Chinese people were 

usually defimd as people who did not follow the Chinese way marked by the Chinese 

patnarchal system and Coonician vimies and gender roles." 

Chineseness was tiequently d&ed in tenns of a group's ability to fiilfil Chinese 

gender roles, use Chinese institutions, and carry out Chinese rituals the Selief t hat only 

"Chinese" people couid fulnl these ideals justified Chinese people's sense of cultural 

superiority. Some Confucian scholars, such as Peng Yu, a Ming official, equated beig 

Chinese with being civilized and civility with the ability to filfil gendered Confucian ideals, 

such as nghteousness for men and sexuai purity for women." Since most aspects of 

Chinese society were implicitly gendered, to be Chinese implied that a person had to l e m  

the proper d e s  for being a Chinese myi or woman. It included observing the proper 

division of labour encapsulated in the phrase ''men tiI1 and women weave," and the proper 

separation of spheres where wornen remained in charge of domestic affairs, while men 

controiled a E i s  outside the home." Furthmore, by the Ming dynasty, certain 

gendered beauty ideals, such as foot binduig for women, were used to physically inscribe 

both gender and cultural identities ont0 Chinese subjects." The ernphasis on fende 

chastity estabiished a double- standard where women were forced to support and 

perpetuate the interests of their husbands' patriiines by remahhg faitffil to their husbands 

at all costs. For men, the opposite applied. Since the reproduction of sons was deemed 

40 Dikoüer, 77te Discourse of Race in k f d m  Chino, (London: Hurst and Company, 1992), 24. 
41 Mark Elvin, "Femaie Virtue and tk Statc in China," Past and Present, (19%J), 1 1 1-154. 
" Francesca Bray, Gender und Technology. Fobrics ofpower in Lote Imperid Chintz, (Berkeley: 
University of California PICSS, 1997). 183. 
43 Glenn Roberts and Vderie SWef "Rie Three Inch Golden Lam: A CoUection of Chinese Bound Foot 
Shoes." Art3 ofAsia, (March-Aprii, 1997), 69-85, and Susan Mann. Pmcious Recordsi Women in 
China 's Long Eighteenth Centwy, (Stanîiord: Staaford University Priess, 1997)- 55-57. 
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essential to the continuation of the patriiïne, men's abiities to have access to more than 

one women became a status d e r .  

Even though many northern eiites considered the people from Guangdong as 

somewhat “barbarie," the people fiom this region beiieved that they were part of the great 

Chinese cultural system.' The areas of Sanyi and Siyi were characterized by a large 

linguistic and cultural divenity. The three main groups in this region were the Cantonese- 

speaking Punti, the group to which almost al1 the migrants belonged, the Cantonese- 

speaking boat people, and the The term Punti literally means c%cals'y in 

Cantonese and the tenn Hakka means cCguest people." Even though these constructed 

group boundaries were frequently crossed, each group maintained that its memben were 

culturally and e t h n i d y  distinct nom the other p ~ p s . ' ~  More importantly, the Punti 

used Chinese gender ideals to constnict a Chinese identity for themselves while imposing 

an ethnic-like identity ont0 otber groups in the region to maintain their dominant position. 

The Punti portrayed thmiselves as the true inheritors of Chinese civilkation and 

justified their claim by showing that they maintained the patnarchai social order and that 

they fulfilled propa gender ideais. They proudly displayed lias ofth& ancestors who had 

succeeded in the civü senice examinations and pubiished, in county gazetteers, the 

biographies of men and women who had W l l e d  Confùcian virtues.' They also 

emphasized that they o b s e ~ e d  the proper separation of spheres and division of labour 

between men and women." The sections on rituals and f&y organization reveal that the 

Punti consistently depicted t h e d v e s  as observing Chinese patriarcbal and hierarchical 

f h l y  structures where husbmds wen supenor to their wives, fathers to theu sons, and 

elders to their juniors? Smce these Connician virtues and gender ideals were values 

" Wickberg et al., 7 mdKmpingXiam-, 177. 
jS Helen Siu and David Faure, uïntfOducti~n,n DOW to Earth: nie Territorial Bond in South China 
editeâ by David Faure a d  Helen Sïu, Staaford: Stanford University Pms, 1995). 1 1- 
46 Enpingximzhi, 15:2a. 167 and Kaiping Xîoltzhi, 5: 1 ab, 46 andXinhui Gazetteer, 2:6243. 
47 Bray, 173-181. 
'* Eàuicia Ebrey, "Women, Marrias d the Family in Cbiaae History," Herioge of C b :  
Contemporary Perspectives on Chinese Civilkation, edited by Paul S. R e ,  (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 199û), 197-223. 
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upheld by the state as markers of Chineseness, the achievements of  these individuais 

reinforced the Punti's daim that they were foiiowcrr of Yhe Chinese way?" 

The Punti reidorced th& dominant social position by imposing an ethnic identity 

ont0 the Hakka and the boat people that depicted them as non-Chinese. For example, 

they claimed that the H a k  belonged to %nother race," consistently referred to them as 

"Hakka bandits," and portrayed them as "mass murderers," "cold-blooded rapists," and 

c'nithless looters" especiaily during the Ruiti-Hakka War (1 856- 1867).~' Sirnilarly, they 

depicted the boat peaple as possessing nonChinese and non-human characteristics, such 

as possessing six toes on each fw being naturally ccaggressive and disposed to stealing," 

and being "raw fish eaters.'"' The claim that boat people ate raw fish established their 

uncivilized status because Chinese people classined themselves as "cooked grain eaters" 

and barbarians as "raw meat eater~."'~ The ability to use fire, in the minds of the Punti, 

signified the presence of civilkation. 

The Punti fùrther portrayed the Hakka and the boat people as uncivilized savages 

who did not follow the gender ideals and the patriarchal order that marked the Chinese 

way. They dairned that both gmups deviated fiom the Chinese mode of social 

organization by pointhg to the tendency for Hakka and boat women to be engaged in paid 

employment outside the home. They fùrther used these women's economic roles to show 

that these communities did not observe the Chinese division of labour and separation of 
53 spheres. Furthemore, since bound feet by this time were an integrai part of the Chinese 

ferninine ideal, the large unbound feet of Hakka and boat women were uphetd as an 

outward sign of their non-~hineseness.~' The boat people's ignorance of and refusal to 

Mark Elvin, "Femaie Vunit and the Srate in China," 11 1-126. 
Kaiping ,Yianzhi, 171- 175 and Blake, 50. 
Kaiping Xaruhi, 2 1 ,  BvbDn WarQ ïhrough Other Eves: h a y s  in Undetstanding 'Conscious 

Models '- -1Mostly in Hong Kong, (Hong Kong: îk Chinese University Ress, 1985), 3, Panyu -kÎanzhi, 49, 
and Ye Xian'en, "Notes on the Temtorial Conneaions of the Dan," Down to Earrh, 83. 
'' Dikotîer, The Discourse ofRace, 8-9. 
53 Blake. 51 and Wud k u g h  Other Eyes. 47, and Nicole Constable, "Wbat DOg It Mean to be 
Hakka?" in &est People: Hakka Identity in China and Abroad. editeû by Constable. (Seattle and 
London: University of Washington Press, l9%), 25, 
5j Roberts and Stale, 69-85, and Mann, Precious Reco& 55-57. 
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accept elite gender roles, such as widow chastity, fùrther reinforceci theu non- 

The Punti effectvely used th& coasmicted Chinese identity to enhance theu own 

social status. They justifid th& control over the moa f d e  and productive land by 

claiming that they were the original settlers and that they were the only civilized and 

knowledgeable Chinese producen in the region? By portraying the other two groups as 

barbarians who threatened the p e a d  Chinese social order, the Punti were able to jus* 

these groups' exclusion from the civil service examination, other lucrative professions and 

trades, and theu brutal suppression of the Hakka d u ~ g  the Punti-Hakka ~ a r . "  The 

social barriers against these two groups prwented thern ftom acquiring features that 

would help them dimedit theV non-Chinese image. For example, the ability to acquire 

Chinese cultural markers and W gender ideais, such as observing the separation of 

spheres and training sons to succeed in the civil service examinations, depended largely on 

a groupas financial reso~rces.'~ ~owevet,  the contùlued exclusion of the Haka and the 

boat people fiom fertile land and lucrative professions prwented them nom accumulating 

the resources needed to put these ideais into practice. 

POLYGAMY, SEXUAL POTENCY, AND MALE SUPREMACY 

in this Chinese world order, Punti men placed thmiselves on top of a constructeci 

gender hierarchy. The supremacy of men over women was condoned by various gender 

roles and social structures that were damed to be essentially Chinese. In many ways, the 

domination of hinti men was complete becaux it was justified by Chinese polygamist 

pauiarchai social structures, gendered culturai ideals, legal codes, and cosmological 

" WarQ Through Other Eyes, 4 1-78. 
'6 Even though the Rinti claimed to be locals in the area, an examination of tâeir nuiiamez show tbat 
mny of them had emigraîeû ftom tbe North- Set HcIen Siu and David Faure, 1 1. 
" For references to the RiMi's trratmcnt of the baet m e ,  ret Ye -en, 87 and Choi ChiCheung, 
"Reinforcing Ethnicity: The Jiao Festival in Cbeung Chaw," in Down to Emh, 101122. For references 
to the Punti's treatmcnt of the Hdcka, set Staran Harrcl, "Inuoduction," in IVegotiating Ethnicities in 
China and Taiwan, edited by Melissa J. Brown, (üerkeley: University of California, 19%). 8. and 
Kaiping Aîanzhi, 17 1 - 180. 
See Kuiping Xanzhi, 170-175, Blake, 50, Warâ, Thmvgh Other Eye. 3, and Constable. 110 1 S. 
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thinking. This section examines how ail these factors worked together to reinforce and 

jus@ Punti men's p w e r  over women- 

Chinese men's superior position over women was rooted in and sanctioned by 

cosmological beliefk and the Qing legai code. In cosmological ternis, even thoughyin. the 

elernent associated with women, and yang, the element associated with men, began as 

different yet complementary equalq beginning in the Han dynasty, people increasingly saw 

yang as the more desirable and positive element. Eventually, yung was equated with 

mord superionty and yin with u~~'x)ntroUable emotions that needed to be controiied by the 

rational These cosmological beliefs sanctioned patriarchal family structures, and 

men exercised near complete control over their cbildren and wives. As patriarchs, men 

cornmanded obedience and respect fkom their children and wives, and had the legal power 

to seli them as propertyM The husband's domination over his wife was fùrther sanctioned 

by Qing legal codes: for example, while the husband had many grounds for divorcing his 

wife, including barremess, jealousy, and his parents' dislike for her, the d e  did not have 

the legal power to initiate a divorce. In cases where the wife committed a crime against 

her husband, Qing law reinforceci the social domination of the husband by subjecting her 

to the harsher punishments reserved for crimes committted by social and legal ideriors 

againn their supenors.6' 

The polygamist nature of Chinese society enhanced the power of men over women 

and the difFerences in gender roles. The n d  to reproduce sons to continue the patdine 

encouraged the creation of institutions, such as remarriage for men and concubinage, that 

sanctioned men's acceJJ to more than one sexuai partner. This, combined with the need 

for women to rernain fjùthhil to the paailùie that they se~ed ,  created a double-standard of 

sexual behaviour for men and women that reinforceci women's iderior position in the 

59 AM Anagnost, Tdormation of Gender in Modern C m "  Gender andAnthropology= Ckitical 
Ratiew for Researck und Teaching, edited by Saadra Morgan (Washington DC: Gmerican 
Anthn,pologicai Association, 1989)' 321 and Bcajamin Schwartz, The World of Thought in Ancient 
China, (London: 'fht BeIloiap R#s of Harvard University Press, 198S), 350-382. 
" Ebrev, .'Women, Mamage, and the Famiiy in ChÏnese Hiaoy," 205. 

Kat+ Bernhardt, "A MingQing aanPtion in Chinese Women's History: The Renpecrivve From 
Law," Remapping China: Fissures in Historical Terrain, edited by Gai1 Hershatter. et. al., (S Word: 
Stanford University Ress, 1996), 1238. 
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family. While men's sexual exploits w m  sanctioned and even encouraged if they were 

expressed through the nght channels, women were seen merely as objects who produceci 

sons. W e  female Eexual fidelity becarne a Chinese feminine ideai, the ability for men to 

have access to, be able to aEord, and sustain many relationships with wornen, including 

those with their concubines and counesans, ôecame parts of the Chinese masculine ideal 

and signs of s t a t d 2  

ï h e  Qing rape law perpetuated the polygamin order and protected male sexual 

interests at the expense of womem Evm though the Qing court during its later years 

prornoted female chastity, its rape law placed the burden on women to prove that they 

were raped. It explicitly stated that it was designed to protect the reputation of "innocent 

menyy fiom being niined by c'caicuia~g women." Since a woman's reputation was ruined 

and her chastity called into question the moment she reported a rape, it is dicult  to 

image that rnany women would use it to blackmail men- It M e r  stipulated that for the 

court to convict a rapist, the accused had to demonstrate that she resisted violently 

throughout the attpck by beiig either senously crippled or killed in the attempt. The law 

m h e r  stipulated that ifa woman had had an extramarital affair before she was raped or if 

the rapist raped a woman knowhg that she had had affairs before, neither act constituted 

rape because her chastity was already damageci. These cases were treated as illicit sema1 

encounters between iwo consenting parties and both were severely punished. 63 The law 

clearly defended male offenders' interests by making it almost impossible to get a 

conviction, 

in several fictional works that were circulated in emigrant communities, Chinese 

men, armeci with their secret potency pilis and knowledge, emerged triumphant in the 

battles of the bedchamber. These works shared many of the features that were cornmon to 

vemacular erotic novds elsewhere in China. During the period fiom the late sixteenth 

century to the eady twentieth century, vemcular erotic novels and stories which centred 

around the semal flairs of polygamists became increasingiy popular. These works 

- - -- - - 

6' Bray, Technology md Gender, 3 5 1-358. 
" Vivien Ng "Idmlogy aiiP Se .d ty :  Rap Lam in Qing China," Jouml  o/;lsim Studies. (Febniary. 
1987), 46: 1,58, 
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fiequently depicted sex as a battle between men and womema Sexual intercowse, 

especiaily on the fim night, was poctrayed as an occasion for the more experienced man to 

serve notice of his domination to his inexperienced wife. in one story, on theu weddiing 

n i e ,  Huishg a ConfÙcian homosexual scholar, decided that he would "show his wife 

who was the boss" by king particularty rough and violent during her fint intercourse 

despite her protesds In other cases7 sexual intercourse was describeci in ternis of a fierce 

battle where the man used his 'kceapon," typically his "spear7" "lance," or ccsword," to 

break down the worxmn7s defènsive ccshield? Many d e  heras used thek senial potency 

piils to ccconquer" many women and force them to ccsurrender" e~erything.~~ 

In these storieq a man's abiüty to dominate his partners in sexual intercourse 

translated into his physical and psychological cormol over them nie FIirtutiiars Fernale 

Ghost made the comection between semai prowess and actual domination explicitly clear. 

The sema1 intercourse between the beautïfùl and experienced female ghost and a self- 

professed sex addia who was known for his abilities in bed was depicted as an actual 

battie where the victor gained control over the conquered Party. Before the intercourse 

began, they agreed that ifthe merchant proved himselfto be superior in bed, he would 

keep her as his concubine and be able to control her sexuai activities. In the end, he used 

his superior techniques to '8reak down her defenses*" emerged victonously, and won her 

undivided attention and semal favoun." In other stories, a man's sexuai prowess secured 

hirn £inanciai security, access to many beautifid women, their unwavecing devotion, and 

health benefits associated with proper sexual practices. In two similar stories, the hero, a 

Confucian scholar, through bis semal abilities in bed, secured al1 the imaginable material 

cornforts and influence over women As he improved his techniques, he attracted mon 

and more beautifid wornen who 'csurrendered" themselves and theu material possessions 

64 Keith McMahon, Misers, Shrews. and Pofygamists: SxuaIiry and ~bfale-Female Relations in 
Eighteenth-Cen~irq Chinese Fiction, (Durham: Duke University Ress, 1995). 1-54. 
" His tory of Sèxual Intercourse, Vol. 3. 17-18. 
(d Hisfory of k a l  Intercourse, Vol. 3,53-54. 
67 The ffoppy Female Ghost, 1-25. 
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to him, and they al1 Iived harmoniously together in a comrnunity dorninated by and centred 

around his y m ~ ~ . 6 8  

In this polygamist order, fade  m a l  aggressiveness was condemned and 

punished. Even though ia some stories, m ~ y  women initiateci sanial intercourse with the 

hero, their roles were always defbed by their devotion to and relationship with him. 

Women who had access to more than one man were always punished. For example, in 

7he Fooiish Womm, Ms. Tang, the narrator, recounted how her semal appetite and 

initiative Nined her We- Mer leaniing about the joys of sex, she began experimenting by 

seducing her younger male cousin, and later, her fiither's young male lover. She marrieci 

into a genw famiiy at t i h m ,  fooled thern into thixticing that she was a virtuous virgin, and 

initiated sexual relationships with two male servants, a monk, and her young son, and was 

coerced into havïng sexual intercourse (raped) by another servant, her father, father-in- 

law, and two brothers-in-law during her husband's trips away Grom home. Despite al1 

these partners, she was not nilfilled sexuaily until she met Gu, her son's private tutor and 

the ody sexuaüy potent man in the story. interestingly, her devotion to him caused her 

downfall: after she reftsed to have s e 4  intercourse with her other partners, they became 

jealous and told her husband about her unchaste behaviour. in the end, even though she 

was coerced into moa of her relationships, ody she and her lover were punished. The 

story shows that regarcfiess of a woman's responsibility in initiating a relationship, she was 

blamed for being unfaithfùi. Even though her partners violated equaily sacred Confucian 

principles, such as incest and rape, her unchaste behaviour was considered more serious 

than other transgressions. It also impües that m a l  initiatives were seen as male 

pri~ileges.~~ 

Punti men placeci ihernselves on top of both the Chinese polygamist patriarchd 

order and the Chinese racial hierarchy and used both systerns to enhance their conuol over 

wornen and other men. Even though polygarny and access to many women remained an 

ideal for rnoa men, the creation of a potent polygamist as a masculine ideal reinforceci 

-- - - -- 

68 The Foolish Woman, 28. See also History of SxuaI Intercourse. Vol. 3. 7-98 and S t o v  ofthe Red 
Apricot Blossom, 36-60. 
" The kôolish Woman, 1-3 1 .  
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images of women as semal toys and conquests for men For Rinti men, their cultural and 

masculine identities and privileges were interünked and mutuaiiy reinforceci each other. 

Since patriarchal ide& expressed in Conftcian gender constmcts were used to mark 

group boundaries, Rinti men's privileges and position as patriarchs were protected by the 

need to distinguish themselves fiom the Hakka and the boat people. Since both 

hierarchies remaineci f i d y  in place by the mid-nineteenth century, many migrants brought 

this mind-set with thern to Canada 

CB[INA FROM THE OP- WAR TO 1949: CHALLENGES 

The period fkom 1842 to 1949 was one of the rnost tumuftuous periods in Chinese 

history. It began with China's defeat in the Opium War at the hands of Britain's superior 

rnilitaqr power and ended with the establishment of the People's Republic of China. 

During this period, the various governments faced a series of interna1 tensions and foreign 

irnperialist encroachments that threatened China's territorial integrity, its abiiity to survive 

as a nation, and Chinese people's sense of cultural supenority. As these threats 

intensifieci, governments hteUectuds, and mass movement organizers began to question 

whether their Chinese culture and the patriarchal system were the source of their 

problems. As a result of these changes, the racial and gender hierarchies marked by 

Chinese patriarchy and genda ideals were challengeci and undermined. 

1841-1911 

During the last few decades of  the Qing dynasty, a series of  military defeats and 

unequal treaties shattered China's long held sense of cultural superiority. In 1842, China 

suffered its first major defeat at the hands of Britain over the import of opium, and this 

was followed by a xries of military defeats at the hands of France, Russk, Japan, and 

other nations. These deferts were accompanied by several unequaf treaties that forced 

China to acknowledge the equality of other nations. In the Treaty of Nanjing signed in 

1 842 d e r  the Opium War, China, for the first time, was forced to recognize Britain as an 

equal nation and to use egalitarian ianguage in deaiing with foreign countries. Other 
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imperialist powers quickly obtained the same agreement with China" Its defeat by Japan, 

a former supporter of its culturai supremacy, during the Sho-Japanese War in 1890 made 

it no longer possible for China to pretend that it was the superior culture in Asia. 

At the same tirne, several massive internai rebellions threatened the viability of the 

Manchus Qing court and its officiais. Major rebellions included the White Lotus rebellion 

in the North in the 18 los, the Taiping rebeIlion in South China fiom 1849 to 1864, the 

Nian rebeüion tiom 185 1 to 1868, and the M u s h  revolts in southwest China in the 

1850s. The Taiping and the Nian in pdcular, posed a threat to the Qing court. The 

Taiping, at the height of its movemmt, haâ over 60,000 followers, was a very efféctive 

fighting force, and established a kingdom around the city of Nanjing for eleven years.7' 

Collectively, these rebeliions questioned the legitimacy of the central govenunent and its 

ability to nile China. 

Many Qing inteilecnials and revolutionaries began to believe that their heritage 

was causing China to be weak. Iduential thinkers, such as Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao, 

and Tan Sitong, argued that Chinese culture had to be modifieci because it prevented 

China fiom modemizing and defendhg itself Liang, the most radical of them al4 saw the 

need to destroy the Confiician tradition to save China: 

What is the way that will Save us fiom danger and destruction, and enable us to 
pursue progress? 1 say that we must smash to fragments, that we must pound into 
powder, the tyrannical and cof ised political structure that we have had for the 
last few thousand years.. ..We must sweep away and refbte the rotten and 
effeminate scholariy theones of the last few thousand years ... . This done, we shall 
be able, with Our sensibilities renewed, to achieve the reality of progress.R 

Liang blamed Confucianism and the Chinese bureaucracy, sources of cultural superiority 

and identity just a few decades earlier, as the reasons for China's weakness. He fiinher 

blamed the scholar-gentry elite, fonneriy the most prestigious social group, for 

f O Jonathan Spence, In Semir for M d m  China, (New York: Norton and Company, 1990), 145- 162 and 
Rhodes Murphey, East A& -4 New Hisrory, (New Yo*: Addison Wesley Longman Inc.. 1997). 267- 
285. 
'' Spenœ. 165-187. 
" Liang Qichao, "Theory of a New Cituenry," as guoted in Mark Elvin, "The Doubie Disavowl: The 
Attitucks of Radical Thinken of the Chines Tradition," in China and the West: Ideas andrlcrivities, 
edited by David S. G. Goodmaa, (Manchester: Manchester University Ress, 1990). 1 1. 
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mismanaging China and for perpetuating destructive ConfüQan values at the expense of 

China's survival, 

At the same tbe, an increasing nimber of intellectuals and missionary groups 

attacked the Chinese patriarcbi order and male supremacy. Among urban hteilectuals, 

the idea that men and women had e q d  rights began to take root and many fonned 

women's rights advocacy organizatiom to press for gender equality. Some sought to 

undermine institutions, such as concubinage and female slavery, that perpetuated male 

supremacy and polygarny, while 0th- tried to weaken the control ofthe patriarch over 

his children and wife by encouraging them to be economicaiiy independent and educated." 

Tan Sitong and other intellectuals questioned gender hierarchy by pointing out that it was 

not n a d  or biological and advocated an egalitarian utopia where gender hierarchies 

disaPpeared." Missionmies joined Chinese intellectuals in criticking patriarchal 

structures by promoting education for women, anti-foot binding, and health education 

programs for both men and women." Even though many of the dornestic values that they 

preached were influenced by western patriarchal values, the presence of femde 

missionaries and wives of male missionaries helped Chinese women see that there were 

roles for women other than those within the family. 

The ernphasis on strengthening China led to several reforms that indirectly 

underminecl patriarchal structures and traditional gender ideals. The most important one 

was an increased ernphasis on f e d e  education. Previously, oniy a smd group of elite 

men had access to education, and writing was considered a male activity which belonged 

in the public realrn. A few privileged women wen educated at home by pnvate tut or^.'^ 

3 Charlotte Beaban, "in the Riblic Eyc: Women in Eady Twentieth Cenniry China," m e n  in China: 
Cuwent Directions in Histo~caf Sctolarshïp7 edited by R GuilEui et al., (New Yodq 198 1)- 2 15-2 18. 
'' Ono Karulco, Chinese Women in a Cenkry o/Revolution. 1850-1950, (Stanford: Stanford University 
Ress, 1989), 36. 

Aben Feuerwerker7 "Economic TreaQ in the La<e Ch'ing Empire, 1870-19 1 1," Cambridge Histoty of 
China, vol- I l ,  Late Ch'ing, 1800-191 1, Part 2, edited üy D. Twitchetl a d  J- F;UrbaniS (C;unbriâge: 
Cambridge University Ress, 1978), 172 and Kazuko, 2%. 
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However, by the mid-nineteenth century, an increasing number of intellectuals b e l i d  

that education for women and giris would transfomi them nom useless parasites into 

productive, educated, and useiùi people who ïncreased China's strength? The Qing court 

officially committed itself to the establishment of an education system for girls in 1907. 

As a result, women's access to education increa~ed.'~ The establishment of public schools 

for women and girls and coeducationai schools chailenged the long obsewed tradition of 

the separation of spheres among the gentry- Furthemore, the increased demand for 

wornen's education created teaching positions for educated women and these 

opportunities increased their economic independence fkom their f d i e s .  

The series of crises that China experienced challenged Chinese people's sense of 

culturai superiority and forced them to question the appropriateness of their patriarchal 

and Confùcian social institutions. However, even though many felt that China had to 

reform its institutions and leam fiom the west, most were not ready to completely reject 

Contùcianism and the Chinese way of me. 

1911-1949 

From the fâii of the Qing dynasty to the establishment of the People's Republic of 

China, the various governments that attempted to control China, or regions of it, faced 

another series of crises that called into question its ability to d v e .  Mer  the fd of the 

Qing, the country fell into a state of anarchy and regionai mie until it was united in 1927 

by the Nationalist Party. The period of unity was short-lived as war between China and 

Japan broke out in 1937.~~ As threaîs to China's Survival increased, govements and 

inteliectuais looked to more radical measUres. Many sought to, or created forces that 

threatened to, dismantle Chini's patrïarchal and polygamist society. 

Mer 191 1, more and more intellectuals completely rejected traditional values and 

institutions that sanction4 male supremacy and blamed them for China's weakness. 

hiring the New Culture Movement in the 1910s and 1920s' inteliectuals attacked every 

" Mary Backus Rankin, T h e  Emcrgence of Women at the end of the Qing: the Case of Ch'iu Chinw 
Women in Chinese Society, editcd by R Guisso and Siaaley lohannessen, philo Press, 1981). 4445  and 
Ono Kmuko, 32-33 and Dikottcr, Sex, Culme, md Modemiity in China, 14. 

Beahan, 233. 
Spence, 27140.  
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facet of traditional social structures and culture, including Confiicianism, classical Chinese, 

male supremacy, and the traditionai f d y .  For example, Chen huay an inteliectual who 

later becarne a prominent Marxist, argued that Conftcianism nn counter to values nich as 

independence, equality, human rights, and democracy that were at the centre of a modem 

and viable nation.a Lu Xun, one of the most iduential writers dunng this period, 

depicted China's Connician heritage as a cannibalinic one that titeraily ate away at its 

people's spirituality, ftture, and humanness.*' Other imellectuals increased their attacks 

on the traditional fanny -se they believed that it enslaved the people and prevented 

China fiom surviving as an independent nation For example, Wu Fu, an intellectual, 

argued that this system perpetuated despotic and authoritarian values that ran counter to 

principles of democracy, individualism, and the pursuit of scient& knowledge that were 

necessary for China to become a strong modem nation. 

The most serious attacks on the Chinese patriarchy came dunng the 1920s and the 

1930s from the Chiner Commumst Party. Mao Zedong, a prominent CCP leader, 

labelled male domination, dong with politicai, clan, and religious domination as one of the 

major problems in the old social order. The CCP implemented several measures in the 

areas that it controlled that had the potential to dismantle the Chinese patriarchy. In one 

area, the constitution stipulated that men and women were regarded as equals in the eyes 

of the law and that everyone over the age of sixteen had the fianchise and was eligible for 

office. The CCP aiso carried out land refonn and distributed land confiscated fkom rich 

landlords equally to both male and female poar peasants. By giving adult women the 

franchise and the chance to be elected into public office, the CCP effectively removed the 

bais  for the separation of spheres. The land refonn undeniiined the control of the 

patriarch over his famiy members and made gender equality possible by giving wamen 

equal access to and control over family resources. In 193 1, it M e r  attacked polygamy 

and the legal authority of the patriarch over his wife and children by implementing 7he 

'O Spenœ, 335-303, 
Lu Xun. 'A Mad Man's Diay,' in Seleaed Stones of Lu Hais (Peking: Foreign Languages Press. 

1%3), 26-38 and Lung-Kee Sun, The Resence of the Fin&-Siecle in the hby Fourth En" Remapping 
China. 194-209. 
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Mmriage Reguhtiom whkh abolished ananged marriages, polygarny, and the sale of 

one's children Uito slavery, concubinage, or rnarriage, and established a minimum rnaniage 

age for men and womm. A few years later, the Nationalist govenunent incorporated these 

changes into its d o g e  Iaws. " 
From the mid-nineteenth cenhiry to 1950, the world that had sanctioned Punti 

men's cultural and gender superiority began to cnimble and both Chinese cultural 

superiority and male supremacy becme difficult to maintain. ï h e  gender ideals and 

patriarchal structures that sanctioned Punti men's masculine authority and reinforcd their 

cultural identity were attacked as backward cultural traits that weakened China. They, 

dong with most Chinese men, were placed in a dif16cult position: they had to make a 

choice between saving their nation and ensuring their own survival by relinquishing their 

prestigious position in the cnunbüng social order or fighting to retain their former 

privileges and contributhg to their nation's downfall. 

CHINA'S CRISES AND THE CEIINESE LN CANADA 

The military threats, especidy the Sho-Japanese war, had a profound impact on 

the Chinese in Canada who also felt that their cultural and national survival was in 

jeopardy. The r-tion that their second-class treatment in Canada was directly linked 

to China's national strength increased their anxiety as both their lives and status in China 

and Canada dependeci on China's abüity to modernize and to regain international respect. 

in the publications published by Chinese migrants in Canada, many felt that China's 

military weakness was caused by the fmiinine nature of its civibtion, and as Chinese 

men, migrants shared this problem. Since their iives and status in both c o d e s  were 

Iinked to China's national strength, its declining strength and the feminization of Chinese 

men doubly chaüenged migrants' former cultural and gender identities and authority. 

Many migrants reaiized that China's national strength was directly related to how 

they were treated in Canada. For example, in 1923, an editorial on the ExcIusion Act in 

the Gongbao stated that "our nation is poor and is look4 down upon by Canadians and it 

" Judith Stacey, Pat~wch>y md Soaalisr Revolurion in China. (&rkely: University of California hs~, 
1983). 158-1 72. 
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cannot protect its ovemeas o hi ne se.'^ The staternent rwealed migrants' assessrnent of 

their situation: if China was strong and respect& by other countnes, Canada would not 

dare to impose discriminatory measures on them- Since their fate and the fate of China 

was closely linked, many felt that they had to wage war on both fionts, in both countries, 

to improve their living conditions. 

Many migrants shared the fear that the invasion of Japan threatened China's ability 

to survive as a nation and its culturai integrity. During the second Sino-Japanese War, the 

Chinese media in Canada repeatedly asked the community to unite together tr, ward off 

the Japanese threat. One typical editorîai stated: 

Japan invaded Chha again! Japan invaded China again! Japan took advantage of 
a thne when China was plagued by natutal disasters and intemal rebellions to 
invade our land, to kili Our people, and to take over our beautiful and fertile land. 
They swept over the most fertile parts of our Northeastem region- Words cannot 
describe their barbaric actions and their complete disregard for international 
~ a w ! ' ~  

Another editonai concluded that the result of this invasion was the ccdestmction of China, 

the end of Chinese civiiization, and the enslavement of ail the Chinese people.'as 

The Chinese media in Canada inadvertently painted an image of Chinese people as 

feminized victims at the hands of masculine Japanese soldiers. For example, one editorial 

stated that the Japanese tortured "defenseless soldiers and took away their weapons," 

arrested and killed ccinnocent peasants," "raped countless Chinese wornen," and 

ccphysically npped young boys and girls apart.''M Another stated that 

last year, the Japanese bandits occupied three of our fertile provinces, massacrecl 
our countrymen, raped our women, bumed our homes, occupied our important 
posts, confïscated our property, controiied our poiitics, destroyed our civilkation, 
and controlled our thoughts ....AU we can do is raise our eyes upward and cry 
'Heaven! How did we end up in this desperate  situation^^ 

93 Gongbao, June 26, 1923. Anorber editorial puôüshed on June 3 1,193 7 in the Gongbao echoed this 
sentiment. 
84 Resisr Japan &fagrnine, 193 1, Febniary, volume 1, 1 1. 
8s Re& Japm .Maguzine, 193 1, Fetnuary? volume L, 1. Simiiar sentiments aie echoed in varîous 
editorials in the Gongbao. For specific examples, see Gongbao, Juiy 5, 1939 and July 7, 1941. 
86 Resisi J a m  Magazine, 193 1, Feûruary, vol, l., 1. 

R e M  Japm Magazine, 1933, January, Vol. 2, 1. 
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In both descriptions, Chinese men, uicluding soldiers, ernerged as civiiized, effeminate, and 

defenseless beùigs who were unable to defend themselves, their loved ones, or their 

property fkom the more maoculine yet more barba& rage of Japanese soldiers. The 

second statement implied that due to China's military weakness and the weakness of its 

men, resistance was fbtile- There was a sharp contrast between the Japanese as actors, the 

ones with agency, control, and military power: characteristics associated with masculinity 

and ymgness, and the Chinese as yielding and subordinate victirns: characteristics 

associated with the f d e  and theyin. 

Similar to many intellectuals, many male migrants biarned their culture for China's 

weakness and their own efferninate nature. One editorial writer explicitly stated that 

China was weak because it C'always prefemed the arts over the miIitary and looked down 

on its soldiers." The &ter felt that hndamental changes in the Chinese way of thinking 

and in the Chinese educationai systern were rteeded to change Chinese men fiom weak, 

effeminate, and defenseless scholars into strong, robust, and usefbl soldiers." h o t  her 

writer implied that since physical weakness was a national flaw, the Chinese in Canada 

were also plagued by this problern. He stated that "as a weak scholar, 1 lacked the 

physical strength to fight the Japanese bandits .... and could only use my pen, tears, and ink 

to write a few words to awaken the Chinese people.'" These writm echoed the 

sentiments of other inteilectuals in China and both felt that the only way to Save China was 

to fiindarnentaliy alter their s h e d  cuiturai heritage. 

In Canada, during the Sino-Japanese war, an image of Chinese cuiture and men as 

ferninine, we& and powerless emerged in many publications circulating in the Chinese 

community. For many migrants, this weakness threatened not only China's abiiity to 

survive as a nation, it was al- used as an excuse by white racists to perpetuate their 

second-class statu in Canada. in a sense, these men were twice feminized: their inability 

to return to China to fight and fiilfil the wartime masculine ideal of king a soldier made 

them even more ferninine than ordinary Chinese men who participated in the war effort by 

88 Resisr Jupan Magazine, 1931, Febnrary, VOL 1,Sd.  
89 Resist Japan Magazine, 1933. January, vol, 2, 1 - 
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fighting. Furthemore, China's weakness and its inabiity to defend its overseas Chinese 

ailowed the Canadian governent to estabhsh institutional barriers that prevented them 

£tom enjoying the privileges that they had enjoyed as men in China and the social, 

economic, and politicai advantages that white men enjoyed in Canada 

CEALLENGES TO CEIMCSENESS AND MASCULINITY IN CHINA 

Many Chinese men emigrated to Canada to escape the political situation in China 

and to support their familes with their overseas wages. As oveneas emïgration becarne 

an increasingly prestigiow occupation, mmy hoped that working abroad wouid irnprove 

their social status at home, aliow them to W Confùcian masculine ideals, and increase 

their position as patriarchs. Remittances allowed emigrant communities to establish 

modern institutions and to implement reforms that Chinese inteiiectuals in other areas 

believed were needed to save China but lacked the resowces to implement. Within a few 

decades, remittances transfomeci Siyi and Sanyi fiom poor regions into wealthy areas 

with a modem appearance. Few migrants anticipated that migration and the changes that 

accompanied it wodd challenge their cultural identity or their supremacy as patriarchs. 

However, many migrants felt that their long absence away fiorn China and the changes 

that occurred in emigrant communities as a result of overseas ernigration and the presence 

of rernittances challenged th& sense of belonging, supremacy as Chinese men, and 

privileges as patriarchs. 

Chaiîcngu to Patrirrchy in Emignnt Cornmunitics 

Emigration and overseas remittances contributed to many changes that had the 

potential to threaten the existence of the patriarchal system in emigrant communities. 

Even though many changes that occmed in this region occumd elsewhere in China, its 

wealth increased the pace of change. As emigration and remittances transformeci Siyi and 

Sanyi, the gender roles and househoid structures that Punti men used to reinforce their 

mascutinity and power over theu famüy membm became increasingiy difiicult to maintain. 

Even though education for both men and women was emphasiieâ in other parts of 

China, emigrant commUMties' new weahh dowed them to establish schools at a much 
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faster rate? As a result of migrants' contn'butions ta education in theu home villages7 

Siyi and Sanyi transformed from areas with very few schools for boys ody, to ones with 

one of the highest literacy rates in Chino for both men and ~ornen.~ '  For example, by 

1933, there were over two hundred schools in Kaiping, and by 1934, there were over a 

thousand elernentary schwls in  aish han.^ Remittances helped emignint cornmunities 

establish a complete syotem of modern education including elementary schools, junior and 

senior high schools tercher's colieges, and vocationai schools. For example, Taicheng, 

the capital of Takban, haâ a high schod, a teacher's college, a teacher's college for 

women, eight private schools, three prof&onal schools, and numerous elementary 

s~hoo ls .~~  Education for girls and women expanded at an unprecedented rate and by 

1949, Siyi and Sanyi had one of the highest concentration of schools for girls and female 

literacy rates in China- Even though before the mid-nineteenth century, only a handfûl of 

women and girls fiom wealthy families were educated at home by private tutors, by 1949, 

each district had several elementary schools and several schools above that level that 

admitted girls and women." Census material shows that Siyi had one of the highest 

female literacy rates in Guangdong, a province with one of the highest literacy rates in 

China. The improvement in the female literacy rate was directly linked to the rate of 

oveneas migration Ceasus material nom Guangdong shows that ernigrant cornmunities 

- - 

90 Huang Zhongyan, "An Aîkmp to Discuss the Formation, Characteristics, and Developrnent Trends of 
Emigrant Societies, (Shilun Wuogw Huaxiang Shehui di Xingcheng, Tedian he Fazhan Zuoshi)," 
Huaqiao Huaren Shi Yanjiu Jï (4 Colfection of Researrh Findings on the Histos, of the Uverseas 
Research Findngs on the Hisrory of the Oversear Chinese and the Chinese), Vol. 1, edited by Zheng Min 
and Liang Zhumin, (Beijing, 1989). 238, 
91 For descriptions of the poor statc of M o n  in tht emigrant communitics, sce Yu Renqiu. "Chinest 
Amencan Conirï'butions ta tbc Fmlrationai DcveIopmcnt of Toisan, 19 lO-l94û," Ameraskz 10:1(1983), 
17-49 and Koiping ,YiLUUhi, 66-71. 

Cheng aad a n &  The hEnugrant Community in Taishan and the Sunning RaiImd (7Ùïshm Qiuoxiang 
Yu Xnning Tielu), (Guangdong Sbg, 199 l), 2 1 and Korping Xianzhi, 66-7 1. 
93 Zheng Dehua and Wu Xiagci, &A Vaîuabie Source of Information on Overseas Chinese Histocy - An 
Evaluation and Commentary of the Magazhs and Clan Publications RiMishcd in Taishan bcfore 
Liberation (Yipi You Jiazhi di Huaqiaoshi Zili#, - Taishan liefangqian Zhuban Di Zhuhi, Zhukan 
Pingjie." A Collection of Essays on the Overseas Chinese (Huaqiao Lunwen Ji), (Guangzhou, 1982), vol, 
2. m. 
94 For descriptions on the state of eQcation for @ris and women More the aineteenth century, see 
Kaiping Xanzhi, 66-71. For Qscriptions of educatïoa for girls and women afker this penod, see 
Biographies of Female Martyrs in Guanghng, vol. lt 5, and 49, and vol- 4,33, and 44. 
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consistently had a higher titeracy rate than nonemigrant communities; for example, 

Taishan, the district with the highest rate ofoverseas migration, consistently had the 

highest literacy rate among the eniigrant comrn~nities.~ Considering that the national 

female iiteracy rate at the beginmag of the nineteenth century was between one and ten 

percent, the fact that between thirty-five and forty-five percent of al1 women fiom the 

districts of Kaiping, Xinhui, and Taishan were literate by 1949 shows that the female 

literacy rate increased dramaticaiiy within four short decades as a result of emigration.% 

Women's increased education level and access to paid employment defied 

preexisting gender roles and challenged notions of male superiority. Since most girls' 

schools or classes for girls in CO-educaîional schools were taught by female teachers, the 

increased hding  for fémak education increased the number of professional positions 

avdable to educated women." The emergence of femaie professionals who played an 

active and respected role in public community affairs provided role models for a larger 

group of younger girls and womm and inspired them to be eâucated and enter 

professional jobs? Women' s enrollment in public institutions to study, their academic 

achievements, and their entry into professional positions challenged the practice of the 

separation of spheres and notions of male intellectual superiority." The income fiom these 

paid positions helped some women to becorne more economically independent from their 

f d i e s  and in some cases, eMbled them to de& their parents' decisions and Ieave 

unwanted rnarriages.'" Their achievements challenged the way women were defined. 

Previously, women were only defincd through their relationships with men, and their 

actions were only recordeci ifthey fiIfilleci ConfUcian virtues, such as widow chastity, filial 

95 Guan@ngshcng ji Sixian Di Sanzi Rcnkw Fuzha ZilUO HU.- (The Staustical compilation nMa the 
third census in Guangcbng and the Four Countics), as quoted in Fang Di, Tong Renkuo Rizha Ziliao 
Zhong Fanying Zhuliao di Qaorriang Niaal#, Nuqiaosbu Tedian (The Spccial Characteristics of Aging 
Female Dependents of Ovaseas Cbiacsc in Emigranî Communities as Shown in the Census Material), 
Huaqiao Huaren Si Yanjiu Ji (A Collection of R e s e h  Findings on the History of the Overseas Chinese . 

and the Chinese), Vol. 1, edited by Zbeng Mui and Liang Z h h  (Beijing, 1989), 309. 
% Eveiyn Sakakida Rawski, l5hcption und Popular Literaq in Ch 'ing China, (AM A ~ I :  The 
University of Micbigaa Ress, 1979), 1-23, 
" Biographies of Femaie Morys in Guartgdong, vol. 4.40- 

Juzhen Yuebao, 4 5 4 ,  e8- 10 1.  
99 ~uzhen Yuebao, 55,32033, and 456,  11. 
100 Biographies of Femafe ,Wrvtyrs in Guangdong, vol. 4, JO. 
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piety, and other forms of sewsacrifice that fùrthered the interests of either their fathers' o r  

their husbands' patrilines. However7 increasingly, women were defineci by and recognized 

for their achievements outside their families. A growing number of women assumed 

professional roles where they became leaders in the community and commanded social 

respect fiom both men and women 

The absence of men also facilitateci the breakdown of traditional gender boundaries 

and hierarchies. Many wives became effective household heads during their husbands' 

absences and had camptete control over their fimilies' hances7 land acquisition decisions, 

and ~ervants.'~' For example, May Chow, the daughter of  an ernigrant, recounted that her 

mother, during her father's long absence fiom home, effectively ran her family, rented the 

family land to tenants, and was an effectve landlord.'" As a resuit of their wealth, women 

like her mother were seen as social superiors to some men. For wives who did not receive 

remittances fiom their husbands their familes' survival depended mainly on their ability to 

find outside paid ernployment and to successfitlly f m  whatwer land they had; many 

worked as f m  hands, wood cutters, and manual labourers, jobs that were traditionaily 

associated with male ~trength-'~~ Women played an increasingly active role in cornmunity 

flairs, especialiy in curtailing opium addiction and gambling. Dunng the tate 1920s, 

women fiom several villages in Taishan effectively controiied the gambling and opium 

problem in their villages by organizing into patrol teams and regularly raiding gambling 

operations and opium dens. Both teams received wide media recognition and support for 

their efforts.'" These a i i - f e d e  organizations dowed women to develop leadership 

sMs,  be recognUed for their contributions to their communities, participate in activities 

without being under men's authority, and develop Eriendship ties that extended beyond 

kinship relationships. 

1 O1 Gongbao, Jan 12, 1929, Jan. 8, 1930, and Jan- 14 1930. 
'O' For a pemnaI acunmt of the mies chat women piayed in the househoid see "May Chow." in Nee and 
Nee. Longtirne CuIi$om ' 171-176. 
'O3 The Overseas Chiwsc Aftairs Cornmittee in Guangdong in the People's Republic of China 
(Guangâong Sheng Remin Zhen* Huaqiao Shiwu Weiyuanhui), The Lobouring People lYho Love Their 
Fatheriand (Red Zhugrro Laohng aï Renniin), (GuangQng Sheng, 1952). 35, Jurhen Yuebao, 4:s-8,980 
101,4:5-8,29, and 5:5,22-23. 
104 Gongbao, Jan. 2, 1929, and J a n  2 1, 1929. 
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The Chinese media in ôoth countries reinforced migrants' fears that their long 

absences fiom home weakened their control over  the^ wives and that remittances made it 

easier for their wives to be d t h f û i  to them. The Gongbao and the Juzh411 Ytlebao were 

filled with reports on how migrants' wives used the money that their husbands remitted to 

them to make themselves more attractive to th& lovers in China. Even though these 

reports may have been exaggerated, they reflected migrants' feus that migration 

diminished their contra1 over their ~ives . '~ '  Two typical reports captured many 

emigraats' fear that their absence and th& wives' new ability to initiate divorces, 

increased literacy rate, and greater disposable income weakened their control. One 

recounted how Huang Baonii left for the United States six months d e r  his wedding. His 

wife was a weli-educated woman who repeattedly lied about how her mother-in-law was 

mistreating her in her letters to hirn. Since she was the only one in the family who could 

write, he believed her and sent most of his money to her and not his mother. She used this 

money to make herseif more attractive to men, to entice them into having affairs with her, 

and later, to have an abortion- '" Awther reported that Huang Hua left China shortly 

after he married Ms. Chen. Again, Chen used his rernittances to purchase nice outlits and 

to attract men. When he discovereù her infïdelity, he beat her, and forced her to leave. 

Her father intervened and filed for divorce on her behalf.-'O7 In both accounts, ironically, 

it was the remittances that made these women attractive to other men. Previously, women 

were considered their husbands' property and those who did not remain f&ithfÙi to their 

husbands were socially ostracized, punished, and left at theu husbands' mercy. However, 

the fint account implied that due to bis absence, the husband was not even aware of his 

wife's unfathfiil behaviour, while the second implied that the ability of angry husbands to 

punish their unchaste wives was challenged by their wives' ability to leave unwanted 

niamages. 

Migrants' long absences fiom th& children and the-need to adopt sons created the 

perception that another source of their traditional power as patriarchs: their control over 

'" For reports on e.xtmmritai a&iirs of emigranu' wives, se Gongbao, Feb. 28, 193 1 aad May 5,  1932. 
'O6 ~uzhen Yuebao, 4:5%,33-34. 
'O7 Juthen Yuebao, +:54,32.  
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their children, was threatened. Even though many problaas that existed between fithen 

and their adopted children in emigrant communities were shared by farnilies that adopted 

children elsewhere in China, the absence of migrants increased the frrquency of adoption 

and the severity of these problem~.~~ Since many migrants Ieft before theh chiidren were 

bom, their children did not even recognite th& fathers when they fjnaiiy retumed. log 

Many had littie contact with their chitdren and exerted littie influence on them during their 

formative years. The perce id  rnain challenge to the hterests of the migrants' patriline 

and their authority as fathers, however, came fiom their adopted sons. Since many 

emigrant families purchased and adopted sons h m  other region5 these sons had Little 

attachent to their adopted familia. As a result, many ran away, spent their adopted 

families' fortunes, and threatened the livelihood of their adopted parents. "O Headlines, 

such as "Another Adopted Son Spreads His Poison," and "Another Problematic Adopted 

Son," revealed migrants' fear that adopted sons threatened the interests of theu 

farnilies. " ' One account stated: 

Huang Jinyao, d e r  a long sojoum Ur North Arnenca, retumed home triumphantly. 
Since his wife produced only daughters and no sons. he adopted a son from 
another district to continue his family line. The son did not possess a good nature 
and despite their efforts to educate him, he contuiued to be very lazy and ran away 
fiom school. One day, when Huang's wife was away nom home, he broke into 
their room, and stole al1 th& cash, jewelry, and valuables. Even though they 
reported the thefi to the police, they have not been able to find him.li2 

Many migrants fwed that adopted sons could threaten their authoxity in many ways: they 

could be unfilial, renise to be educated and bring honour to the family name through their 

academic achievements, threaten their adopted parents' livelihood, and fd to produce 

sons to continue their adopted families' ü ~ a ~ e . " ~  

lm For a discussion of abptions elsewhere in China, se Ann Waltner, Getfing an Heir: Adoption cmd 
the Construction o/Ki'nship in Lare Impen'aI China, (Hawaii: University of H a d  I%#s, 1990). 1-8 1. 
'O9 Gongbao, May 15,193 1. 
110 Woon, "An Emigrant Community in tbe Ssu-yi Area, Southcasteni Chiria, 1885-1959," Modem Asian 
Srudies, 18:2 (19û4), 287-300 a d  James Watson, "Agnates and ûutsiders: Adopion in a Chinese 
Limage," Man 10 (1975), 293306. 
l" Juzhen Yuebao, 4 5 4 ,  10 and 4:s-8.20. 
" 2  Juzhen Yuebao, 4:54,11. 
113 Gongbao, Feb. 26, 1931, and May 11, 1931. 
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Reports that migrants' wives had a f f i  with theu adopted sons or  their fathers 

during theu absences added to  migrants' perception that migration weakened their 

position in the farnily- For exemple, one 193 1 Gongbao article from Taishan reporteci: 

Li, the o w n a  of a grocery store, was an old pervert. His son had been working 
abroad for over ten years and Ms. Hu, his daughter-in-law, found her empty 
bedroom increashgiy lonely. Li knew her weakness well and graduaily Viitiated an 
&air with her. One day, when they were in the middle of an &air7 they were 
caught by his wife. Despite his wüé's anger, he moved his daughter-in-law to 
another village and visited her there fiequently. "' 

This affair was probably many male migrants' worst nightmare. It defied all the sacred 

hierarchical relationships in a funily: the hierarchy between father-in-law and daughter-in- 

law, father and son, and husband and d e .  Anain between migrants' wives and their 

adopted sons also violated these hierarchies and challengeci the authority of the migrants. 

For example, the Gongboo reported that Ms. Huang, the widow of an wealthy migrant, 

adopted an adult son to continue her husband's famiiy Iine after his death. One day, when 

she was il1 and they were alone in her room, he revealed his desires for her and she agreed 

to have sexual intercourse with hirn Ever since that incident, even though they were 

h o w n  as 'mother and son," they behaved as if they were ''husband and de . "  The 

couple successfully escaped to Hong Kong and away from the scrutiny of their fellow 

~illagers."~ Wives' affairs with both fathers-in-law and adopted sons underminad the 

authority and sema1 privileges that migrants were supposed to enjoy. Even though their 

wives were supposed t o  rernain chaste to them during their absences, their absence made it 

difficult to ensure this. These threatened everything the migrant tried to establish: 

the continuation of his line, accumulation of wealth for his retirement, and rnost 

importantly, a respected position in his fivnily during his We t h e 7  and a farnily that 

honoured Iiis mernories after his death. They also mocked several Chinex ideals: a multi- 

generational patrilineal family, filial piety, and the importance of sons. 

"' Gongbao, Febniary 19. 
'15 Gongbao, May 19,193 1. For another report on extramarital Sain b*wgn emigmnt wives and tbeü 
adopted sons, see Gongbao, Iune 3, 193 1. 
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konicaliy, niriny ofthe changes that had the potential to weaken male migrants' 

control over their wives and sons codd be attributed to overseas migration or remittances. 

Their fiinding to education for women i n c r d  women's iiteracy rate, access to 

professional employment, and participation in communïty aîEairs. Many feared that their 

absence created more opportunities for their wives to becorne rie fa t0  household heads, 

to assume masculine responsibilities, and to have extramaritai afïairs, espe!ciaiiy with their 

at home fathers and adopted sons. Many migrants feared that overseas migration made it 

increasingy difncult for them to impose their authority at home and to ensure thir wives' 

chastity. The transformation that emigrant communities experienced decreased the 

validity of traditional gender roles and increased the dficulties in reinforcing male 

supremacy over women. 

Chaiienges to Migrants' Chinese Identity: Aütnation fmm C h i u  

Even though most migrants migrated with the intent of retuniing and retiring as 

wealthy men in their home villages in China, many felt that it became increasingiy difEcult 

to ho td on to this dream and to their culturai identity. Long absences fiom China and the 

discnminatory treatrnent that they received during their return visits contributeci to their 

sense of alienation fiom China. Furthemore, as dependence on emigration and 

remittances transformed the social organization in Siyi and Sanyi, the ethnic hierarchy 

where Punti men were placed on top of this hierarchy bccame increasingly irrelevant. As a 

resuit of these changes, d e  migrants increasingiy questioned the vaIidity and significance 

of their cultural identity and aiperiority in Siyi and Sanyi. 

Many migrants f d  that changes created by migration made the pre-existing 

ethnic hierarchy difficdt to reinforce. Even though few Hpkka went to Canada, many of 

them, dong with Punti men, rnigrated to countris in Southeast Asia. The wealth that 

both groups rernitted home, regardes of th& place of sojoum, narrowed the social gap 

between the two grwps. Furthetmore, th& shared identity as overseas migrants was as 

important, ifnot more important, than th& ethnic group membership. Since the ability to 

fulnl many gender ideals that had previously separated the Hakka and the Punti depended 

largely on a group's h c i d  rerources, the Hakka's increased wealth allowed them to 
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acquire these cultural markers. Furthemore, since Punti men's sense of culturd 

superiority derived fiom theu ability to daim that they foliowed the proper Conttcian 

gender roles, the perceived transgression of their M y  members challengecl this cultural 

superiority. The breakdown in the separation of spheres, the difficulties that migrants 

perceived in forcing their wives to obsewe the code of Confiician female propriety, and 

the breakdown in the traditionai family structure weakened their ability to portray 

themselves as the inheritors of the Confician tradition. 

hiring their long ibsences fkom Cbuy migrants increasingly felt a sense of 

alienation fiom their home villages. ïhis was particularly common arnong male labourers 

who could not Sord to visit their home villages fiequently. Since many left as teenagers 

and could not atford more than three to four trips back to China during their lifetime, their 

mernories and attachmemt to their home villages gradualiy faded as they became 

increasingly attached to their lives in canada. l l6 The loss of close famiiy members finha 

weakened their ties to China Even those who returned periodically felt that they did not 

belong in theü villages. For example, one migrant stated ihat there was ''never anything to 

do in the village. it was better working in America," even though his children and wife 

were in  hin na."' As time wore down their bonds to their village and their desire to retire 

in China, many no longer felt as Chinese as those who stayed behind. 

The discrimination that rnany wealthy returned migrants faced from their fellow 

viiiagers, fhmily members, and the govemment reuiforced their sense of alienation corn 

China. For example, in 193 1, the Chinese in Canada were outraged when the Nationdia 

goveniment made it mandatory for overseas migrants to purchase their passports to return 

to China. They interpreted this move as a way for the govemment to exploit them, to 

prevent them from retwning, and to show them that they were not wanted in china.' l8 

Aside from these poiicies, their wealth fiequently made them the targets of abuse in their 

home villages. The fortification of many migrants7 homes reflected their fear that their 

" 6  Ne and Nee, 15. 
'17 Interview with Tom in Ne and Nec 18. 
118 Gongbao, June 8. 193 1. 
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hard-emed savùigs would be taken nom thern by local bandits and thieve~."~ Despite 

their efforts, overseas newspapers and magazines were stül fiiled with stories of how 

compt officialq greedy relatives, and caidating viiiagers cheated retumed migrants who 

were no longer familiar with l o d  aistoms out of their ~avin~s.'~ Regardless of whether 

these reports were tme? they nielied migrants' fears that China was no longer the ideal 

home or retireamt place for them. 

Many migrants felt that migration and changes that occurred in China, especially 

those in migrant c~mmunities~ threatened to undermine their culturd and gender 

identities and authority In a broader national context, as various imperialist powers 

defeated China, it could not longer assert that it was superior to other cuttures. In Siyi 

and Sanyi, the Punti's constmcted cultufal hierarchy aiso crumbled since both Hakka and 

Punti men ernigrated overseas and many migrants questioned the importance of their 

cultural identity. Changes fdtated by the presmce of remittances and the absence of 

men, such as wornen's increased access to education and paid employment in professional 

positions and the f w  that migrants' wives were unfâithful, challenged the basis of the 

Chese  patriarchai system and the gender hierarchy that supporteci it. Withui five short 

decades, changes created by overseas emigration led to an identity crisis for male migrants 

as they felt that their fonner channels of dominance disappeared- 

THE CHINESE IN CANADA: RACE GND PATRlARCEIY 

Many migrants perceiveci their m e n c e s  in Canada to be the greatest challenge 

to their cultural and genda ouperiority. in the white racist patriarchal system, the interests 

of white middle-clru m m  were perpetuated at the expense of women and non-white men. 

Ail other groups who did not fiilfil white middle-class masculine ideals were treated as 

feminized others. The feminization of Chinese men in Canadian society was reflected in 

their iderior social status, the portraya1 ofthem as effeminate beings, their ghettoization 

' '' Lucie Cheng, Liu Ywua, and Pwng Dehua, "Chimsc Emigratioa the Sunning Railway and the 
Development of Taishan," Amerasia Journal 9: 1 (L982), 62-72 and Zbeng and Cheng, The Emigrant 
Communiîy in Taisirm, 87-89. 

See Gongbao, May 10,1947, where the resiQnce of an oveneas Cbinese in Xinhui wu rabbed; 
Gongbao, F&. 19, 193 1 contains a report w k r c  a wealthy returned migrant was Iobbtd of his lifc saving 
by his younger brotber, for other euamples, see Jluhen Yuebao, 8:5,35 and 8:5,33 
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into occupations traditionally held by white working-clw women, and the tendency to 

describe them in the same terms as white women- 

As Alicja Muszynski States, patriarchy 

can be understood as underlying a certain type of consciousness that dichotornizes 
the world into categories ... This is not shply a thought process but is reflected in 
the categorizing thaî excludes the vast majority of people from the human 
condition in order to appropriate their labour for the maintenance of that small 
group that sets itseifup as superior, as human, as "man.""' 

In the Canadian context, ''thn small group7' referred to white middle-class men who used 

their abiIity to define what it meant to be "a man" to perpetuate their social dominance. 

White male domination was justifieci by their "inherent" cultural and biological superiority 

over other groups. Male Euro-Canadiaos' belief in their permanent superiority over other 

groups was supponed by "scientific7' studies and social Darwinism They saw the 

progression of human ddopment  as a linear one where racial groups progressed from 

barbarie, to semi-barbarie, and M y  to a civilized state. They placed themselves at the 

very end of this sale  and believed that Asiatic races were still in a semi-barbaric state.Ia 

Even though white women belonged to the same race, they were seen as biologically 

inferior to men. In many ways, white mascuiinity was equated with desirable 

characte!rinics, such as strength, intelligence, self-control, rationality, and civility. Since 

oniy white men fulfilled the criteria for being properly masculine, white women and 

Chinese men were depicteci as feminized beings and wociated with undesirable 

characteristics such as physical and mental wedcness, childiilce behaviour, subrnissiveness, 

lack of control over their emotions, and inability to fiinaion properly without guidance 

from white men.'= 

"' Ali j a  MueyiiJLB. Cheap Wuge Labour: Race and Gender in the fisheries of Brïi,sh Columbia, 
(Monmal and Kingston: McGiUQueén's University Ress, 19%), 75. 
'= Anderson, "The fdca of Chimown," 584 and Li Zhong "Stnichual and Psycbologicai Dimensions of 
Racism: Towards an Alternative Pcrspaivt," C m d ~  Ethnic Studies. (XXVI: 3,  1994), 126. 
" For a discussion of the g of Cfiincst men, xç Baureiss, "Discrimination and Respollse," 
243-244, Tan, "Chinese =the Reconsîituîed Social <ndu of British Columbia." 73-75. aad 
Ward. 12- 13, For ste- of white women, see Weady Mitchiason, lThe Nature of Their Bodes: 
CYamen and Their Doctom in Victorim CM&, (Toronto: University of Toronto Ress, 199 1). and 
Marïlyn 3. Boxer and Jean K. Quartart, "OveMew, 1750-1890", in Con~recting Spheres: CVomen in the 
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The emergence of numemus coofîicting, yet equally degrading, stereotypes that 

portrayed Chinese meu as sexuaily deviant nom white men firther reinforced the image of 

Chinese men as d y  and unciviiized. On one hand, they were pomayed as 

androgynous dociley "'deferential," c'cNdWrey' end ccsubmissive" people who were " '~ tura l  

servants" and who lacked the proper senial drives of white ''men." As androgynous 

childlike beings, Chinese mm did not pose any threat to the chanity of white women and 

the authority of white men.'2' Another stereotype emphasized theù docility, fernininity, 

and lack of initiative by portraying them as being stalked by white women For example, 

Emily Murphy, a femuiist in the 1920q stated that the marital relations between white 

women and men of colour, the giove is always thrown by the women, or at least 

deliberately d r ~ ~ ~ e d . " ' ~  Even though in most other works- the tenn 'man of colouf7 was 

used to refer to black man, interedngly, she u d  this term to refer to Chinese men. 

Another equaliy demeaning stemtype was that of "'decadent perverts" who had l o s  their 

"manhood" and therefore had to use ccopium and other drugs to fuel their flagging sexual 

enerpje~." '~~ Armeci with th& opium and drugs7 Chinese "pemerts" posed a threat to 

white women7s valued chastity* stalked them, and lured "good white women" into their 

opium dens. Despite their Merences, these stereotypes depicted Chinese men's sexuality 

and desires as deviating from the 'cnormai" and ' " c i d ~ d ~  heterosexuai and monogamous 

sexual behaviours of white men. They reinforcd the image of Chinese men as the 

ferninine other to white men: they lacked the manly ability to initiate relationships, lacked 

contrd over their semal desires, and were wen a n d r ~ ~ ~ n o u s . ' ~  

Western World. 1500 to the Present? edited by Boxer and Quartaert, (New York M o r d  University Ress, 
1987), 95-135. 
lZ4 Roy, A White MM 's Province, 36, Co- Backbuse, "The White Wornen's Labour Laws: Anti- 
Chinese Racism in Early Twentieth-Century Canada," Lmu and Histow Review, 14:2 (Fall. 19961,336- 
3 3 7, and fmtnotes, 76 and 77. 
'= Emily Murphy? Bi& Cm&, (Toronto: T. Men, 1922), 238. 

Backhouse, T h e  White Women's Labour Laws," see foornote 74 and Mariana Valverde. "'When the 
Mother of the Race is Fa:' Race, Rcpktion, and Se.Yuality in F i  Wave Feminism," in Gender 
Conflcrs. New Essays in Women 3 Histoty, eûieditsd by Franca Iacovetta and Mariana Valver&, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Ress, 1992), 24. 
'" During this pnd it was commody assumai that only men bad an active SCXlliiljty aad d d  seek 
and commit a 4 crime. Set Kahn Dubinsky, "'Uaidtaly Girls or Des img Women?' nie Crime of 
Seduaion in Turn of the Cenniry Ontario," in Gender Conflic&. 27. 
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The roles that white men and women were supposed to play in their heterosexual 

patriarchal households sanctioned white male supremacy over white women and Chinese 

men. The male household head was expected to control, support, protect, and provide for 

his f a d y ,  while his wifé was expected to remah at home and to create a spiritually pure 

and rnoraily righteous home a t r n o ~ ~ h e r e . ' ~ ~  The depiction of a white man as the sole 

supporter of his famüy justifieci bis higher wages, and better access to training and skilled 

jobs.lW Since the ability to work for a f& wage was seen as a manly right, white women, 

especially white M e c i  women, and CIiinese men received about one haifto one quarter 

of what white men received, were Iunited to unskilled jobs that white men did not want, 

and were depicted as unfair sources of competition that stole jobs away î?om the only 

group that had the "right" to earn a living: white men.13* 

The tendency to see white men as the ody group with the right to work influenced 

the formation of policies that excluded Chinese men from the workplace. For example, in 

1884, the B.C. legislature d idowed  the Chinese tiom acquiring Crown lands, in 1890, 

the C d  Mines ReguIatrirm Amendnent Act prevented them nom worlcing underground., a 

fùrther amendment to this Act in 1903 barred them Erom skilied jobs in mines, a 1897 

statute prohibited them corn working on public works, and another 1899 statute 

prevented thern h m  obtaining liquor licenses. In 1919, in B.C., a policy that targeted 

both Chinese men and white women was the passage of the Whire Women EmpIoyment 

Act which prohibited the employment of4'any white woman or girl" in restaurants, 

laundries, places of business or  amusement owned. kept, or managed by "any Chinese 

person." In 1923, the province replaced the raciaiiy specific Ianguage and left it to the 

discretion of police officials to decide whether white women and girls were allowed to 

'SB Carolyn Strange, " Wounded Womanlniod and Deadman,' Chivairy and the Trials of Clara Ford and 
Canie Davies," in G e n k  ConJlicts, 152. 
'=' Suange, "Woundcd W o m d m d  and Dcad Men," 152. 
'm For a discussion of white women, sec Cruse, "The Politics of Dependence: Women, Work anci 
Unemployment in the Vaaoowcr Laboru Mwemcnt More World War Ii," Canadian Journal of 
Sbciofogy, 13(1-2). 1988, 124-128 a d  Iosie Bammmaq et al., "Cheat at HaK the Rice: The History of 
the Fight for Equal Pay in BC," in Nor J i  Pin M o n q  Selected Eswys on the History of Women 's Work 
in British Columbia, edited by Battmra K Latham and Roberts Pazdm, 19W). 299. 
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work in restaurants or ~aundries.'~~ Oiher legislation that did not mention the Chinese was 

in reality aimed at thm. For example, the Fatories Act of 1922 disalloweâ night 

employment in laundries and shortened the hotus of operations. Since Chinese laundries 

were the ones that operated late hto the aight to remain competitive with theu white 

cornpetitors, this legislation was obviouoly passed with them in mind.'" 

From the 1880s to the 1940% the work world of the Chinese men was gradually 

feminized as they were pushed out ofjobs that Cr-, a labour historian, classïfied as 

"men's jobsy7 into '%amen's jobs." She argues that prior to the Second Wodd War, jobs 

and professions were clearly defined as "komen's work," ''coolie labour," and "'men's 

work." White rniddle-class men monopolized the highest paying skilled jobs, such as 

professional positions, politid offices, and skilled trade positions, and the training for and 

entry into these positions. Most of the low paying unskiiled jobs were either defined as 

'tvomen's wodc," which included jobs that involved domestic cleaning, cooking, semïng 

people, and jobs associated with the production of textile goods, or as cccoolie labour," 

which included jobs that required unskilled physical strength. Table Two shows that even 

though in the 18809, Chinese mate labourers were moaly employed in jobs that required 

physical strength, by the 1920s, they were increasingiy employed in jobs that were 

onginaily defined as ckomen's work."'" 

Table 2: Occupations of Chinese in British Columbia, 1884, 1931, and 1941LY 

- - - 

131 See "An Act to amend the 'Mwapal Act*," Statutes of British Columbia 19 19, chaprtr 63, section 13 
and "An Act for the Protection of Women and GirlS in Certdn Cases," Statutes of British Columbia 1923, 
chapter 76 and d o n  3 as citai in BackhaPsc, "White Femaic Help and Chinese-Canadian EmpIayers: 
Race, Class, Genckr, and Law in tbe Case of Yee Ciun, 1924," Canacdian Ethnic Studes, ;rCXVI: 3, 1994, 
18. For a more dEtailed discussion ofthe mcanïngs of the Act as it was applied in Saskatchewaq set 
Backhouse, T h e  White Women's Labor Laws," 3 13-368, 
13' Sec the Statutes of BC 1884, c. 2, WtWcs of BC , The Cwl Mines Regulation Amendirient Act of 1890, 
c. 33, Statutes of BC 1903, c. 17, Statues of BC 1897, c. 1, Statutes of BC 1899, c. 39, and TIie Factories 
Act of 1922 (Statutcs of BC 1933, c. 25) hspeetnrely as cited in Li, T h e  Ecommic Cost of Racism to 
Chinese€amâmm, Canadian - n Ethnic Studies, 3, 1987, 103-104. 
' 33 Cr-. "Tbe Pblitics of ikp~ndtnce.~ 123. 

Table 13, in Appendix: TaMq d Cenair of Canada. 193 1 a d  194 1 as quoteù in Table 14, 
Appendix: table, in WicCrberg et al., 309-3 10. 

Year 
1884 

Laundry 
1.5% 

Restaurant 
1%'35 

Labour 
~ 1 % ' ~  



From the perspective of the white commWUty, Chinese men were feminized beings 

who did not measure up to the socially approved and sanctioned images of white 

masculine suprmiacy. Chinese men were depicted as sprïnging fiom a 'Teminine" race 

that lacked the inteiiigmce, physical strength, cmlized nature, and ratiodty of the 

"masculine" white race dominated by white men. The beliefand constructed stereotypes 

of Chinese men as unwonhy famaine beings justifieci denying them the nghts, privies,  

and wages of white m m  In this case, racism took on the language of sexkrn because the 

aim of Canadian paaiarchal society was to perpetuate the interests of white men at the 

expense of al1 other groups. As white masculinity, a concept associateci with and rooted in 

the white Canadian heterosexual monogamous household, came to be the only definition 

and source of masculinity, Chinese men were denied of their masculine identity. 

Reactioos and hpact 

The anti-Chinese laws and institutional racism that the Chinese in Canada 

conf?onted inûuenced their iives both in Canada and in China. Since publications, such as 

the Gongbao, frequently translateci English articles into Chinese, the Chinese comrnunity 

was weli aware of the stereotypes that Euro-Canadians had constmcted about them. Anti- 

Chinese laws, such as h d  taxes, the Exclusion Act, and several laws that curtailed 

Chinese men's economic competitiveness meant that racism idluencd Chinese migrants' 

ernployrnent patterns and their relationships to their families either in China or Canada. 

Since rnost of these measures were onfy apptied to Chinese migrants and not to other 

groups of migrants, they felt that they were p l a d  at the bottom of the Canadian 

hierarchy. This section examines how many migrants perceived that white racism and 

discriminatory laws subverteâ th& constmcted racial hierarchy and masculine authority by 

blurring gender lines and prwenting them fkom nilfilling Chinese masculine ideals. 

- - 

'" The prcentage of Cbinat w o h  who WOM in restaurants was actuaiïy les tban one perœnt 
because this figure also incliiArA pcopie wbo were merchanis. 
'" This category iacludcd papîe wbo woilrcd as railway c o ~ o n  w o r k m  d miners? rawmill 
hands, general labourers, woodcunets, and çannery woriren. 
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The fact that many of the discriminatory laws were only apptied to Chinese 

migrants and not to groups that both the Canadians and the Chinese regarded as iderior 

subverted the Chinese racial hierarchy that had existed belore the mid-nineteenth century. 

For many, this made the already harsh diScriminatoIy laws harder to swallow. One 1928 

editorial in the Gongbao tamentecf tbat "the harsh rules of the Exclusion Act  were not 

applied to Iapanese or Indians, nor people fiom Southem Europeaa countries, Anica, or 

South Arnerican countries." Similady, another 1924 editoriai in the Gongbao moumed: 

What can be more intolerable when Canadians dare not impose meaSuTes that they 
imposed on us on refugees f?om barbaric countries, such as niggen and Indians? 
What can be more humiliating than to be regarded by Canadians as infmor to 
black slaves, red Indians, and refiigees fiom ~ndia?'" 

Many Chinese people had regarded al1 these groups as uiferior and uncivilued barbarians 

and countries Like Japan had actively reinforceci China's cultural superiority. From the 

migrants' perspective, to be ranked under these groups shattered any possibility of 

clinging ont0 their old Chinese cultural hierarchy and made them aware that they were 

placed at the bottom of the Canadian racial hierarchy. 

The many pieces of anti-Chinese legislation that curtailed Chinese men's economic 

abiIity to compete with white men decreased their abüity to filfil Chinese masculine 

responsibilities. As a resuit of large-sale overseas migration, one of the main cnteria for 

denniag a good husband was whether he regularly remitted money from abroad to provide 

for his famiy in ~hioa'~' Many publications published in China for migrants specifically 

stated that the main goal for overseas migration was so that "they would be able to remit 

their wages back to th& ancestral land to support their wives and ~hildren."'~~ By 

decreasing Chinese men's cornpetitive exige, these ami-Chinese law not only threatened 

theu s u ~ v a l  in Canada, but also th& opporiunities to be good providing patriarchs and 

contributing village members in C h  Their decreased economic resources fiinher 

prevented them fkom ni1611Ulg traditional mascuI'me ideals that would bring them public 

13' Gongbao, JI& 4, 1924. 
'" The Scond Uneage Reunîon Otgmized by the HvMg Jiang fia Main Chapter, 32. 
13' Juzhen Yuebao, 5:8, 78, 
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recognition in China, ouch as the acquisition of concubines, senmnts, the tiinding of 

charitable organizations, and the ability to educate their children, especially their sons? 

Canadian immigration Iaw directiy challengeci the source of Chinese migrants' 

patiarchd power the ab- to estabiish their own households in Canada, The head taxes 

and later the Chinese EXcItls10n A c t  made it difEicult for male migrants to establish their 

households and to reproduce a next generation in Canada. Since a father's control over 

his chiidren and a husbend's authority over his wife were nuidamental patriarchai values, 

most tuignims' inability to briag their wives and children to Canada made it difücult for 

them to exercise their roles as patriarchs. Only a srnail group of male merchants and even 

fewer male labourers were able to establish theV own households in Canada- As a result 

of the absence of Chinese women in Canada, there were few Chinese children in Canada 

and most of them were c M h  of rner~hants.~~' The high nurnber of married- bachelon 

in the community meant that while many had the responsibility to financiaily support their 

families in China, few enjoyed the privileges of being Chinese pauiarchs. 

The shiff in male labourers' employment pattern 6om coolie's labour to women's 

work blurred constructeci Chinese gender boundaries and gender hierarchies. Many of the 

jobs that Euro-Canadians classified as '%~omen's work," especially cooking, cleaning, and 

serving women, were aiso considered by migrants as women's work because they were 

traditiodly done by Chinese women and occurred in the innef sphere. Their increased 

ghettokation in women's work meant that they were increashgly drawn into the imer 

sphere, and in the case of domestic Secvants, under the control of white women in their 

sphere. Even for those who worked independentiy, such as laundry workers, the need to 

handle polluting substances, such as semen, menstmal blood, and other bodily excretions, 

on dirty laundry made the laundry business one associatecl with women's work and a dirty 

'KI Francis C. K. Hsy "Inf iue~~x of Southsw Emigration on Certain Chinese Provinces," The Far Eastern 
Quarteriy 5, 1945,48-58 and James Watson, Emigration and the Chinese Lineage: The ~ ~ à n s  in Hong 
Kong and London- (Ekrkcley, 1975),205-2 1 1 - The next ch*? will discuss the emergesce of new 
masculine ideals in emigrant communities fiirthcr. 
14' Tirnoay Staniey, "Scbooling White Supremacy. and tbe C h i n e  Merchant WC in British 
Columbia," B.C. Studes 107 (Autumn 9 1995), 19- 
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and degrading one.'= For example, one Chinese woman angriiy recounted how when her 

husband went to collect dirty laundry fkom a customer, a white woman forced hirn to 

crawl unda her bed to coilect h a  diriy laundry. Another remembered that her husband 

had to light incense to clear the air when he received a bag of dkty laundry that had bodily 

secretion and rnenstnmi bblood on the clothes in China, the disposal of the meristnial 

blood was done sec~etly by women and the c l d g  of used mmmual pads was svictly a 

chore for women because mensuuai b l d  was regarded as dirty and potentidy hannfùi 

to men's yangness.lu The act ofbeiiig ordaed to crawl under a white woman's bed to 

collect her dirty laundry violated Chinese men's gender propriety and exposed them to 

substances that they considerd to be degrading and harmful to their masculity- 

From the perspective of male migrants, white racism challenged both their cultural 

identity and channels of exercising th& masculine authority. increasingly, they found 

themselves portrayed as femuiine beings7 denied the rights and privileges enjoyed by white 

men, attacked for the priviieges that they enjoyed in a Chinese polygamist society, and 

unable to establish theu own households so that they could exercise their role as 

household head. As second-class citizens in Canada, male Chinese labourers found 

themselves exposed to polluting elements and demeaning jobs that were r e s e d  for 

women in China. To complete this f ' o n  process7 from their perspective, their 

cultural heritage, a source of pride and identity for them before the nineteenth century, 

was depicted as a bacbard and barbaric one and used as a main justifkation for treating 

them as the inferior ferninine other. 

CHALLENGES FROM WITEIN THE COlWMüNWY IN CANADA 

As a result ofthe ExcIusion Act and events in China, during the 1920s, 1930s, and 

the 1 940s7 the demographic characteristics of the Chinese community gradually changed. 

m e r  the implementation of the Act7 the remaining population in Canada was dominateci 

'" Emiiy Martin, "The Powu and PoUution of Chinese WomeqW in Maqpry Woifaad Ro-ya~e Witke 
eds., Women in Chinese hie ty .  (SWord: Stanfod University Rtss, 1979, 206-209. 
'%wok Ban Chan. hoke  anà Fim: Tire Chinese in Montma/ (Ye Yu Huo: Montelier de Nuren, 
(Beijing: The University of Beijing Rus, 1991), 33 and 66. 
'j4 Martin, "Power and Pollution of Chincst Women," 193-2 14 and Gary Seaman, '+The S e . 4  Politics of 
Kannic Retriition," in me Anthmpobgy ofTa-wmese Socieq, edited by E. Martin Ahem and Hii1 
Gates, (Stanford: Stanfod University Rcss, 198 l), 381-394- 
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by an aging male population and a srnall but growiag group of second generation Chinese 

youtk mostly chi ldm of estabiished merchants. There was also increased visibility OC 

Chinese women, mostly wives and duighters of merchants, in cornmunity flairs. As a 

result ofthe second Sino-Japanese War, a new generation of youth grew up in Canada, 

had little attachment to China, and used tools in Canadian society to break away fkom theû 

parents' authority. Both the Sinodapanese War and the Second World War provided 

opporhinities for both fint and second generation women to  break away fiom Chinese 

gender roles. Combiaed with th& own inab'ility to return to China, the emergence of 

increasingiy active youîh and wornen, these three decades presented new challenges to 

first generation male migrants' authority as parents and as men. 

ChaUenges by Womtn 

The unbalanceci sex ratio between Chinese men and women and the increased 

public visibility of Chinese women blurred notions of Chinese gender ro l a  and reairns. 

hiring the 1920s and the 1930s, the number of women's organizations grew and their 

activities became increasingiy visible in the Chinese prim media."' This marked a 

departure fiom the traditional emphasis on women's exclusion fkom public view, 

participation in political aiTiairs and assumption of leadership roles. The presence of both 

first and second generation women was strongiy felt in ail major cornmunity events, such 

as fights to  repeal the Exciusion Act, events in Chinese schools in Canada, finclrairing and 

publicity efforts for the Sino-Japanese Wu, campaigns to seli Vctory Bonds dunng the 

Second World War, and meetings held by district, lineage, and political organizations.'" 

Their roles included being keynote speakers, ticket seüers and semer0 for various events, 

and actresses, musicians, choreographers, and dancers in various pediorrnances hosted by 

various ~r~anizations.'" At the same tirne, as muiy d e  labourers increasingly had to 

carry out domestic chores that were done by women on a daüy basis and as a livelihood, 

Wiclrberg et al., 167. 
'" Resist Japn Mugrmrmne, VOL 2, 193 1,37 and 71. 
'" For rderences to Chinae wwrn as pibüc s p k r s ,  see Gongbao, July 3, 1928, May 3. 1927. May 9. 
1927. and May 3 1, 1927; for xdkrcmxs to womcn as pcrfonncrs, see Gongbao, January 3,  193 I, June 26, 
193 1. 193 1; for references to women as orPani;rers of events, fûnd raisers, and servers, see Recork of the 
Vmcouver 's Chinese Benevolent Association, 5-24. 
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£tom th& perspedve, traditionai gaider roles were no longer visible either in their daily 

lives or in the Chinese prht media 

Even for the s d  group of men who brought theV fimilies to Canada, many felt 

that their iives in Canada introduced meny new challenges to their authority over their 

wives. The foliowiag le@ b d e  dernonstrateci how the Canadian legal system posed a 

serious threat to male migrants' authority. It began in 1923 when Huang Bao, an 

established fkst gaieration migrant, married Ma Ruinang with Chuiese wedding rituals in 

B.C., and had t h e  sons and a daughter togetha. In 1927, Ma went to Vancouver with 

her children to visit her parents, whiIe Huang stayed behïnd to work. Ma, "for some 

inconceivable reason," began woricing as a waitress in a restaurant despite her husband's 

objections. In 1928, Huang Bled a law suit against his in-laws when he dismvered that 

they were trying to take his children back to China without his consent. He Ioa the case 

and his chiidren because the court did not consider Ma and Huang to be married and under 

Canadian law, children born out of wedlock were automaticdy awarded to the mother. 

The editorialist's comment surmeci up many male migrants' concems: 

according to the customs of our country, once men and women exchanged their 
names and bowed to each others' ancestors, the marriage was officiai. Their 
children, even after the death of the man, would be awarded to his family to 
continue his patlinee- However, this is no longer recognked in canada.lu 

This report conveyed many male migrants' fhstration and fear that the Canadian legal 

system did not a c q t  their culture and their authority over their wives and children, and 

that it could destroy their claims to th& wives and children, "properties" that they had 

worked hard to acquue. 

Other less spectacular lawsuits uivolving Chinese women reinforcd male 

migrants' fear that the Canadian systern worked a g a k t  their intaests. The Gongbao 

regularly reported how Canadian immigration officials prevented Chinese women fiom 

entering Canada if they thought that these women were holding mse or purchased 

identification papas.149 Since these women were brought over, either iilegally or legally, 

IJp ~uzhen Yuebao, 5:5,414. 
Gongbw. Iuiy 24,1931, luiy 26, 1931 and Juiy 27. 1931. 
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at a fairly expensive price to be waitresses, prostitutes, concubines, or wives, their inability 

to enter after a cody  voyage was a blow to their purchasers' interests. The Gongho also 

reported cases when Chinese women successfidiy used the Canadian legal system to 

initiate divorces againsi th& husbands. in one case, a wornan successfùlly sued her 

husband for matecial compensation for kicking her out of her house." In another, a 

sixteen year old woman successfbly got the judge to annul her arranged marriage on the 

grounds that when the rnarriage took place, she was only tifteen and below the legd 

marriage age.'" In boboth cases, the C d s n  le@ system did not recognize Chinese 

customs that fkvoured Chinese mm's power over their wives and daughters, such as the 

fathers' ability to arrange legally bindiag muriages for their children regardless of their 

age and the husbands' v e r  to initiate a divorce or kick his wife out without 

compensation, that Chinese men had enjoyed for centuries. 

Chdengu by Youth 

The presence of a weli-educated second generation Canadian-bom Chinese youth 

threatened the prestige of first grneration mak migrants in the community. Uniilce most 

fira generation migrants who were semi-literate or iiiiterate in English, the new generation 

had a higher English literacy rate. For example, while in 192 1, the majority of the youth 

population was formed by first generation migrants who were illiterate or serni-literate in 

English, by 193 1, seventy-five percent of the Chinese chiidmi and youth in Canada were 

Canadian-bom and the English literacy rate was over eighty percent among this age 

group. 15' Since they felt cornfortable in both the Chinese and Canadian cornrnunitia, the 

eider generation increasingly depended on them, especially when they or the community 

had to deal with nonxhinese peop1e.l" These youth played an important role in fighting 

racism in the educationai q s t m  and raïsing public awareness and support for elimimting 

anti-Chinese l a ~ s . ~ ~  Especialiy during the Sino-Japanese War, and later the Second 

World War, they worked with white Canadian groups to raise awareness for the situation 

' " Gongbao. June 24,193 1. 
ls' Gongbao. lune 25,193 1. 
15' Wickberg a ai., 149. 
Is3 Chong, 141-143. 
lSJ Wickberg et al., 167. 
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in China and to wi. white Canadians' recognition for Chinese efforts to nippon the 

Canadian war effort.'s5 

The emergence ofa new generation of Canadian-bom youth who felt more 

attached to Canada thPn China ùrreasad the diflbicdties of fint generation migrants in 

passing down their culture and values to the next generation. Sina they were bom and 

raised in Canada and codd not vis& China because of various wars, their bond with it was 

weaker than those oftheir parents. As a result, many fâvoured their Canadian values and 

identities over thek Cbin*r ones For example, Dock Yp. the son of the wealthiest 

merchant in Victoria, stated proudly that "'racially 1 am Chinese, but from the point of 

view of nationality or citizenship, 1 am a c ana di an."'^^ Bob Lee echoed Yip's sentiments 

by stating that '7 am a Canadian tint.... Secondly, I am Chinese and if I want to follow 
77 157 traditions, fine, but 1 have to be a Canadian first. Both staternents irnplied that many 

Canadian-bom youth rejected the values and teachings of the fïrst generation migrants 

they regarded as incompatiiie with theu Canadian identity. The existence of Canadian- 

bom youths' duai identities weakened their parents' absolute control over them because 

they could pick elements and vaiues fkom whatever they defined as the Chinese and 

Canadian way of life that suited them the best. 

The younger generation's familiarity with the Canadian system made it possible for 

them to use it to help them defy the authority of their parents. Even though traditionally, 

the parents had absolute control over the arrangement of their children's mamage, in some 

cases, second generation Chinese used the Canadian legal system to challenge this 

authority. For example, in 1938, the Gongho reported that Ma Fongxi, a nineteen year 

old woman, asked the local court to allow her to marry Peter Huang against her father's 

wishes. In this case, the judge completely sided with the young couple and disregardeci 

the father's concems and demands. For example, Mr. Ma asked that Huang pay him a 

thousand dollars as the bride-price and to be@ saving for the fùture. However, the judge 

d e d  that a.U Mt. Ma wanted was money, tbat ifHuang could not support his daugbter, he 

Is5 Gongbao, June 27, 1942. 
' ~ 6  Huang et al., 8. 
157 Huang et d., 57. 
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had the obligation to support her, and ovemileci his objections.'" Ms- Ma succadeci in 

using Canadian law to chalienge her father's authority and to deny him the material 

priviieges that a Chinese father enjoyod in marrying off his daugbter. the presence of a 

bride price, and his control over the process. 

The emergence of a weli-educated and well-organized second generation of 

Chinese women fbrther faciritatecl the breakdown of gender and generational hierarchies. 

In a sirnilar way to th& male comterparts, young women forrned their own organizations 

and gained access ta  leadership roles fia nomi the influence of older men and ~ornen"~ 

Many attended both Chinese and regular schools and their attendance challenged 

traditional gender roles.'" The Gongho fkquently published the achievements of f e d e  

midents and this constant public recognition signalai a îùrther departure from the Chinese 

pst .  Even though it is unclear how rnany women received a professional education, 

personai accounts and reports in the Gongbao show that a signincant number of womm 

did. Mer 1924, young Chinese women fiequentiy worked as clerks in h i t s  and 

vegetable stands and an increasing number of them entered the industrial sector.'" Even 

though most were blocked fiom professional positions, most probably obtained a higher 

level of education than their fathers which was a remarkable accomplishment in itself 

Changes within the Chinese community made traditional gender ideals and 

hierarchies increasingly dficult to observe and uphold. The nrst generation male 

migrants' authority over th& c h i i h  d e a e a d  as the younger group was more at ease in 

dealing with non-Chinese groups, had a higher level of education, and fkequently earned 

more money as a result of their higher education level. Both youth and women begm 

creating separate organizations that were relevant to them and aüowed them to assume 

positions of leadership independent of the more established men. Chinese gmder ideals 

and notions of cultural superiority and identity becarne less relevant in a changing 

''13 Gongbao, July 4-7, 1938. 
lS9 Gongbuo, lune 22, 1939. 

Stanley, 27. 
16' Gongbuo, Jdy 3, 1947. 
'" Tamara Adilman, 'A Prelimllisy Sketch of Cbimse Women and Work in British Columbia 1858- 
1950," in ~Vot Just Pin kfoney, 674. 
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community increasïngly dominated by a growing group of youth who grew up in a 

dflerent culture fiom tbeir parents. 

CONCLUSION 

The cultural and gender dominance of Punti men over women and men fiom other 

groups was justifieci by their beliefin their cultural and masculine supenority. They 

constructed mutually reidorcing and codependent sets of cultural and gender hierarchies 

to reinforce their dominant position. For them, an important way of differentiating 

between the superïor Chinese madine us and the barba& non-Çhinese other was 

through the use of culturaüy specific gender constnicts- In turn, Chinese men's 

supenority over women became an integral part of king Chinese. Even though what it 

meant to be a Chinese man changed over time and varied regionally, many Punti men 

selected essentialized notions of Chinese msisculinity and femininity7 such as the 

observation of certain rituals the division of spheres, and the ftlnlment of gendered 

Confucian ideals. to perpetuate th& position in Chinese society. 

However, fiom the mid-nineteenth century to the rnid-twentieth century, the 

decline of China's international status threatened the basis of Punti men's constructed 

cultural and gender hierarchies. Many of the values and institutions that Chinese men had 

relied on to reiaforce and jus* their Chinese masculine authority were increasingly 

labelled as sources of China's weakness. The need to chwse between making an 

individual contribution to h g  China and retaining cultural markers that helped them 

constnict t h e  - identity put them in a diffidt situation. Ifthey chose the patriotic option 
c 

and encouraged changes that helped China modemize7 adopt western institutions, gender 

roles, and increased education for both men andwomen, it would destroy their 

constnicted hierarcbies between themselves, non-Chinese westerners and Chinese women 

However, the other option would lead to the destruction of China, the source of their 

masculine power. As the atudu on Chinese patriarchal and polygamist institutions and 

values increased in the eady twmtieth centwy7 the power of Chinese men was no longer 
- 

assumed, but one tbat had to be jus&ed. 
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In emïgrant c o m m ~ e s ,  the absence of many men and presence of overseas 

rernittances triggered a series of unintended changes that threatened to elirainete the very 

geader and racial hierarchies that d e  migrants sought to protect through emigration. 

Most had migrated to Canada hophg that it would d o w  them to tiilfil their responsibdity 

as good providas and împrove theu social status in theù villages. However, their funding 

for education, including for wown and girls, led to the production of a new generation of 

youth who challenged their auhas' authority with their superior training. Increasingly, 

migrants' daughters d&ed Confiic*n gender boundaries by enrolüag in public school, 

entering hto profasioaal jobs, and supporting themselves. The absence of husbands 

created the perception that migrants w m  loosing control over th& wives and children 

and that gender boundaries at home were bluned. Adding to their fears, the Chinese 

media reinforceci the image that their absences created oppomi~ties for their f h l y  

members, especially their adopted sons, wives, and fathers, to behave in barbaric and non- 

Chinese ways by haviag incestuous relationships with each other. These changes and fears 

not only challenged the authority of Punti men, they also made it difficult for them to 

retain their former seme of cultural niperiority over the Hakka and the boat people. 

Previously, they had used their group's ability to fiilfil Chinese gender ideals to mark their 

differences nom these "'non-Chinese" groups. However, these changes made these claims 

and boundaries increasingly dif6cult to maintain. 

Many first generation male migrants felt that their lives in Canada posed new 

challenges to th& generational, cultural, and gender authority ovet other cornrnunity 

membas. Since there were only a few addt Chinese women in Canada and most were 

married to more established merchants, most labourers rarely had opportunities to 

demonarate their mascuüne influence. Many feit tbat Chinese gender roles ceased to be 

relevant in theu daiiy lives as they depended on doing women's work for Survival and had 

to carry out domestic chores for themsdves. Mer  the Sino-Japanese War broke out and 

reunion with theü nunüies in China became mon difEcuIt, the possibilii for most elderly 

migrants to retum to China to enjoy a cornfortable retirement diminished. The growth of 

a second generation youth posed another challenge to first generation male migrants' 
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authority. Since Survival and success in Canada depended on their ability to fimiction in 

rnainstream Canadian society, many youths favoured their Canadian connections over their 

Chinese ones. Many wexe also able to use Canadian systems to disobey their parents' 

aut hority . 

In many ways, mak migrants etnerged as the feminized non-Chinese other in thar 

interactiom with Chinq their home commdties, and other groups in Canada While their 

wives in China assumed more masculllie roles in their absences, they entered '%vomen's 

work" in Canada to eam a üving. As Chinese people th& culturai status denied them the 

privileges and advantages that white men as "men" enjoyed. Even in cornparison to the 

image of weak and defense1ess Chinese soldiers fighting against Japanese soldiers, they 

appeared as even more ferninine and non-Chinese because they did not even try to defend 

theu country. In an effort to improve their iives and support their families by emigration, 

they appeared to have ùwlvertently dismantled the cultural and gender hierarchies that 

defined their Chinese masculine identity and justifid their social dominance. 
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III: NATIONALISM AND MASCULINITY: THE CREATION 

OF NEW IDENTITIES 

Despite the various chalienges to their cultural and masculine identities, male 

migrants created several seemÜ@y conflicting seKimages that reafXrmed their rnascutinity 

and cultural aiperiority. They portrayed thernselves both as traditionalists who actively 

defended elernents of Chinese culture fiom disappearing and as masculine men with 

unprecedented access to Chinese patriarchal structures and priviieges. interestingly, they 

dso portmyecl themseives as westeraized and modem national heroes who used theif 

superior western education to lift China out of its dark past. Combined together, these 

three images created a powaful and aii encompassing image of male migrants as 

masculine and ultra-Chinese men who embodied the best of the Chinese past, present, and 

fciture, and the best of the '%esterni' world. This chapter examines how these images 

were created, their meanings, and how actual changes that occurred as a result of overseas 

migration interacteci with the creation of these images. 

STRUCTURE OF THE CaAPTER 

This chapter is be divided into five main sections and each examines how events in 

both China and C m &  helped male migrants create various seemingly conflicting 

identities and self-images. The first section shows that overseas migration and their new 

weaith perpetuated and popularized their access to patriarchai power and increased 

migrants' control over public institutiom and spaces in both countries. The second 

demonstrates that their new wealth and their ability to preserve Chinese structures and 

niln1 constnicted Chinese genda ideals validateci their self-image as the presemers and 

protectors of Chinese civilization The next section examines the construction of another 

identity by showing bow they portrayed themselves as modem national heroes who saved 

China nom its backwrrd past with theV superior western education. These two identities 

provided two diffient ways for rnijpnts to portray themselves as superior to any other 

groups in China. The fourth section anaiyzes how the migrants simultaneously portrayed 

themselves as culturaüy supaior to and more masculine than white men in Canada by 

showing that they fidfiiied white masculine ideals and that they respondeâ to white racism 
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with forgiveness and kindness. îhe nffh seaion asks how these three seemingly 

conflicting images helped mate a new polygamist, sexualized, and masculine Chinese 

identity. It examines how this identity was fùrther reinfiorcd by migrants' increased 

access to polygamist pariuchal institutions in both China and Canada and their perceived 

monopoly on magical s e x  potions. 

PRESERVATION OF MASCUUNE AUTaORITY 

In China, the traditional way of life that sanctioned patriarcha authority came 

under attack However, most male migrants7 new weaith allowed them to preserve this 

way of life in ernigrant communities in China and in Chinese communities in Canada. 

Their new wealth and their families' growing dependence on redances increased their 

ability to estabtish patriarchal institutions and the number of ways that they exercised 

domination over theü family mernbers, especiaily their wives and adopted sons. This 

section examines how overseas migration and male migrants' new wealth strengthened 

their access to patriarchal power and popularked the establishment of patriarchal 

institutions. 

Populariution of Mile Supremacy in China 

Despite the absence of young men fiom emigrant communities and many male 

migrants' long absences tiom their f d e s  in China, migration increased many male 

migrants' control over th& family members and patriarchai structures. Punti men, 

especially male migrants and their limage members, retained their monopoly over public 

institutions, such as schools lheages, and the print media In many ways, emigrant 

communities' increasïng reliance on remittances earned by predominantly male migrants 

validated patriarchal power and structures7 and increased the value of sons over daughters. 

This section examines how the p ~ t  media, men's continued control over public 

institutions, and migrants7 increased ability to perpetuate patriarchal power and institutions 

al1 increased the strength of male domination over women. 

Publicatiom in China 

Since Punti men maintaineci complete control over publications in China, these 

publications portrayed events through a male-centreci lens and favoured the actions of 
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Punti men over women, and over men nom other groups. This bias was reflected in their 

language which implicitly reinforcd male supremacy. For example, many portrayed mm 

as individuals who had both gendered and un-gendered identities and who had identities 

both within and outside of their fàmilies. They were identifiecl in numerous ways, 

including by their kinship positions, district, political, or religious memberships, and most 

importantly, by th& public achievements." The ody t h e  their gender was explicitly 

referred to was when they were identifieci by tbar kinship positions, such as in marriage 

amouncements, obinianes, and in M y  mattersers In most cases, the print media did not 

mention men's gender and emphasis was placed on their achievements outside the 

family.'" Furthemore, wen though the honorific titles for men were gender specific, the 

absence of a title for men that refmed to their marital status reflected the tendency to see 

men as not being limited by their marriages. For example, titles, çuch as 'kiunsheng 

~ i s t e r ) "  and 'fiut1 (Mister)," merely signified men's status as adults and did not refer to 

t heir marital status. 

Various publications reinforced the legitimacy of patriarchal structures and their 

control over women through the way they identifid women. Even though women 

became increasingly active outside of their homes, these publications fiequently identifiai 

them not by theu names or achievements but through their relationships with men, for 

exarnple, as mothers, daughters, and wives. For example, a typical article read "Huang 

Z o n a  a resident of the Jinjiao Vinage, retumed from England a few years ago with 

Baorui, his son, to select a bride for Baorui. He arrangecl for Baorui to marry the 

daughter of a man &om Hegaoshan Vülage." It continuecl by statïng that after Baorui 

retumed to England, his d e  had several extramarital flairs secretly until she became 

pregnant." It clearly traced the events through the men's point of view by beginning the 

account with the two men's names and occupation. Even though it was about the 

daughter-in-law's actions, only the two men were identifiecl by name and both the rnother- 

163 For example. see Gongbao, May 3, 1927. May 5. 1927, and May 3 1, 1927. 
'M~uzhen Yuebuo, 4: 1.3, and 6-7. 
165 These exampies can bt f'oubd in al1 the piMications pubüshcd in China for overseas migrants. For 
some examples, see Juzhen Yuebuo. 4:S-û. 8549. 

Jurhen Yuebao. 4:s-8,33. 
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in-law and the daughter-in-law rernained nameless. Even when women were identiflai by 

their names, these publications almost always attached honorific titles, such as '%. 

(#Ùren)" or  'M iss  (nushi),'' to  their names that explicitly referred to their marital statu. 

and therefore, relationships to puriychai fdes . ' "  The absence of a honocüïc title for 

wornen that was devoid of this meanhg revealed the tendency to see women's identities as 

deriving simply fiom their positions within theu families. 

The way children were identifieci also reinforcd and validated these structures. 

They were identifieci pnmuüy by their patrilineal identity', for examp1e9 most were 

identifieci by who their fathers were, and their mothers were seldom rnent i~ned. '~~ 

Chinese grarnmar further emphasized the importance of the paailùie in shaping a child's 

identity; for example, one would write, "Ma Dachun's son X' instead of 'X, the son of 

Ma Dachun." This syntax placed a p a t e r  emphasis on the father's identity than the 

child's identity.'69 A direct translation of a typicai wedding announcement contained al1 

t hese trends: 

Huang Huayi's son Qilin, is the president of the Hong Kong Yonghe Company and 
contributes signincaotly to his comrnunity. ... Yesterday, on May 1, Qilin hoaed a 
new style wedding for his fourth son, Yuanjun, and Miss Wu Bixia -...'-" 

This report began by stating the grandfather's narne, then the father's name, and finally the 

groom's narne, implying that Yuanjun's identity derived from being his father's "fourth" 

son and his famous grandfather's grandson. 

Male Contrai arad Public ~~tsn*tution.s in China 

Overseas migration and remittances strengthened the üneage system in China, the 

ultimate patriarchal and patriîineai organization that perpetuated male domination. Since 

most women manieci out of  theù lineages and into their husbands' lineages, they never 

' 67 The RREsî J a v  ~Mugazine, Jan. 1933,9548. and The Taishan Nngyang H U ~ ~ U M  Rejügee Fun4 1 1. 
In lists like these, men's names were simpiy iisted !ke Jso Gongbao. May 4. 1927, June 27. 1942. and 
May 31, 1927. 

JuIhen Yuebao, 5:5,2-3, 16. 
169 Gongbao, Uay 9, 1927. 
170 Juzhen Yuebao, 5:5,3. 
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fùlly belonged to one during their Lifetimee'i' Mor to mamiage, they were considered 

temporary members of th& fhthers' üneages; after marriage, they were seen as partial 

rnembers of their husbands' Lineages. Lineages tended to reinforce the importance of sons 

because while sons were cruciai to their continuation, daughters were not. Even though 

the power of iineages weakened elsewhere in China, they became increasingly powefil in 

ernigrant communities and were strengthened by various factors. For example, since they 

played important roles in helping migrants migrate overseas and migrants continued to 

idente with them wfiile Living abroad, most contributeci heavily to lineage projects- 

Furthermore, since most saw China as their permanent home and their retirement place, 

many willingly financeci lineage projects, such as the buiiding and maintenance of schoois, 

libraries, orphanages, and hospitals, to ensure that they would have a nice retirement place 

and be welcomed when they remmeci. ln These contributions strengthened lineages, 

expanded their control over their members' lives, added to their prestige, and increased 

their ability to survive. 

Despite women's growing activism and access to education, they continued to be 

excluded fiom leadership roles, including those in lineage structures and in public 

institutions. Even though the print media reported that a few women were doctors and 

administrators, they were clearly the exceptions. Furthermore, even these women 

depended on the support and acceptance of prominent men in their communities and only 

occupied leadership positions in di-women institutions, such as the few girls' ~chools.~" 

Punti men maintaineci firm control over most community organizations, especially those 

that infiuenced the entire community, such as the police force, large schools, factories, 

newspapers, and stores. Since most institutions and organizations increasingly depended 

lï1 A minority of marriagcs wcre iluorilocal ones wberc the husband mania! into his wife's family and the 
children, at least one son, assumed his mother's last name and todr m r  the worshipping of his mother's 
ancestors. However. tbis typt of OIitniagc was generally fiowncd upoe See Rubie Watson, "Aftenvord," 
in Mamiage and lnequaliy in Chinese Society, (Bcrlrrlcy: University of Cdifiocaia Ress, L 99 l), edited 
by R Watson and P. B. Ebrcy, 362 and Mariin, "Anusid TaMets," Tire Cult ofthe Dead in a Chinese 
Village- [Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1973). 1 16- 138. 
"' Yu. 4748. 
173 Watson, Emigration and the Chinese Lineage, 203-2 11. 

See Biographies of Fernale AMartyrs in Guangdong, vol. 4, N, and Jiuhen Yuebao. 45%. 98:101 and 
5:5, 32-33. 
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on overseas remïttanas, migrants' superior economic power increased their influence over 

these institutions despite their absence. 

higrmon d Patriurchy in Chim 

From the late 18805 to 1949, both China and emigrant communities increasingly 

depended on oveneas remittances and this dependence increased migrants' authority at 

home and th& abiiity to perpetuate patriarchal structures. Even during peacethe, China 

relied on remittances as a major source ofrewenue. A comparison between its expons, 

imports, deficits, anâ remittances sheds Light on the importance of remittances to China's 

economy. Table Three shows that the amount of remittances doubled within four years 

and that they constituted a major source of China's revenue. Even though these 

numbers include remittances fiom countries other than Canada, Canada was an important 

source of remittances. 

Table 3: Cornparison of Ovenus Remittinccs, Esports, Imports, and National 
Deficit, 19344938 (in Millions of Chinest Dollars) 

At the local level, as more and more young men migrated abroad to work, their villages 

increasingly relied on thei. ovenuis wages. For example, a 1949 survey of emigrant 

communities in ûuangdong shows that one-third of the families depended solely on 

remittances and another third depended on them for part of their uic~rne.~" The Ka@ing 

Gasetteer stated that remittances were t s  district's most significant source of revenue."' 
- 

'" WU Chun-hsi, Dollars Dependen& and Dogma: Overseas Chinese Remiitances to Communist China, 
(Stanford: The H m r  Institution on War, Revolution and Pe;tce, 1%7), 16. 
"6 Glen Petetson, "Socialist China and the Huaqiao: 'Ine Transition to Sacialism in the Overseas Chinese 
Area o f  Rurai GuangQng 1949-1956," Modem China 14:3 ( J d y  198%), 3 103 1 1. 
'' kkiping .'tTi(~nzhî, 2:20b and 2:2 la, 30-3 1. 

Remittances 
242 
304 
479 

Deficit 
494 

hports 
N/A 

Year 
1934 

Exports 
538 

942 1 236 
886 124 

1936 
1 038 

706 
763 
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Migrants' new wealth increased their ability to establish patriarchal families in 

China, a goal that eluded many poor men, and th& authority at home. Since most women 

married in their lare teens, the foilowing charts reveal the divorce and marriage rates for 

women who grew up during the 1920s and the 1930~~  and who mamed by 1949. The 

district of Panyu makes for an interesting cornparison because it was a weaithy region 

where sorne men migrated oveneas and where many women worked outside the home for 

pay and practiced d a g e  resistance.lm The charts show that areas with the highest rates 

of migration had the highest -age rates and the lowest divorce rates. For example, 

Taishan, the area with the largest percentage of migrants, had the largea percentage of 

married women, and the Iowest percentage of divorced and single women while Panyu, 

the area with the lowest migration rate, had opposite r e~u l t s . ' ~~  

Tabk 4: The Percentage o f  Single Women Above the Age of  60 in  1982 

Table 5: The Percentage of Divorctd Women Above the Age of 60 in 1982 

60-79 ws 

1 1 Prov. Average 1 Panyu 1 Taishan 1 Kaiping 1 Xinhui 1 

Emigrant families' growing dependence on remittances strengt hmed male autho ri ty at 

home. Since most migrants were men, theu wives, daughters, and mothers depended on 

their goodwill to remit desperately needed money. Some migrants deliberately used their 

wealth to control their M y  members and to command their obedien~e. '~ Since 

Prov. Average 
0.43 

178 For discussions of m a g e  &stance strategies see Ianice S t o c k e  Daughters ofthe Canton Delta: 
.bfmarrrage Patterns and Econodc Sirategrgres in South China. 1860-1930, ami Helen S iy  "Where are al1 
the Women? Rethinking Uarnage Resistance and Regional Culture in South China" h t e  I~nperid 
China X I :  2 (December, 1990), 3242,  
'" Fang Di, 3 10. 
"O Gongbao, Feb. 26. 1936 and Feb. 28, 193 1, 

Panyu 
5 .O7 

Taishan 
0.06 

Kaiping 
0.02 

Xinhui 
0.29 
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migrants also controiied their return visits and departures, this gave them another way to 

shape their famiy We. Many mves felt that as a result of overseas migration, their control 

over th& family finance and morriage decreased. Many lamented that they "could oniy 

wait" at home and '%ope that their husbmds remitted money to sustain them and their 

farnily." 18' 

The fear that migrants' wives would be unfaithfùl or neglecffil of their family 

obligations d u ~ g  their husbands' abseme led to increased vigilance about these women's 

behaviours. The print media fiequently meritioned that villagers intervened and punished 

unfaithfid wives on behalf of their absent husbands.'" These reports implied that villagers 

looked out for the interests of th& absent male fnends and that as a result, many migrant 

wives' behaviours were even more closely guarded than before. Similarly, many 

publications reported that Mllagers punished d a 1  daughters-in-law who disobeyed their 

parents-in-law. For example, one 1930 article in the Gongbao reported: 

Woman Xu, the wife of Zheng, frequently fought with her mother-in-law and a 
week ago, became physically abusive. The villagen were appded by Xu's 
shocking behaviour, caught her, put her in a pig's cage, and lefi hm in the public 
square to serve as a waming to othm. '" 

The villagers7 defense of the mother-in-law, a woman who had a stronger attachment and 

firmer position in the famiiy, reinforced the interests of the patriline shared by the mother- 

in-law. Since mial piety and devotion to ones' parents-in-law were important ConfÙcian 

femaie virtues, this report and many 0th- like it, showed that viilagers actively upheld 

these virtues and imposed thern on migrants' wives on their husbands' behalf. 

Migrants' superior econotnic power and social prestige incfeased their control and 

authority over th& sons, especially adopted sons. Adoption of sons was a fairly common 

practice among migrant families because the absence of men decreased the likelihood of 

reproducing children. Many purchased boys fiom poor families fkom other districts for 

adoption.'" This method ensureci the parents' complete control over their adopted sons 

"' Zheng and Wu, 466. 
'" Gongbao, Juiy 2. 1931 and Jan- 13, 1930. 
lS3 Gongbao, Jan 30. 1930. 
'*' Woon, "Emigrant Communicy," 287-300. 
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by severing the boys' ties with their biological parents and their native villages."s Even 

though, in theory. these sons became the patriarchs oftheir own f d e s ,  their inf ior  

social position meant that they were always cnticized when they had a wnfîict with their 

adoptive parents. and tht they were not seen as grown adults regardless of their age. 

Headlines, such as ''The Never Ending Problems W~th Vicious Adopted Sons" and 

"Another Typical UrneLiable Adopted Son" refiected the tendency to blame adopted sons 

for family contlicts.'~ Even when the adoptive father filed to fÙW his obligations to his 

family and the son tried to ttlnl his obügsrtions to his bioiogid funily, the son's actions 

were condemned. For example, Huang, a migrant in North America who refùsed to 

rnany, was an only chifd. To continue his üne7 his uncle adopted an adult son for him and 

found a d e  for the son, However, the son ran away and returned to his biological 

father's house.'" Even though Huang was mf%d and failed to continue his patnline, his 

superior wealth allowed him to purchase a son to take on these responsibilities for him. 

Clverseas migration increased the importance of sons and decreased the value of 

daughters. Since most migrants, especially those who went to North America, were men 

overseas migration increased the economic values of sons to their f d e s .  Since most 

daughters did not migrate, they became a liabiüty for their families and were occasiondy 

sold to finance their male relatives' voyages. "' A Taishan foUc song revealed that the 

tendency to regard daughters as thancial burdens rernained strong in migrant fiunilies: 

Is5 Watson, -Agnates and ûitsiders," 293-306- 
Ig6 Juzhen Yuebao, 5-8:4,20 and 54:4, 11. 
18;  Juthen Yuebao, 8:5,34, 

Woon, "Emigrant C0mmunity.n 273-320. 



Father writes fkom Singapore, 
Teil mother not to keep her precious daughter- 
A daughter is a fiagile flower, 
A wind will blow her to sameone else's home? 

Despite their long absences from th& families in China, male migrants' increased 

wealth, higher social status, and their fades'  increased dependency on their remittances 

strengthened their authority in both the home and in the community. Their ability to 

establish patriarchal institutions in emigrant communities dso increased; their continued 

attachent to their lineages and their contributions to Lineage projects i n a d  the 

prestige and financial might of these institutions. More irnportantly, their financiai power 

increased theu control over their f ~ l y  members and public institutions. Furthermore, the 

economic stratification that occurred between weaithy migrant families and poor f h l i e s  

created both the market and the demand for the purchase and selling of adopted sons. 

Since moa adopted sons lacked the seniority, social status, and wealth of their adopted 

fathers, their social background added to their adopted fathers' authority over them. 

Pahiarchy in Canada 

In Canada, just as in China, overseas migration strengthened patriarchal 

institutions and male migrants' authority as patriarchs. For the few migrants who could 

afZord to b ~ g  their wives and children to Canada, their authority as the experienced 

patriarch increased. Furthermore, even though many of the problems that troubled 

Chinese women in Canada, such as sexual and physical harassment, existed in China, their 

scarcity and the constant attention that they were under intensified these problems. This 

section examines how the absence of Chinese wornen in Canada and the continued 

dominance of the male eiite strengîhened the male-cenaedness of the cornrnunity in 

Canada. In particular, it asks how the biased print media, male-controlled public 

institutions and the continued patriarchal nature of the family all increased male 

domination in Canada, 
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Seeing l7uough Male Biases: The Chinese Prinr Media in Cam& 

The publications in Canada s h e d  rnany of the linguistic habits and biases of those 

in China. T heir language reinfiorceci the ungenderedness of the male gender and implied 

that women's identities were constrained by their gender. Like those in China, Canadian 

Chinese-language publications refmed to  men using gender neutral t e m .  For example, 

Chinese men were refmed to as cccompatriots (bangren)." "overseas Chinese (huaqiao)," 

or "C hinese people (humen)." Similady, they referred to white, blaek, and Jewish men as 

'kiren (western people)," ccairen (black people)," and ")1mtairen (Jewish people)" 

r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ' ~  Since these tenns were uxd to refer to  aii members ofthese communities, 

including women, they imptied that men's interests reflected those of the entire 

c~mrnun i t~ . ' ~ '  The gendered and racially-specific labels that they used to refer to women 

reinforced the visibiiity of the female gender. As in China, women, regardless of their 

race, were identifiecl both by their gender and race.'92 These examples show men, 

regardless of their group membership, were only gendered by the tendency not to gender 

them. As in China, men were identified by their outside achievements and referred to 

rising titles that made no reference to their marital status, whiie wornen were referred to  

using hoilorific titles that explicitly referred to their marital status.'" This double-standard 

was reinforced by the absence of honorific tities for men that referred to their marital 

status and tities for women that did not mention their marital status in English. 

The assurnption that men were not lirnited by the male gender and that women 

were confinecl by the f d e  gender was revealed in the use of the terms "rrujie (women's 

circie o r  wodd)," "rsanjie (men's circle or world)," and CChuajie (Chinese circle or 

~ o r l d ) . " ~ ~  While the term "nujie" was used to  describe activities involving only Chinese 

Gongbao, May 3. 1927,Jdy 7, 1942, May 12, 1927, Sime 25, 1917, and May 7. 1927. 
191 Gongbao, May 7,1927, May 25, 1927, Febniary 13, 1924, and Juiy 9, 1928, 
19- Gongbao, Febniary 14, 1924, Sepremter 7, 1925, February 23. 1926. and February 13. 1926; for 
references to white women, sct Gongbao, May 6,1927, and May 5, 1927: for derence to Mack women. 
see June 7, 1927, and May 2, 1927. 
193 The Resist J a p  Maguzine. Jan, 1933,95-98, and The Taishan :Vin&vang Huiguun Refigee Fund 1 1. 
in lists like these two, the men's names were simply Listed. Also see Gongbao, May 4, 1927. June 27, 
1942. May 3 1,1927, and Iwrt 23, 1942 and To Commemorate the CCM and the Chinese Public Schwl- 
lg4 Staniey translates the tenn Tien as "&mainn or "district," See Stanley, 21. 
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women, the tenn " C ~ j i e "  was bardy useâ at ail. For example, during the Sino-lapanese 

War, the Resia Japan and Save the Nation Committee declareci that it would estabiish a 

"'Nujie Outreach and Publicity Team" to mobilize Chuiese women in canada'" In this 

case, the tenn 'hijie" referred to aii Chinese women in Canada Even though the 

activities in the community were dominatecl by men and fkquently involveci only men, in 

these situations, the tem c'hircljie9' was used instead of 'Mjie." '% When women played 

a prominent role in cornmunity aff8irs, the Gongbm fiequently describeci these events as 

efforts of the "mrpee" taking place under the male-led cchajie." For exarnple, a 1923 

report stated that the "mjze" played an active role in raising money to repeal the 

Exchsion Act and that members of this domain sold tickets, acted as hostesses, and 

organized and participated in commwiity concerts and theatrical pe&ormances. However, 

the Gongboo implied that they worked under the a i l -de  led Repeal the Exclusion Act 

Committee which supposedly represented the inteiests of the entire c o r n m ~ n i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Many pubiications, including the Gongbuo, tended to objectiQ women as sex 

objects who nilfilied the desires and fantasies of Chinese men. Since there were few 

Chinese women in Canada, they were placed under intense public çcrutiny and their 

actions and Msdeeds were constantly report ed. Ig8 Many reports involving C hinese 

women had a sexual overtone to them and they tended to ponray women as victims of 

men's semal aggressions, as potential sources of senial gratification for Chinese men, or 

as transgressors of the Chinese fmiale code of conduct.leg For example, the Chinese pnnt 

media reponed many rapes, physical assaults, fights in teahouses uivolving waitresses and 

family feuds in a sexual c o n t e ~ t . ~  Even in reports regarding accomplished women who 

were active in community anais, the sexuai overtone was fiequently present. For 

'95 ReSiSI Japm Magcnine. v01. 1,3003 1. One of the fm times 1 have seen the tcrm -nanjïeW used \rias in 
an advertisement for a pi11 to cure impotence. Sec Gongbao, May 27, 1947. 
1 % For e.xample, see Gongbao, June 5, 1933, and June 6, 1933. 
'" Gongbao, M y  1 1 ,  1923. 
''' Almost all the Chinese-Ianguage swrccs that 1 have a- fiequentiy mentioned Chinese women 
They inclu& Reports by the CCBA, The Second Huang Lineage Reunion, To Commemorate the Taishan 
District Association, The Rrst Canada-wide Taishan Wigranrs' Reunion, To Commemorate the Main 
Kaiping Distnèt Association. and Tu Commemorate the CC&4 and the Chinese Public School. 
lg9 Gongbao. Juiy 2. 1930, and January 6,1930. 

Gongbao, May 25,1927, June 24,193 1 ,  and June 3, 193 1 .  
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example, in a 193 7 report on a h u s  f d e  Chinese opera choreographer's visit to 

Canada, the Gongbao spent much time describing her beauty and claimeci that she 4s 

naturally beautifùl, bas a lovely exterior and an intelligent min& and this beauty is 

enhanceci by little makeup.'"' Its tendency to  describe, in detad, the appearance of 

Chinese women, regardless of their accomplishments reinforcd their image as objects of 

beauty and potential sac objects. 

The tendency to portray Chinese women as sexual objects was particularly evident 

in advertisements for apbrodisiacs and romance stories that regularly appeared on the 

Gongbau. For example, in 1943, it ran a senal story in its daily fiction section about a 

lesbian couple in China which strongiy hinted at the sexual nature of this relationship. The 

writer described this couple as "doing the deeds of husband and wüê, even though they 

were mistress and servant," and that %ere was much afEection in the bedchambers." 

Since this couple was severely punished at the end of the story, the story made clear that it 

did not promote o r  condone homosexuality, but rather it was written to put women on 

display as a source of entertainment for the paper's male readership? Many 

advertisements for sex toys and aphrodisiacs in various Chinese-language publications 

further reinforceci the image of Chinese wornen as sex objects waiting to serve and be 

conquered by Chinese men- For example, the advertisement for the "Chernical Lover," an 

infiatable rubber doll, drew on and validateci the stereotype that the ideal wife should be 

docile, obedient, and w i h g  to please her husband. In this advertisement, next to the 

picture of a beautifùl Chinese woman, it stated that, 

1, the chernical lover, am seeking a husband. ifyou love me, please purchase me 
from my handlers and 1 will arrive at your door shortly. 1 will serve my man ... 
Please corne and get me quicâiy so that 1 can entertain you in your golden 
years. ... and take care of your a@rs for you-203 

Orgmi~ons  and Community Spce in Conorki 

in Canada, the importance of iineages Uicreased. Even though lineages were not 

directly transplanteci to  Canada, these modifieci limage organizations retained their 

"' Gongbao, M y  7, 1937. 
'O- Gongbao, h e  25.1943. 
'O3 Gongbuo, h e  4, 1930. 
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patrilineal nature and tendency to reinforce male domination. In China, most Iineages 

were localized associations baseci on bl@ geographical, and district ties. Howwer, in 

Canada, most were not 1Ocalized or based on b l d  relationships, but were based on a 

small group of common sumames that were believed to be related to eafh other? 

Migrants' lives in Canada increased their attachent to their lineages because lineages 

protected their members, helped them find jobs, accomodation, and transponation, and 

remained an important source of i d e n ~ c a t i ~ n . ~ ~ ~  The large number of sumame 

organizations in Canada and the wide range of aaMt ia  that they offered reflected their 

importance in the cornrn~nïty.~ 

Since most organkations in the cornmunity were organized dong patrilineal or 

fiatemal ties, these structures solidifieci male elites' controi over the cornmunity and the 

exclusion of women fiom leadership positions. These organïzations inciuded district and 

Lineage associations, poiiticai-fratemal associations, retigious organizations, and later on, 

sports associations for young men They consistently excluded women nom leadership 

positions and women were only afEliated with them, especially the surname and political- 

fiatemal associations, through their male relatives."' The numerous lists of executive 

members for various institutions that were regularly published in the print media in Canada 

revealed that one of the few times that women assumed leadership roles in an organization 

was during the Sino-Japanese War as executive members of the Resist Japan and Save the 

Nation Cornmittee. However, even in this emergency situation, the only division that they 

were ailowed to lead was the Women's Publicity Team, an dl-women's tearn aimed to 

For derences to liiias ~ v ~ a  in China, see W a  -Social Organization and Ceremonid LiCe of 
Two M u l t i - S m t  ViUages in Hoi-p'ing County, Sou& China, 19 1 1-1949," J o u d  of the Ro-val 
-4sÏatic Society, Hong Kong Branch, 17 (1977), 10 1-1 1 and C, H. Yen, "Early Chinese Clan 
Organizations in Singaprc a d  Malaya, 1767-1855," Journal of Souiheast A sian ffistory, (Marck 198 l), 
62-87. Even though Yen is loolang at clan organizations in %utheaa Asia, the information stili applies 
to Canada because the migrants came fiom the same regions in China For a reference to lineage 
structures in Canada, see Widckrg et aï., 166. 
31' Watson, Emigrotion and the Chi~ese Lineage. 203-2 14. 
" Gongbuo. lune 26,1923, February 1 1,1924, a d  Febniary 13, 1924 and WidQerg et al.. Appadir 
Table 19, 3 15, 
'O' Stanley. 27-28. 
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mobilize Chinese women and children in Canada- Men, on the other han& occupied aü 

the other positions, including the director for the community-wide publicity team."' 

The comrnunity's iacreaseû vigiiance over women's behaviours and the lack of 

fernale-fiendly public spaces both created invisible bamers that restricted their movement. 

Chen Meiyu, a first generation migraot woman, recalled that the public hostility she 

experienced discouraged her fiom leaving home. She stated: 

if you wanted to go out, you had to find a few femaie cornpanions to go with you. 
ïfyou ventureci out aione, the men fiom the neighbourhood wodd run out, @are 
at you nom head to toe, and discuss which d e  was the prettiest. It was very 
nightening? 

As a result of their household responsibilities, most had few occasions to socialize with 

one another except during Me-cycle rituals, such as weddings, fherals, and binhs, when 

they visited each o tha  briefly at Women's social lives were fùrther limited by 

the fact that most entertainment establishments in Chinatown, such as mahjong parlors, 

gambling dens, opium dens, and brothels, were built only to serve and entertain men. For 

example, Ping Lee, a fk t  generation male migrant, recalled that gambling dens served as 

" a  labor hall, a social hali," where ""aü the Chinese guys" went to socialize, to drink "tea 

that was fiee," and to "shoot the bree~e;"~" women had no such place. 

Especially during the fkst few years &er their mivai, wives' dependency on their 

husbands increased because they were in a completely foreign environment where they did 

not speak the language, had no fiiends, and could not easily rehim to China. Furthemore, 

since most male migrants who could afEord to bring their wives to Canada were well- 

established men, their age, wealth, and f d a r i t y  with Canada added to their a ~ t h o r i t y ~ ' ~  

Most women were expected to obey their husbands' wishes after their arrival. For 

Resisz Japm Magazine, January 1933,95-98. The 193 1 issue states tbat the Women's PubLiCity Team 
is on@ responsiMe for targeting tbe "Chinese wornen's circle and Chinese childrenn . 
'O9 Chan, Smoke and Fire, 8 1, 
"O Lin Yutang, Chinatom (Tang Renjie), 1979,267 and Daniek 82. 
""Ping Lee," Bitter ~Mwnr Storiesjhm the Lprr Ruml Chinese Town in ilmerico. by kff Gilkukkk 
and James MoUow. (Seattie: University of Wachington Ress. 1987), 35. Even though this is a study of a 
d town in the United Stam the similaritics betwacn tbe m e  in this study and in my study lead me 
to believe that the same patterns omured in Canada as weU. 
"' 'Yut Guine Chin.' "Montrd Onl History Roject," 1-10. 
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example, May-ying, a fint generation migrant who was purchased by a male migrant 

working in Canada as his concubine, was ordered to work as a waitress by her husbad, a 

job that she considerd demeaning, agahst her wiu.213 

The lirnited types of webpaying respectable work available to Chinese women 

perpetuated the male-dominateci na- of the Chinese community. Before the 1 %Os, the 

two most lucrative jobs for fkst generation female migrants were prostitution and 

waitressing. Many were brought over nom China, often against their will, to work in the 

sex trade. Even though waitressing m a .  seem to be a respectable job, many saw 

waitresses as semi-prostitutes because they 'kooed men to spend money," were there to 

please and Birt with men, and to preJeat themselves in a sexuaily attractive light for 

r n ~ n e ~ . ~ "  Both occupations kept women under male control, subjected them to sema1 

harassrnent from bosses and customers and reiaforced the image of women as ssnial 

objects for and controlled by Chinese men. Aside from prostitution and waitressing, many 

women worked at home as sewers for Chinese tailors. Even though this work was more 

respecte4 the pay was poor.2'6 Since the wages were low and these women remained at 

home, this work did not challenge husbands' perceptions of themselves as main 

b readwinners. 

The events in both ernigrant communities in China and Chinese comunities in 

Canada mutually reinforceci the validity ofpatriarchal structures and ïncreased many male 

migrants' acceu to patriarchai authority. The distinct demographic characteristics of each 

community created new forces that favound the perpetuation and popularization of these 

structures and values. Aithough these values and structures were strongly attacked by 

inteiiectuals in China and Canadian feminists in Canada, overseas migration helped make 

this way of life even more entrenched than ever before in both countries for Chinese men. 

''3 Chong, 33. 
"' Adilman, 57. 
''' Adilman, 62. 
=16 Adilman, 59. 
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MALE MIGRANTS AS PRESERVERS OF CELINESE CULTURE 

Even though the presence of a national identity in European and North Amencan 

countries emerged in the nineteenth centwy with the nation state, a culniral identity had 

long been widely shared by the Chinese despite the absence of a modern state.=17 In the 

early twentieth cenhiry, as a r d t  of oveneas migration, many migrants' attachent to 

and identification with this identity increased. During a thne when the validity and viability 

of Chinese culture was questioned, their ability to presewe what they perceived as 

essentid elements of this ahire  validated ttteir self-image as the saviours and preservers 

of the Chinese way of We. This new identity helped them feel more Chinese than those 

who remained in China, especially those who activety questioned these values and 

structures. 

MIGRANTS AS ULTRA-CEINESE MEN IN CHINA 

in China, elements of Chinese culture and the patriarchal f ~ l y ,  an integral part of 

this culture, were both increasingly attacked by i n t e l l e d s  who blamed them for China's 

weakness. As its exposure to different cultures increased, many feared that foreign ways 

would replace the traditional Chinese way of We. In this context, male migrants, with 

their superior wealth and their increased attachent to their Chinese identity, emerged as 

the preservers and defenders of Chinese tradition. In emigrant communities, their new 

ability to f iW traditional gender roles, to preserve cultural elements, and to perpetuate 

Chinese patriarchy, helped them fèel superior to "Haamtraitors" who sought to destroy 

Chinese culture. This new identity and th& new wealth fiirther reinforced the racial 

hierarchy in emigrant wmmunities that existed before large-sale migration occurred. 

Locally, the ernigration patterns ofthe Punti, Hakka, and boat people reidorced 

pre-existing racial hierarchies between these three groups. The Punti migrated to North 

Amenca, countries in Southeast Asia, and other destinations; the Hakka went mostly to 

Southeast Asia; and the boat people seldom migrated. The lack of boat people migrants 

perpetuated their social infkriority and reinforced their placement at the bottom of the 

''' hsenjit hiara, "De-Coustructing the Chinese Natiois" AusaaIian Journ~I ofChinese .4fl~is,  no. 39. 
( l d ~  1993). 1-25. 
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social hierarchy in emigrant commmities. Furthemore, since migration to North 

America, or Gold Mauntain, remained the most prestigious and lucrative destination, 

Punti men used this to  retained their sociaiiy dominant position in their cornmunities. The 

different labels that people in emigrant communities had for migrants in Southeast Asia 

and North Arneria reflected the d u r e  and mystery that rnany felt about North America. 

For example, while migrants in Southeast Asia were simply called '%ojoumers in Southeast 

Asia (mmyang ke)," those in North America were referred to as '%Id Mountain 

sojomers (/nrrhon k)," and not as ''sojoumers in North Americca (meizhoic k)." 

Furthemore, while many myths existeci about the wealth in North Amenca, similar beliefs 

did not exkt about working in southeast Asia. One fictional story captured this sentiment: 

"Gold Mountain couid be one of three cities: San Francisco, Victoria, or 

Vancouver.. . .Most people in China believed that even the streets were paved with gold.. . 

When relatives retumed to China with enough gold coins sewn into their clothes to keep a 

family cornfortable for years, the drearn became fact?" The mystery, distance, and 

potential wealth of Gold Mountain added to the prestige of sojourning in North America, 

and this increased Punti men's dominant social position in their home villages. 

Many migrants used their increased wealth as one way to, and the abiîity to  fùlfil 

gender ideals that came wit h it to validate their self-image as the preservers of Chinese 

culture. Their higher overseas wages facilitateci their ability to Mfd Confbcian virtues and 

to put them on public display. For example, when they visited their home villages, to 

demonstrate their fiiial piety, many hosted village-wide feasts in their parents' honour. 

Others gave their daughters lavish weddings to demonstrate their weaith and their ability 

to be good providing fathers.*'' An article in an emigrant community publication 

provided insights into how other vilîagers perceived these feasts: 

Huang Jijian is a Gold Mountain sojourner who left home during his childhood. ... 
He has a pure heart, is interesteci in senhg his community, and has a benevolent 
nature. Last month, he retumed home triumphantly with his wife. He will host a 
village-wide banquet to better acquaint himself with his village brothers? 

'Ig Iky HuEban et al, The h e m  ofGold Mountain, (Winnipeg, 199 L), 15. 
Siu. W .  

a ~uzhen Yuebao, Vol, 5: 5, 16 
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This feast was clearly perceived as a generous gesture which fd ta ted  Huang's r e m  to 

China and improved his status in his village. It also eamed h h  the coveted reputation of 

being generous, pure at heart, and humble, al1 desirable CodÙcian charactenstics. Others 

contributed to the building of schwls, roads, raiiwayq hospitals, orphanages, old age 

homes, and other public projects in th& district or lïneage and were publicly recognized 

for these actions?' These contributions gave individuai migrants and overseas Chinese, 

as a group, higher social status in emigrant communitiesm 

The fact that male migrants and their actions became integrai parts of a modifiecf 

masculine ideal in emigrant communities reveaied that migrants' secimage as ultra- 

Chinese men was acceptai by others. For example, the Kaipiiwg Gazetteer implied that it 

considered rnigrating overseas as a new Chinese marker by proudly stating that their "men 

were particularly adventurous and that their footprints were found on aii five 

 continent^."^ Interestiagly, in most county gazetteers, the many accounts of migrant 

men who contributed significantly to their communities were found in the section 

traditionally reserved for Contiician scholars and men who fiilfilled Confùcian virtues. 

This implied that emigrant communities included overseas migration as part of the new 

masculine ideai. 

Most migrants' increased wealth made it possible for their femaie dependents to 

filfil many traditional gentry feminine ideals, such as femde titeracy and acting as 

managers of the inner sphere. Beginning in the eighteenth century, many intellectuals 

regarded femaie literary talent as a desirable characteristic in women because it enabled 

them to better educate their chiidren and entertatin their husbands. Even though most 

women in Siyi and Sanyi were illitente pnor to the twentieth century, by the early 1900s, 

an increasing number of migrants' daughters acquired an education? Another ideal that 

an increasing number of migrants' wives fblfilled was that of household managers who 

=' The Gongbao ceguiarly pibüsbed donation b i s  for various causes: see May 13. 193 1. Most 
organizations also ackmwledged their &mors; sec Tlre Taishan Refugee Resme Fund and The Taishan 
Rice Famine Rescue Fund 

Juzhen Yuebao, 5-8:4,86 and 84. 
~3 Kaiping .Bunzhi. 30. 
"" Woon, Tmigrant Community," 273-306. 
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supenised the d d y  operations oftheir complex households and property. Previously, few 

filfilled this ideal because most did not have much property to supervise and women 

worked alongside men in agriculture or sericulture. However, migrant families' new 

wealth, property, and abiiity to acquire servants helped them tiilfil this ideal by removing 

wives fiom the outside woddorce and placing them into the role of household 

managers." 

Many migrants' new ability to fiilfil elite gentry gender i d d s  encouraged them to 

see themselves as more Chinese and masculine than most men who remained in China 

Their ability to preserve what they perceiveci as essential elements of Chinese culture 

validated theu self-image as the defenders of Chinese culture. More importantly, as their 

communities increasingly depended on their remittances, their actions and lifestyles 

becarne an integral part of a new masculine ideal. 

Creation of an Ultn-Chinese Identity in Canada 

Despite their long absences fiom China, migrants' daily interactions with non- 

Chinese groups in Canada increased their attachrnents to their Chinese identity and their 

tendency to defend this identity. Evm though most continueci to identify themselves in 

various ways, including by their lineage, political, religious, generational, district, and 

linguistic identities, their lives in Canada encouraged them to define thernselves as Chinese 

and to develop a shared national identity that transcendeci these internai divisions. 

Furthemore, their absence nom China during a time when many traditional cultural 

markers were attacked by various groups, especiaiiy the CCP, encouraged them to see 

themselves as the inheritors of the pure and traditional Chinese ways. This identity was 

further reinforced by their new ability to fùifil traditional gender ideals, another important 

marker of Chineseness. This section examines how migration strengthened migrants' 

attachments to their Chinese identity, how theu new abihy to Wfil traditional gender 

ideals and to impose these ideals on their wives, and how th& distance fiom what they 

perceived as an increasingly un-Chinese China validated their image as ultra-Chinese men 

who preserved Chinese culture. 

. . . . 

.. 

-May C how," in Nee and De bary Nee, 17 1-176. 
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In Canada, the Chinese-Ianguage print media's temdency to d i f f d a t e  between 

Chinese and nonChinese people validated and reinfiorceci migrants' shared national 

identity. It creatd Chinese insiders and nonoChinese outsiders through the use of 

opposing temis when r e f h g  to these two groups and through its tendency to identifL 

individuals and groups by their cultural or racial membership. As mentioned before, it 

referred to mernbers of the Chinese comrnunity as "compatriots," ccoverseas Chinese," or 

"Chinese people:' it identifid Caucasians as %hite or western people:' and it referred to 

other groups by ushg more specific labels, such as "Japmese people." This tendency to  

group people by their race or cuiture reuiforced migrams' ties to each other and their 

alienation fiom others. The use of ail encompassing terms, aich as "huajie (the Chinese 

circle or world)" and ''xijie (the western circle or  world)," to refer to people and events in 

these spheres &rther marked the separateness of each community. ï h e  word 'fiie. " which 

implied that fixed and permanent boundaries existeci between these two groups, solidifiai 

Chinese people's aiienation from other groups, especially from western groups- 

Contact wiîh other groups fürther facilitated the creation of a national Chinese 

identity among migrants. When they interacted with one another, they identified 

themselves using various interna1 identities, such as their lineage and district ties, and not 

by their comrnon Chinese identïty. However7 since other groups only understood and 

recognized their national identity, they had to ident* themxlves as Chinese to the outside 

world. The racial barriers and discrimination that they experienced ntrther helped them 

idente with each anotha and with their shared identitymza6 For example, Jean Lamb, a 

Chinese-Canadian bom in Nanaimo, B.C ., remembered that parents told their children that 

white people were ''deviis" and taught them 'to be &aid of them." As a result, they were 

"scared of white people, scared that they would hami us. ...so we stayed in our ghettos and 

played with our own people and spoke our own ~ a n ~ u a ~ e . " ~ '  Migrants' shared 

experiences with racial discrimination reinforceci their s h e d  distinctness and increased the 

need for them to remain together. Anti-Chinese laws, such as the White Women 

.. - - 
For diSCUSSion of anti-Chinese laws and sentiments, see Baureiss, "Discnmiaation and -W." 

252-253. 
z7 Huang et al., 32. 
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EmpIoyment Act, head taxes, and the ficiusion Act, made this identity relevant to all 

migrants because these laws aeated al1 "Chinese" the same way regardles of their other 

identities- Their lives in Canada validated th& cornmon Chinese identity as an 

administrative label, a way to detect fkiends, and as the only publicly recognized extemal 

identity . 

Many community institutions7 use of national Chinese symbols to elevate their 

cause to a national level increased the importance of these symbols and legitirnized the 

importance of the national identity- Many, including lineage and district associations, 

Chinese schools, and politicai parties, prominentiy used and displayed Chinese cultural 

markers, such as Chinese food, flags, pictures of Confùcius, dragon and fan dances, 

traditional music, and Chinese paintings, in their events. Even though some of these 

institutions, such as some Chinese schools and the lineage and district associations, deah 

only with a small section of the communïty, these cultural markers created a shared 

background for their members and suggested that their issues transcended regional 

boundaries. 

Many migrants, especially the Chinese Freemasons, beliwed that they were 

morally supenor to groups, such as the CCP and the KMT, who were destroying Chinese 

civilkation in the narne of modernization. For example, a 1 927 editorial in the Gongbao 

expiicitly depicted the KMT as power hungry barbarians who destroyed Chinese tradition 

to strengthen their power base. It claimed that T h e  Kuornhtang destroys Connicianismi" 

and that the d e  of Sun Yat-sen asked her femaie soldiers to mach nude in public to 

show that they were tiberated firom 'Yuda1 Confùcian ideas." The wrïter felt that she 

should have taught her soldiers proper Confucian v h e s  for women, such as female 

chastity and obedience. The same article also claimed that the KMT tore down several 

Connician  temple^.^ While these accusations were faise, the article showed that many 

migrants manipulated Chinese cultural symbols to portray themselves as the protecton of 

Chinese culture and to legitimate thek causes Sirnilarly, the Gongho severely criticized 

the CCP for challenging Confùcianism and for implementing policies that weakened the 

223 Gongbao, July 9, 1927. 
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Chinese patriarchy. For example, another 1927 editorial claimed that Chinese migrants in 

Canada 'cshall raise the bright banner of the Chinese race and save our country ... nom the 

Red Party" which ccadvocates the communal ownership of property and of women." 

Another 1927 editorial stated that Chen Duxiu, an eady leader of the CCP, desenred a 

horrible death because he was agaiast Confùcian values and customs, such as filial piety.llg 

Even though most ofthese articles were written by members of the Chinese Freemasons, 

these comments, eswaliy those targeted at the CCP, refiected many migrants' contempt 

for those people in China who undermiaed Chinese tradition- 

Many migrants felt that they since they played an active role in passing Chinese 

values down to their children in Cimada, they were morally superior to many 'Wan 

traitors" in China who tried to destroy Chinese tradition. Many established xhools in 

Canada to ensure the s u ~ v a l  of Chinese culture. For example, the mission statement of 

the Great Han Chinese School (khan Gongme) stated that the organizers established the 

school to 'cpopularize the teachings of our sages, and to increase Chinese children's access 

to education." Most importantly, it wanted to educate "a new generation of youth who 

would then raise the declinhg mordity in the world and save our nation" during a time 

when ''China [was] in a state of national crisis and Han traitors dominate[d] Chinese 

politics.''~O This mission statement defined the decline in morality as a decline in 

Confucian values and the rise of western consumerism. The school portrayed itseifas one 

of the 1st bastions of Chinese culture Nnded by heroic visionanes who actively recruited 

and trained a new generation of Chinese youth before the entire way of Iife was lost. 

Many male migrants' confidence in their superior Chineseness was Nrther 

reinfiorceci by thek greater abiiity to fulfil traditional gentry masculine ideals in Canada. 

Members of the merchant eiite consistently portrayed themselves as the inhenton of the 

Chinese gentry tradition. For example, they modeled their behaviour afker the actions of 

the Literati-scholars of the past and demonstrated their literary skills by writing poems and 

painting pictures to mark special occasions. Even though most pieces were quite bad, by 

Gongbao, May 14, 1927. See May 2, 1927 and May 19, 1927 for other anti-CCP comments. 
Gongbao, lune 30, 1951. 
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engaging in the process of producing literature, writing Classical poetry? and using 

Classical references, members of the eiite demonstrated that they possessed respectable 

Confùcian literary ~kills.~' Their attempt to portray themselves as the inheritors of this 

tradition was si@caat because it occulfed as the New Cuhures movernent in China triad 

to eliminate the use of Classical Chinese and to modernize Chinese fiction and poetry. 

Their conscious attempt to iden* themsdves with the past can be read as defiance of 

new literary trends and an attempt to show that they defended the Chinese p s t .  

Simiiarly, the ab- of Chinese women in Canada to fuifil traditional ferninine 

ideals validated the image ofthe Chinese in Canada as the tme inheriton of Chinese 

culture. The presence of many merchms' wives, constant harassment, and the isolation 

of women facilitated the fiilfiIrnent of certain Chinese female ideals, such as the separation 

of spheres, increased literacy? and female chastity. Since most women were daugtiters or 

wives of weU-estabiished merchants, they, especially the daughters, had good access to 

education in Canada and many attended Chinese and regular schools with their brothers.** 

Even though some merchants' wives were active in cornmunity flairs, most remaîned at 

home to assist thek husbands and to carry out domestic responsibilities. Few women, 

especiaiiy first generation migrant women, ventured outside of their homes on a regular 

bais because they encountered fiequent harassrnent from Chinese men. The dependency 

of women on theu husbands and their isolation made it difticult for them to have 

extramarital affairs in Canada Therefore, overseas migration created new unforeseen 

forces that helped or forced women to be ideal traditional women who remained at home, 

were chaste, literate, and devoted to theu husbands. 

Migrants' experiences in Canada reinforcecl theû attachent to their Chinese 

identity and reafiïmed their belief that they were preservers of Chinese culture. The need 

to differentiate themselves fiom other groups, especidy those that discriminated against 

them, strengthened the bonds between them. in many ways, they were more attached to 

131 There were many pubüshed pems and stories by migrants; the Gongbao had a daily poetry section 
and the Jwhen Yuebao had a reguiar Litcrary fiction, See Gongbao. June 30. 194 1. and Juzhen Füebao, 
45-8. 104-105. 
3' Stanley. 3-29. 
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this identity than people who remrruied in China For those who rernained in China, their 

Chinese identity was assumeci, and they were referred to by their other identities. 

However, in Canada, migrants' other identities were usually ignored by external groups 

and they were consistentiy refmed to by this identity in the Chinese print media and by 

other groups. Furthemore, migrants' distance nom a declinllig China and their new 

abiiity to ttlfii Chinese gender icleals encourageci them to pomay themselves as superior 

Chinese men who vaîiantiy defended the traditional way of Miee They felt that whiie 

Chinese values were disappearing in China, through the reidorcemem ofchinese gender 

ide& at home and the education of their children in Chinese schools created by them, they 

were able to preserve the most essential elements of Chineseness abroad. 

MIGRANTS AS MODERN NATIONAL HEROES 

Since overseas migration ailowed d e  migrants to fùEü more than one set of 

Chinese masculine ideals, they simuitaneously created several conflicting identities to 

reinforce their cultural and masculine superiority over people who remained in China. 

Aside fkom portraying themselves as the preservers of Chinese culture, their new weaith 

and exposure to western cdture helped them see themselves as modem heroes who saved 

China fiom its dark past. Their ability to ttlfil new modem Chinese masculine ideals that 

emphasized western education, useftlness to the nation, and a break tiorn the past 

validated this identity. This new identity provided a way for them to depict themselves as 

modem, westernized, and wel-educated national heroes who were superior in every way 

to people who remained in China, 

Since migrants contributed significantly to the modem transformation of their 

home villages, their home villages' rapid modemization process justifieci their selSimage 

as China's modemking herwo. Overseao remïttances allowed ernigrant communities to 

rapidly implement changes that many inteliectuals thought were necessary to produce a 

strong modem China W~thin a span of three decades, Siyi and Sanyi changed fiom 

regions with very few schwlq roads, public infiastructure, and welfhre services, to mode1 

regions that boasted one of the highest iiteracy rates for both men and women, the best 

infiastructure and nilroad system, and the highest living standards in China. Migrants 
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60rn both regions were particulariy proud of the important role that they played in 

financing the conmuaion of the Xumiag Railroad in Taishan, one of the few railroads in 

China that was owned, initiated, and maintained by Chinese gr~u~s ."~  Theu contributions 

encourageci the Chinese print media in ôoth China and Canada to depict them as the 

modemizing force in their communities?' 

Many migrants and retumed migrants felt that they were niperior to and had the 

obligation to savc backward, illiterate, and niperstitious peasants in China. It tiequentiy 

reported that people in emi- communities were footishly supentitious and spent 

outrageous amounts of money preparing sacSces for various gods."5 Other reports 

criticized them for lacking basic knowledge of pubüc hygiene and for disposing of bodily 

excretions and dead animais improperiy.B6 Many migrants blamed ''ignorant peasants and 

wornen" for China's backwardness and felt that if they, China's westemized scholars, 

taught "basic knowledge, such as mathematics, writulg, and science, to peasants and basic 

household management skills to women," China would be arong, its agriculture would 

improve, and its children would benefit? Elitist reports like this one implied that "stupid, 

backward, and useless" peasants needed to be saved by ducated migrants and that 

migrants and retumed migrants were superior to those who remained in China because 

they were exposed to a more "civilued" way oflife and western knowledge. Other 

migrants and returned migrants believed that their distance fiom corrupt Chinese local 

politics legitimized their leadership position in their community and allowed them to 

establish modem and objective institutions. Upon their return to China, many established 

overseas Chinese associations to "eiiminate official corruption and local bulbes' abilities to 

" Tluee out of fm C~~ nilroadr âuring tm priai were largely h a n a d  by overseas 
contnitions, Cheng Liu, and Zheng, 65. For mort discussion of how remiitancts Vanstormed emigrant 
communities, sce Fang Xionps "Wanqiag Shiqi Q i s b  Huacli#, Citm Di Cuoshi (Measures Used to 
Absorb the Capitai of &erseas Chinese in the ïate Qing Perbd,) Huaqiao Huuren Shi Ymjiu Ji 64 
Collection ofResearch Findings on the Kistoty of the Overseas Chinese and the Chine.). Vol. 1, edited 
by Zheng Min and Liang Zhumin. (Beijing I989), 1 17. 

See Juzhen Yuebao, 5: 5, 15. An elcmtntary school crrdited overçeas contributions for improMng its 
improvemenis. intercsljngiy, t&c thth001 did not sdicit help b m  viiiagers who iived in Chura. For other 
e.mples see Juzhen Yuebao, 5: 5, 20, and 5 4 4 ,  18. 
235 Gongbao, May 8,193 1. 

a h e n  Yuebao, 8 5 ,  14. 
3 7  Juzhen Yuebao, 45-8, 108- 109, 
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exploit innocent peop~e-"~' Mission statements Like this showed that many retumed 

migrants believed that they could save their villages fiom traditional compt  local politics. 

Many male migrants saw themselves as providers for th& nation and villages and 

believed that th& remittances conmiuted significantiy to both the local and national 

economies. The Gongbao fresuently reuiforced migrants' seKimage as national heroes 

who fieleci China's economy. For example, one 1932 article stated, "overseas remittances 

have dways been one of the main sources of China's revenues. They play a crucial role in 

helping China balance its tnde imbalaace and auionai defi~it. '~' Emigrant communities' 

increasing dependence on remittances encouraged rnany migrants to see themselves as 

providers for and saviours of their vülages. By the early 1 9 1 0 ~ ~  emigrant communities' 

economies were tied to the flow of remittances. For example, during periods when they 

were cut otf; aich as during the global depression in the 1920s and during the second 

Sino-Japanese War, thousands of people starved to death, countless businesses closed 

down, and the economy of these commuiiities c o ~ a p s e d . ~ ~  Most migrants took great 

pride in cCsaMng" their villages during difficult times, such as famines, rice shortages, and 

warul Their self-image was fwther reinforced by their villages' m u e n t  pleas for help. 

For example, in 1941, when Japanese invasions caused a avere rice shortage in Siyi, the 

Gongbuo published numerous pleas nom leaders in Siyi begging migrants in Canada to 

remit money quickly to save people from starving to death-'12 

During the second Sino-Japanese war, the image of migrants as saviours of China 

was reinforced by the r e t m  of many oveneas Chinese to China who contributed their 

wealth and technical expertise.243 Since westrm howledge was regarded as one of the 

essential tools for sa* China, when students studying abroad retumed, they occupied a 

hi& status in th& villages and were regarded as national heroes. For example, one report 

on two brothers who raunied to Chha d e r  completing their training as airplane pilots 

238 Jurhen Yuebao, 5-8:4,94. 
239 Gongbao, May 17, 1932. 
"O Zheng and Wu, 560 and Huang, 236-239. 
"' To Commetnorate the Taishan ~Vingyang Dis!rict Association. 13. 
3' (iongbao, Sepl. 16, 194 1. 
33 Since many migrated to dinerent regions throughout their iifeumt, t&ll host countries' geognphic 
boundaries ma#ered less to them than îheir shared ovcrseas tnigrant identity- Roger Daniels. 3-8- 
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stated that 'Zineage Members became the Assistant Leader for the National Aviation 

School," and that "the two brothas an worlàag for their nation" R proudly stated that 

these two were trained in the United States and that they were ''young," '%andsonte," and 

"extremely ~killed. ' '~~ Other ernigrant community publications proudly recorded how 

retumed migrants used their wealth and knowledge to defmd their nation and village 

during Japanese invasions. In a typical account, the Kaiping District Association 

recounted how severai members of the Situ family, al1 migrants used their overseas wages 

to enroll in a Guangdong ni*tacy school  to orgake a local miiitia in Kaiping and 

eventually died fighting to protect their district corn the Japanese army. It claimed that 

this was the "most valiant and heroic" episode in Kaiping's hi~tory.~~' 

Migrants' financial contributions to the Sino-Japanese war further added to their 

belief that they helped save Chha. Many felt that, in contrast to the incornpetence and 

military weakness of Chinese soldiers who were defenseless against the Japanese army, 

their financial contributions to China's war efforts and their international boycotts of 

Japanese goods were cnicial to China's fird victory. For example, when the war broke 

out, many communities in Canada responded enthusiastically to the Chinese govemment's 

plea to purchase Bonds to Rescue the Motheriand (Jiugro Gorqpi) and jointîy 

established the Chinese Liberty Fuad Association to promote these bonds. In Victoria 

alone, twenty-three voluntary associations were estabtished to promote these bonds and 

over eighty percent of its Chinese population purchad them.2u The Chinese in Canada 

made a significant financial contribution to China's war efforts: f?om 1937 to 1945, in 

Vancouver alone, the Chinese contributed approxirnately one rniUion in Canadian 

Many communities declared a formai boycott against Japanese goods and 

businesses and ovmeas Chinese felt that these boycotts Mnously weakened Japan. One 

editorialia explained that since Japan, a smaii islad, "depended mostly on exports to feed 

its army and people," an international boycott led by the overseas Chinese effectiveiy "shut 

Juzhen Yuebao, 5-8:4,28-29, 
245 Special Cornmernorative I w e  of the kfain Kaiping District Association, 67. 
" Lai, T h e  Demographic Smr<urr of a Canaâian Chiaatown," -9. 
"' Wickberg, et ai., 190-191. 
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down its business sector,'' "destroyed its abüity to fad its m y 7 "  and "'dealt a fatal blow 

to these bandits."2u The repcated appeals that various prominent Chinese leaders, 

including Chiang Kai-shek, Madame Chiang, and Sun Yat-sen, made to them validated 

their wnse of importance to  hin na'^^ 
Migrants' wealth aiiowed them to hifil new patriotic masculine ideals better than 

mon men and womm who remained in C k  They portrayed thernselves and were 

portrayed by the Chinese prim media as national saviours who gave their nation and 

districts the financiai resources and western îrainins to survive and modernize. Many 

changes that occwed in emijpnt communities, such as the increased literacy rate, 

women's increased acces to paid employment, and improvements in public infiastructure, 

validated migrants' claims that they helped their communities modernize. Since many 

beiieved that these changes were crucial to China's s u ~ v a l ,  they fiirther validated male 

migrants' image as patriotic heroes and agents of modemization. 

Fulfilment of  Western Masculine Idmls 

Since rnany Chinese, both modern and traditional, and white middle-class 

masculine ideals all centred around pauiarchal notions of masculinity, some of these ideals 

converged. Concepts such as being a good provider, cornmanding one's d e ' s  

obedience, and ensuring her chastity were some of these overlaps. Since moa migrants 

felt that they carried out these ideals more effectively than Euro-Canadian men, they saw 

themselves as more masculine than Em-Canadian men. Furthemore, many felt that they 

were morally supenor because despite the racism that they experienced in Canada, they 

forgave these past wrongs and came to Canada's aid when their help was needed. This 

helped many migrants f e l  that they were more masculine than and belonged to a superior 

culture than Euro-Canadian men. 

In the Chinese print media in Canada, migrants' ability to perpetuate and 

popularize patriarchal structures and to support their f d e s  validated their self-image as 

the ultimate masculine men in Canada. The ability to provide for theu families, to ensure 

248 Resist Jupan .Magazine, Feb. 193 1, vol. 1,4. 
'" Gongbao, June 25, 1943. 
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their wives' faithtiilnes, and to produce children were all important elements of the white 

middle-ciass masculine ideai. Since Chinese and Canadian ideals comerged in some 

places, the print media portrayed migrants as being more able to W these i d d s  than 

Euro-Canadian men For examp1e7 while most Euro-Canadian men struggled to provide 

for jus  one f w y ,  male mignms felt that they provïded not only for their fimilies, but 

dm for their villages and nation Furthesmore, whüe then were growing oppominities 

for white wornen in Canada which diminisheâ men's dominance over theu wives, social 

practices and public pressure collectively ezlsu~ed mignuns' wivesy chastity and obedience 

to their husbands in both China and Canada. 

Migrants felt that Euro-Canadians belonged to an iderior culture for forgetting the 

significant contributions that they made to Canada and for discriminatuig against them. 

They were weli aware that theù contributions, such as the building of the tram-Canada 

raihaci, transformed Canada %om a barren wildemess ïnio a prosperous country."u0 

Since they were discriminateci againa despite their contributions, many felt that white 

Canadians were ungrateful barbarians who were ignorant of their own history. Due to this 

unjust discrimination, the print media in Canada portrayed Chinese migrants as valiant 

warriors who fought against an evil and racist govemment to repeal various anti-Chinese 

laws. For example, one 1927 editorial stated that to s h v e 7  the Chinese needed to "unite 

together, show their unwaveringly maniy spiri& and engage in a constant battle with the 

evil Canadian g~vernrnent."~' 

This moral superioriîy over white Canadians was further reuiforced during the 

Second World War when the Chinese in Canada wntributed greatly to the Canadian war 

effort. They purchased more Vctory bonds per capita than any other ethnic group; many 

joined the Red Cross and other maiastream social groups to help the war effort; and five 

hundred Chinese-bom Canadian men fought as Canadian soldiers." A 1 94 1 editorial 

made an explicit reference to Chinese people's culturai superiority when it stateâ that "if 

we Chinese peopley' focused on the past racist practices of Canadians and used this as an 

-50 Gongbao, May 22, 1923. 
Gongbao, May 9, 1927. 

252 Lee, The  Road to Enfhchisemenî," 5045. 
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excuse to not contn'bute to the Canadian war effort,"we would not be demonstrating our 

superior national characterera3 This statement irnptied that the Chinese culture was 

inherently superior to Canadian culture and that migrants' membenhip in this civüization 

meant that they were moraüy superior to memben of 0 t h  groups. 

Many male migrants portrayed themselves as more masculine than and morally 

superior to incompetent and racist Euro-Canadian men. The Chinese community did not 

accept mainStream Canadian society's negative stereotypes of them. On the contrary, the 

unjust treatment that they received and these wifavourable images helped them create a 

new self-image which depicted them as mascuiine men who, as a result of their superior 

culture and their overseas experiences, were able to forgive and help ncist white 

Canadians during a t h e  of need. 

POLYGAMY, SEXUALITY AND NATIONALISM LN A NEW CONTEXT 

A new image of male migrants as sexualized masculine men, dong with the other 

three new images, emerged in both the Chinese community in Canada and emigrant 

cornmunities in China. Ail four identities reùiforced each other's validity and existence, 

and perpetuated the image ofmale migrants as culturaiiy superior to and more masculine 

than Chinese people who remained in China and non-Chinese people in Canada. This 

section examines how overseas emigration increased and legitimited migrants' access to 

traditional polygamist prinleges, and how their perceived monopoly on magical sex 

potions validated their self-image as the ultimate masculine men. 

Popularizrtion of Pdygamist Institutions in China 

This section examines how many male migrants' increased wealth and newly 

acquired social status bcreased and sanctioned their access to polygamia institutions in 

China. As they becarne wealthier, many were able to aqui re  concubines and maid 

servants and visit brothels. Since migration and their new wealth increased their social 

s ta tu  in China, the print media in China sanctioned this behaviour and consistently sided 

with polygamist migrants over other groups. 

153 Gongbao. Iune 2 1, 194 1. 
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Even though c o n c u b i i e  and other forms of polygamy were attacked elsewhere 

in China, migrants' new wealth increased th& access to these pnvileges and this access 

was seen as a right that they eamed as migrants. Previously, access to more than one 

women was a privilege that o d y  a few diluent men enjoyed? However, migrants' new 

wealth aüowed their households to  purchase concubines and maid servants. The sojoumer 

Lifestyle fùrther encouraged them to acquire maids and concubines because many in 

Southeast Asia bought concubines to accompany them while they were away fiom home, 

and many wives bwght mridscrvanis to  hdp them while thnr husbands were awaY?' As 

migrant families' disposable incorne increased, the number of  brothels in China quickly 

grew to serve the needs of male migrants and theu sons? Furthemore, regardless of 

their roles in f d y  disputes, public opinion in their viliages constantly supported their 

authority over female family members. For example, one report stated: 

A lascivious concubine samtly ran away d e r  stealing 1500 in western money. 

Huang Ruilang, a lineage member, is 45 yean old. Mer accumulatùig sorne 
wealth from working abroad, he returned to China and purchased Concubine Zhou 
to entertain him in his golden years. Zhou is a licentious woman with loose mords 
who feels that he is too old for her. Recently, Huang contracted an illness and 
brought Zhou to sene him while he sought medical attention in to m.... However, 
she escaped with his money and he has reported the incident to the 

This report Vnplied that Huang, a hard-working migrant, earned his nght to acquire a 

young and beautïfbl concubine. It establishod its biased tone corn the beginning by calling 

Zhou a "lascivious concubine" who -le money nom a "'limage member." Even though it 

stated that Zhou was trapped in an unhappy union to a plain elderly men who treated her 

iike a servant, it did not sympathize with h a  p l i e  Furthemore, it irnplied that the 

Huang lineage, the cornmunity where this occurred, and the police all supported Huang. 

While many in emigrant comrnunities defended male migrants' access to more than 

one women, they demandeci that migrants' wives remain faithftl. For example, one report 

Ebrey, Chinese Civifizution: A Sntrce Book, (New York The New Free Ress, 1993), 215. 
InteMew with May LAW, MonVeal Orai H i n o y  Roject. and Zheng and Cheng 120-12 1. 

TM Huang, 280-281 and EïizaWü Sinn, "The Protection of Women in Nineteenth Century Hong Kong," 
in Women and Chinese Paîriarchy: Submisdon. &mitude and Escape, edited by Maria Jaschok and 
Suzanne Miers, (Loncbn: Hong Kong Univtrsity Prtss, 1994), 142-113- 
257 Juzhen Yuebao, 5:8, 16. 
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recounted the relationship between Yu Yueke, a migrant, and Ms. Huang, his d e .  It 

claimed that they had a happy marriage and that she got dong well with his mother. 

However, Yu, during his sojoum abroad, 'We most men, nilfilled his desires by fiequently 

visihng prostitutes," contracteci a severe disease, and died. AAer his death, Huang stole 

fiom her mother-in-law and went back to  ber parents' h o u ~ e . ~ '  Like most reports, this 

one sided with the migrant and condemned Huang for betraying her Yoving" mother-in- 

Iaw and husband. More importantly, it imptied that even a dedicated husband Iike Yu was 

dl1 entitled to  have acaw to other womai to d s f y  his "natural" desires as manug 

In China, migrants' new weaith ùicreaseâ their access to polygamist institutions 

and their improved social status emured that public opinion supported and endorsed their 

actions. Even though these priviieges and institutions existed before large-scaie 

emigration occurred, few men f?om emigrant communities had access to them. 

Furthemore, while these attitudes and institutions were attacked or driven underground in 

other urbanizllig areas, in Siyi and Sanyi, despite th& urban appearance, these practices 

increased and were publicly sanctioned. 

Juzhen ITUebao, 5-8:4,20. 
25g Juzhen Yuebao, 5 - W .  20. 
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Migration and Poîygamy in Canada 

Even though fewa men brought their concubines to  Canada, the nurnber of 

brothels that catered to the d s  of Chinese men increased rapidly. Aside fkom these 

visible institutions, the lack ofchinese women encourageci the smuggling of poar women 

nom China to work as prostitutes and indenturd maid servants who were subjected to 

their male owners' semai advances. in many ways, Living in a predominantly male 

cornmunity legitimized visits to prostitutes. 

Despite the smaIf number of women that was recorded by govenunent statistics, 

the percentage of Chinese men who had access to prostitutes, concubines, and maid 

servants who doubled as sexual partners was fairly signincant. For example, even though 

govenunent census did not record the number of concubines in Canada, the number was 

likely to be significant because many women were smuggled into Canada or  entered 

illegally as merchants' wives or  daughters; many of them were Iater sold as concubines or  

prostitutes.260 Furthemore, personal histories showed that it was not uncornmon for men 

to reside with their concubines while their wives remained in China- For example, even 

though Denise Chong's grandfather was only a labourer, he managed to purchase and 

bring a concubine from China while his wife remained in china."' There were other 

documented cases where a few weii-estabiished men iived with both th& concubines and 

wives in Canada- The most well-known example was Yip Sang, the wealthiest merchant 

in Vancouver in the eariy 1900s, who lived with his wife and three concubines in 

 anc couver.*^^ 
Despite the lack of statistical evidence, personal interviews and other evidence 

revealed that a signiscant number of Chinese men in Canada had access to prostitutes, and 

Iived with their concubines or maid servants. In many ways, their lives in a marrie& 

bacheIor society normalized visits to prostitutes. Even though not every male labourer 

had the ability to acquire a concubine or tive with his d e  in Canada, the presence of a 

%aren Van Dieren, T h e  Rtspoase of the WMS to the Immigration of Asian Women 1888-1942." Xot 
Just Pin Money, 79%0. 

Chong, 6-28. 
"' Huang and Jesery, 1-3. 
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few merchants who nilfilled the polygamist ideal by acquiring wives7 concubines, and maid 

servants kept these ideals a h e  for them. 

Aphdisi.es and Masculinity in Canada 

Many migrants felt that they were armed with Chinese aphrodisiacs and Chinese 

and western medicine that heightened their sexual peflormance. Many advertisements in 

the Chinese print media in Canada featured aphrodisiacs and other rnagic solutions 

targeted at them. These advertisements gave migrants the perception that they were the 

only ones with access t o  these magic potions which promised to  give thern the ability t o  

achieve the controiied sexual drive that was depicted as masculine and desirable by both 

white Canadian and Cbinese men. 

Many of these piils specificaliy stated that they transformed an effeminate boy into 

a desirable man who conquered aii women, while others gave their customers the 

perception of control over their lives. Many borrowed the ianguage fiom traditional 

Chinese pornographie fiction and describeci sexual intercourse in a militaristic language 

where the pills aiiowed men to "march into battle with a firm metal spear, to fight 

heroically and fearlessly," and "be forever victorious in b a t t ~ e . " ~ ~  Pills such as "Be A 

True Man Pill," "Spear Enlargement PiU," and 'Yictory Piil," all boasted that they 

transformed their customers into real men with male reproductive organs that remaineci 

erect for long periods of tirne.= They promiseci to transfonn ordinary men into men with 

controlled sexual drives and amaaing technique that made them the envy of both 

communities. Other piils promised to  trar~sfom their customers' iives and to help them be 

in control of their lives. One testimonial stated that "1, a humble person, was bom 

physically weak," '%ad problems with premature ejaculation," and many other physical 

ailments. '9 M e d  to find a cure until a fiend mentioned this piIl to me- After only one 
,9265 box, my spirits rose, and &er another box, my ailments were cured. For a few dollars, 

this lucky patient not only regained his energy, he also Gxed many s e d  problems that 

163 Gongbao- Iunt 25. 1939 and lune 23, 1942. Advertisement for the Resistance and Battle pill. see 
Gongbao, June 23, 1942, For mfierenct to Chincse pmgraphic fiction, see McMahon, 1-55. 
264 See Gongbao, Iune 22, 1942, lune 15, 1039, June 23, 1942, and May 27, 1947. 

Gongbao, May 4, 1927. 
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had plagued b n  for years. In a typicai wonder dmg advertisement, the ccSaMour PilP' 

claimed that it strengthened a man's yang, ïncreased his stamina in the bedcharnber, 

stimulated love between him and bis wifè and rejwenated the el der^^.^^^ Pills Iike this 

one, promised th& customen a cornplete We package filied with most mm's dreams, 

including health, vigor, dehbiiity, youth, and the abüity to attract and secure women's 

affection. 

Many of these püïs gave Chinese men the iilusion that they controlied the ability to 

fiilfil their moa important duty to their fiandies: the reproduction of sons. One 

advertisernent reminded its customers that "it does not matter if you have billions of 

dollars if you do not have a son by the time you are old, aii your hard work is for 

nothing." These words of caution were Unmediately followed by a man's testimonial that 

this pi11 helped hua and his wife produce several plump and healthy sons."' Several of 

these pills were targeted at women and prornid that al1 it took was one pi11 to guarantee 

the reproduction of a son?* These pilis gave migrants the perception that they controlled 

the perpetuation of their patdines: their utmost important goal as filial sons to their 

ancestors. 

The ability of Chinese male migrants to fùffil three sets of conflicting masculine 

ideals validated their self-image as men who were more masculine than effeminate men 

who remallied in China and non-Chinese men in Canada. This image of the migrants was 

reinforced through th& increased access to polygamia institutions in both China and 

Canada. Their perceiveci monopoly on magic sex potions gave them the perception tbat 

they controlled their masculinity and that they could obtain the sexual prowess desired by 

both Chinese and non-Chinese men Overseas migration and migrants' increased control 

over their families provideci them with the resources to recreate a male polygamist 

community centred around them. 

266 Gongbao, hne 15, 1939. Anoilier cream, Ibe "Happy Cream," ;ilso parantecd love ktween a man 
and a woman of bis Qsihs. Set Gongbao, May 27, L947. 
'67 Juzhen Yuebao, 85, 108. 
'a Gongbao, May 1, 1927, and J m e  23, 194 1. 
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CONCLUSION 

From the late nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century, Chinese male 

migrants in Canada perceived many challenges to their masculinity and cultural identity in 

both China and Canada Despite these challengesy ovemas migration ïncreased many 

male migrants' access to pMliarcha1 and polygamist institutions, their aîtachrnent to their 

Chinese identity, and most importantly, their wnîidence that they were vaiuable members 

of Canadian and Chinese society. In China, their higher overseas wages aliowed them to 

contribute s i g d i d y  to China's modefnization efforts while preJeMng elements of the 

Chinese past. This new wealth and th& new social status gave them unprecedented 

control over theu family members. Similady, in Canada, migrants' claùns to patnarchal 

control and their attachment to their Chinex identity increased. 

During this period, the migrants created three contlicting images for themselves 

and each helped them reafbm their masculinity and culturai identity in different ways. 

Their new wealth, increased attachment to th& Chinese identity, and new ability to 

preserve elements of the Chinese past and to fulnl Chinese gender ideals encouraged them 

to see themselves as the defenders and preservers of Chinese culture. On the other han4 

they saw themselves as modern westernized heroes who used theù exposure to western 

technology and iife to implerneat changes that ushered China into the modem age. Lastly, 

they portrayed themselves as moraiiy superior masculine men who came to the aid of 

racist white Canadians during the Second World War. These three images came together 

and gave rise to the most powemil image that depicted them as masculine men who 

revived the Chinese polygamist world centred annud male interests. AU four images 

portrayed male migrants as heroes who moved baween western and Chinese cultural 

spheres, and between modernity and tradition to create a new China in emigrant 

communities and in Chinese communities in China. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Even though this thesis focuses on the experiences of Chinese male migrants in 

Canada and their relationship with th& home MUages, each other, and other groups in 

Canada, rnany of the theoretical implications are applicable to broader areas of gender, 

race, and cultural history. Even though many studies have been *en on the experiences 

of migrants, they have either focused on migrants' experiences in their host countries or 

on their impact on their home villages. Few, however, have examined how their 

continuous interactions wîth both countnes iduenced thek experiences- Many of these 

studies have been idluenceci by the tendency in historical research to categorize and 

organize historicai studies dong national geographic boundaries. However, my study has 

shown that this approach is problematic, especially when one is examinhg a group of 

people whose experiences are not limited to one geographic area As people's national 

and cultural identities become increasingiy hybridized in the modem world, there is an 

increasing need to move away ftom national histories. 

The other theoreticai issue that is central to this thesis is the inseparable 

relationship between the categories ofrace, gender, and class. Even though much work 

has been done on each category, most scholars have examined these categories separately. 

More importantly, most scholars have only applied these labels to people who were piaced 

in inferior positions, such as women, people of colour, and working-class people and have 

implied that these labels do not infiuence dominant groups. For example, in the field of 

immigration history, most scholars have simply examineci immigrants' experiences as a 

question of race relations. The few historians who have examineci the issues of race and 

gender together have resemed these questions for mùiority women. However, my thesis 

has shown that since issues of gender, race, and class were about processes of domination 

and control, the three categories were constdy interünked. It has show that white 

racism took on a gendered and class-specific language as memben of the white 

community, especiaiiy white middle-class men, tried to r e a f f h  their dominant position 

built on their superior class, racial, and gender identities. Since these three factors were 

interlinked, this eüte group IegïtUnized racism by portraying Chinese male migrants as 
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uneducated, feminized labourers who needed to be controiled by thm. SimilarIy9 ôom the 

perspectives of Chinese male th& relationship with Canada and their home 

villages was shaped by more than issues of race. Their perceptions of how their 

experiences in C a d a  affecteci their ma~cuihe identity and access to male privileges 

embedded in the Chinese patriarchal systan influenced how they interacted with and 

respo~dd ?O groups in China and Canada 

This thesis has examined race relations, raciaüzed gender constructions, and 

genderd race constnictions nom a feminin paopective. It has show that the patriarchd 

nature of both socides influenced their relations with one another. In both communities, 

cultural superiority was fiequently expressed as masculinity, while uiferiority was equated 

with feminùuty. ïhe experiences of male Chinese migrants show that the categories of 

race, class, and gender are never separateci. 
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